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The vowels and consonants of Dutch

Table / The vowels of Dutch (phonologically)

Short vowels I, e, J, Y, o

Long vowels i, y, u, e, O, o, a
Schwa e

Diphthongs ei, ey, cu

Table 2 The consonants of Dutch

Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

Plosives p, b t, d k
Fricatives f, v s, z x, y h

Nasals m n tl
Liquids l, r
Glides u i
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1.1

Chapter 1

Introduction

Background and hypothesis

As early as 1924, the experimental phonetician Giulio Panconcelli-Calzia, in his Dle

Experimentelle Phonetik und ihrer Anwendung auf die Sprachwissenschaft, clatmed

that it would be futile to attempt to find a phonetic correlate of 'the syllable': "Die

Silbe phonetisch untersuchen und begriinden zv wollen, ist eine Utopie"

(Panconcelli-Calzia L924: I l9). In the past seventy-five years, many scholars have

tried to prove him wrong. Perhaps the most famous attempt is Stetson's 'chest pulse

theory' of phonetic syllabicity (Stetson 1951). From his experiments, Stetson

concluded that there is a single chest pulse, a contraction of the muscles of the rib

cage that pushes air out of the lungs, for every syllable in a word. However,

subsequent work undertaken by Ladefoged (1967) cast serious doubt on this theory,

since direct investigations of the activity of the muscles themselves have failed to

confirm the theory. Ladefoged (1975: 217) simply stated that: "there is no agreed

phonetic definition of a syllable". Even though many have tried to follow in Stetson's

footsteps (Malmberg 1955, Maddieson 1985, Turk L994, and many others),

Kenstowicz (1994:250) recently observed: "One reason the syllable has proved so

elusive is that it lacks any uniform or direct phonetic correlates: it is not a sound, but

an abstract unit of prosodic organisation through which a language expresses much

of its phonology". Similarly, Clements (1990) observed: "no adequate phonetic

definition has ever been given of the phoneme, or the syllable - and yet these

constructs play a central and well-understood role in modern phonology".

A recent wealth in literature on the phonetics-phonology interface, also

known as l,aboratory Phonology, indicates a growing interest in the phonetic

grounding of phonological patterns, i.e., the attempt to find justification for abstract

phonological structure in concrete acoustic or articulatory data.l This thesis aims to

contribute to this field of linguistics by means of an investigation into the relation

between segment durations and syllable structure. The target language is Dutch, for

' See amongst others, Kingston & Beckman 1990, Pierrehumbert 1990, Keating 1991, Docherty & tadd

1992, Keating1994, Hayes 1996, Broselow, Chen & Huffman 1997.
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which descriptions of relevant phonetics and phonology are readily available

(Zwaardemaker & Eijkman 1928, Van Wijk 1939, Cohen et al. 1961, Nooteboom

L972, Trommelen & Zonneveld 1979, Booij 1981, Trommelen 1983, Van der Hulst

1984, Nooteboom & Cohen 1988, Kager 1989, Trommelen & Zonneveld 1989,

Booij 1995, and others).

The point of departure of this thesis is an interpretation of data gathered by

means of three production-experiments focusing on the durations of consonanls and

consonant clusters. These experiments concentrate on the durations of consonants

and consonant clusters in three positions, viz. to the left of the vowel (or -in
phonological terms- the word-onset), to the right of the vowel (or -in phonological

terms- the word-coda), and intervocalically. In these experiments subjects were

asked to produce a large number of target consonants and clusters, which were

embedded in a carrier phrase. The durations of these consonants and clusters were

measured, and these results form the point of departure of the interpretation

presented in this thesis, on the basis of which it is determined whether it is necessary

at all to refer to syllables or syllable constituents when interpreting duration data.

The first stage of this interpretation is a strictly linear, i.e., non-hierarchical, one:

consonant clusters will be considered simply as sounds in a row. It will become

clear, however, that such a strictly linear interpretation of the data cannot cover all
results in all three areas of investigation: this is where 'the syllable' will be shown to

come into play. The hierarchical nature of the syllable, and the breaks between

syllables, will be shown to contribute towards the description of the durations of
consonants in clusters. Given this, (1) below is proposed as the central hypothesis of
this thesis,

Metrical Segment Duration Hypothesis(MSDH): the relative durations of
segments are a reflection of syllable constituency.

The results reported on here can be interpreted as going a considerable way towards

confirming (1) for consonants.

The 'syllable constituency' referred to in (l) is intended to be phonological

syllable constituency. That is, in practice in each chapter I will try to find out

whether aspects of the syllable that phonologists have been proposing over the past

two decades can be discovered in my data, and if so, to which extent. In each

chapter, I will find confirming evidence and I will describe the nature of this

evidence. In slightly different words, this thesis can be seen as indicating the appeal

of the following output-input relation between phonology and phonetics,

(1)
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(2) Phonology

I
Phonetics

mapplng

in which I set myself the task of describing the nature of the mapping relation, for

consonants and consonant clusters, and in which the contents of the mapping

procedure is perhaps surprisingly poor, as phonology seems to have much to

contribute to the input of phonetics. On the one hand, the mapping is not empty (i.e.,

the unaltered phonological representation cannot serve as a basis for the phonetic

interpretation), on the other, phonology and phonetics are not completely

independent: central notions will turn out to be hierarchical restructuring and

sonority, and in addition some minor ones. Finally, in the phonetic representation,

the phonological 'categorical' representation will have been turned into a 'numerical'

or gradual one.

The more detailed contributions of this thesis are the following. It will be

argued that a close relation between the duration of a consonant and its 'sonority'

exists, in that sonorous consonants are shorter in duration than less sonorous ones.

Characteristics concerning the place of articulation of consonants will be shown to

play only a minor role, however. This interpretation of duration results contrasts with

observations for English made by Lehiste (1970), who mentions place and manner of
articulation as the prime determinants of the intrinsic duration of consonants.

However, research by Price (1980) has already hinted at a relation between sonority

and duration, at least for perception.

The present research indicates that, in consonant clusters, sonority not only

functions as an organising principle determining the order of consonants within

clusters (as phonological studies say it does), but it also determines shortening

tendencies, or 'compression', in the duration of consonants in the clusters. The

shortening tendencies in codas are found to be the approximate mirror-image of
those in onsets, i.e., the shortening pattern for the durations of consonants in codas is

a reversal of that found for onsets. In addition, the very important observation is

made that duration operates as a marker of syllable boundaries, in that less

shortening or compression is found with respect to consonants in heterosyllabic,

intervocalic clusters than with respect to consonants in tautosyllabic codas.

Although the phonetic syllable still remains an elusive notion, the status of
the syllable is clear to phonologists on the basis of considerations such as those

below. Combinations of consonantal sounds are restricted by universal and language-
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specific conditions. It is generally assumed that speech-sounds group into syllables.

The syllable is justified because: (i) phonological rules make reference to it, (ii)
some phonological processes take the syllable as their domain of application, (iii) the

syllable is the domain for the statement of phonotactic constraints. Examples of
phonological rules that take the syllable as their domain are, for example, /r/-deletion

in English, aspiration of syllable-initial plosives, and glottalisation of syllable-final

plosives in English. A phonological process that has the syllable as its domain is the

realisation of a 'dummy' syllable that breaks up an impossible (illegitimate) syllable-

coda such as /-0m/ in rhythm lrrdaml versus a cluster realisation of the same

sequence in rhythmic lrrdmtU. Another example of a phonological process is the

suppression of the coda /-n/ in the illegitimate coda-cluster l-mnl in damn ldr;ml
versus the cluster realisation of the two consonants in intervocalic position in

damnation /dremneIJan/. Most prominently, the syllable limits the distribution of
consonantal sounds and sequences. For instance, in both Dutch and English, /trl is
only found in pre-vocalic position (in onsets), as in hand'hand', and haar'hair', and

/d is attested only in post-vocalic position (in codas), as in eng 'scary' and bang

'afraid'.

Phonetically speaking, the following effects, observed in the literature, can

be expected to play a role. It is well-known that linguistically significant edges are

often marked by (changes in) the length of the sounds involved. Some relevant

literature in this field reports the following. Segments or groups of segments at a

right (final) phrase boundary are longer than similar segments which do not occur

next to such a boundary (c.f., Klatt 1976, Cambier-Langeveld 1997). However,

initial segments, too, can increase in length. For English, Fougeron & Keating (1997)

reported such an effect at the phrase-onset, and Lehiste (1960), Oller (1973), Klatt
(1976), and Cooper (1991) at the word-onset. Eefting & Nooteboom (1993)

observed longer segment durations in word-initial position for Dutch. Moreover, it
has been found that segments show more extreme articulations in initial positions

than in final ones (e.9., Krakow 1989, Browman & Goldstein 1992, Byrd 1994).

With respect to vowel duration, a relation between vowel duration and

metrical structure has been found for Dutch by Nooteboom (1972) and Slootweg

(1988). Nooteboom found that the duration of a vowel depended not only on the

number of vowels (potential stress-bearers) in a word, but also on its position and

prominence status. Slootweg (1988) related this finding to the metrical foot

constituency of words. She observed that vowels in metrically strong positions were

longer than vowels in metrically weaker positions. The main-stressed vowel, i.e., the

metrically most prominent position, was found to be the longest in duration. Thus,
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the relative durations of vowels in different syllables (inter-syllabic durations) are

influenced by rhythmical factors.

Research on the duration of consonants and consonant clusters has shown

that the naive view that the total duration of a consonant cluster will simply be the

sum of the durations of the individual consonants is incorrect. It has been found that

there is a significant reduction in the duration of a consonant in a cluster, as opposed

to its duration as a singleton consonant (Haggard L973, Klatt 1973, Klatt 1976,

Walsh & Parker 1982, and Crystal & House 1988a for English, and Nooteboom &
Cohen 1988 for Dutch). According to Nooteboom & Cohen (1988: 128-L3l), the

duration of a consonant cluster is approximately the same as the duration of a

singleton consonant, irrespective of the number of consonants in the cluster. Klatt

(1973) found that the effect of consonant shortening in word-initial clusters was

progressive, in that consonants in a 3-element cluster are shorter than consonants in a

2-element cluster. Furthermore, he observed that 'innermost' consonants, i.e.,

consonants that are closer to the vowel, seem to be shortened less than later ones. For

French, it was found by O'Shaughnessy (1981) that consonants are longer in clusters

in which their places of articulation differ significantly, and shorter when their places

of articulation are similar. Crystal & House (1988a), however, did not detect such an

effect for English. It has also been observed that there appears to be some temporal

compensation between a vowel and a following consonant. Nooteboom & Cohen

(1988) found that intervocalic consonants following a stressed short vowel are longer

than consonants following a stressed long one. This finding was corroborated in

work by Davis & Summers (1989), who report a similar tendency for consonants

following unstressed vowels.

This discussion directs us to two types of expectations with respect to

durations for single consonants and consonant clusters. Independently of the total

duration of the cluster, it can be expected that the durations of the individual

consonants in a cluster decrease as their number increases (see (3)).

CtC c,cc

There is no a priori reason why the compression in (3) should be different for onsets

vis-i-vis codas. Furthermore, given the MSDH, it may be hypothesised that the

compression clusters will be stronger if the consonants belong to one syllabic

Ct(3)
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constituent (i.e., a tautosyllabic sequence) compared to when they belong to different

constituents (i.e., a heterosyllabic sequence) (see (4)).

-CCY,VCC- vc-cv

Thus, two types of expectations are formulated in (3) and (4) above. First,

expectations about the duration of individual consonants in consonant clusters, and

second, expectations about the relevance of syllabic consonant groupings. More

generally, it is hypothesised that the effects of phonetically natural duration 'rules'

will be more prominent within syllable constituents than between segments that are

part of different syllables.

Secondly, a temporal compensation between a vowel and a following

consonant was found in work by Nooteboom & Cohen (1988: 128): the duration of a

singleton consonant following a short vowel will be longer than that of the same

singleton 'phoneme' following a long vowel. This notion of compensation makes

sense only if in both sequences the vowel and the consonant are in some sense a unit
(as in (5)).

VC VVC(5)

Phonologically, on the other hand, it can be expected

the duration of (even a single) consonant is affected

make-up of the word, e.g.:

on the basis of the MSDH that

by its position in the syllabic

(6) VVC VV-C

Thus, syllable structure is expected to affect the relation between vowels and

consonants in these casesr compression in the tautosyllabic case and a (relative) lack

of it in the heterosyllabic case.

The tension between phonetic and phonological observations such as these

reoccurs in the various Chapters of this thesis, with (l) as a guide.

2 In this thesis, 'C' means consonant, 'V' imptes short vowel, and 'VV' long vowel, '#' indicates

word-boundary, and '-' indicates a syllable-break.
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Outline of this thesis

This thesis contains five chapters following this introductory chapter. The first three

chapters present the experimental data and results around which the research is

centred. Chapter 5 deals with a comparison of the data gathered by means of these

three experiments and presents an interpretation of this comparison. This chapter

also includes a minor fourth experiment which was carried out so as to fill an

observed gap in the data. More specifically, the outline of this thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 discusses the first experiment in our series, investigating the

temporal properties of consonants and clusters at the word-onset. It contains a short

description of the phonological structure of the word-onset (including a distinction

between legitimate and illegitimate word-onsets). The MSDH predicts that this

structure will return in our data: consonants within the same constituents are

expected to affect one another more strongly. In section 2.2 an experimental set-up is

discussed. In this section the material and procedure chosen for the experiment is

described. This section also explains the measurement and segmentation procedure

followed throughout this thesis. Section 2.3 presents the results for the mono-

consonantal, biconsonantal, and triconsonantal word-onsets. These results are

discussed in detail in section 2.4. It will be shown that the results can basically be

captured by four factors: sonority, voicing, locality and compositionality. This

section includes a duration model of the word-onset, in which these four factors are

modelled by duration rules. The MSDH is (partly) confirmed here. On the one hand,

our duration model incorporates a hierarchical structure of the word-onset, and on

the other, this onset structure contradicts the one usually posited by phonologists on

the basis of distributional arguments: in the proposed sfructure, sonority is the key

factor, which is not what phonologists usually find. Finally, section 2.5 contains a

survey of the main conclusions of this chapter, draws attention to the small impact of
place of articulation characteristics on duration and mentions some issues for further

research.

Chapter 3 deals with the second experiment in our series, which looks into

the temporal properties of the word-coda. It may be expected that the major factors

affecting the distribution of durations in the word-onset (sonority, voicing, locality

and compositionality) will also apply to word-coda clusters. The structure of this

chapter is identical to that of chapter 2. First, in section 3.1 the phonological

structure of the word-coda and possible clusters are discussed. This structure is

expected to return in our data. Section 3.2 describes the material and procedure of
the second experiment. In section 3.3, the results of the mono-, bi-, and

triconsonantal word-codas are discussed, as well as duration results for the vowel
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preceding the coda constituent. In section 3.4 these results are discussed in more

detail. It will be shown that the main results for the word-onset find confirmation in

the results of the word-coda. Three of the four factors of Chapter 2, namely, sonority,

locality, and compositionality turn out to be relevant again (voicing cannot be

relevant because of the process of final devoicing), the coda will be shown to have

hierarchical structure, and this structure is again partly different from the one usually

assumed in phonology. Thus, the MSDH is again partly confirmed. Section 3.5 is a

summary of the main findings of this experiment.

Chapter 4 discusses the third, and perhaps most important, experiment in

our series, concerning the temporal structure of intervocalic consonant sequences. Of
course, intervocalic consonants and clusters only occur in polysyllabic words, which

explains why this experiment lacks monosyllabic words. Section 4.1 discusses which

intervocalic consonants and clusters are allowed, also in the light of the

morphological and phonological structure, which becomes relevant in polysyllabic
words. This structure is expected to return in our data. Section 4.2 describes the

material and procedure of this third experiment. In section 4.3, the results of the

mono-consonantal, biconsonantal, triconsonantal and quadri-consonantal intervocalic

clusters are described and discussed. The duration results for the vowel preceding the

intervocalic consonant or cluster are also dealt with. The intervocalic results are

discussed in detail in section 4.4. Herc special reference is made to the division of
intervocalic consonant clusters into syllables. Basically, the main findings for the

word-onset and the word-coda find confirmation in the results for the intervocalic

clusters. There will be shown to be three areas of evidence for the MSDH. Both an

asymmetry in the duration of liquids in clusters of rising versus falling sonority and

the absence of locality in triconsonantal clusters hint at an interpretation of the

duration results in terms of syllable breaks, instead of a strictly 'linear' interpretation.

Moreover, it appears that in a third case the universal CV rule/Ivlaximal Onset

Principle overrules phonologically motivated language-specific syllabification
assumptions. Finally, section 4.5 is a summary of the contents of this chapter.

Chapter 5 further explores the impact of syllable structure on consonant

duration by providing a comparison of the results of the three main experiments. It
starts by observing a number of methodological aspects which argue for some

caution. Accepting this, it will be shown that this comparison seems to strengthen the

argument for the syllable as a crucial notion in that it allows us to understand and

explain the temporal patterns of intervocalic consonant sequences. This chapter also

presents a minor fourth experiment, in which the effect of the location of the main

word stress on cluster duration is investigated. It will be shown that again the CV
rule/I4OP is reflected in consonant durations.
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Finally, Chapter 6 provides overall conclusions which may be drawn on the

basis of the previous chapters. This summary pays specific attention to the fate of the

MSDH in this thesis. Apart from this, this chapter has two additional goals. First, it
makes an attempt to assess the strengths and weaknesses in the design of the four

experiments. In this way, an evaluation is provided of the support for the conclusions

of this thesis, and some directions are proposed for further research into the temporal

properties of syllables. Second, some implications of the current results for speech

technology are discussed. Curiously, it has often been noticed that, even though

prosody, i.e., melody, loudness, prominence, temporal variation and voice quality, is

thought to be crucial in understanding speech, synthesised speech without prosody is

even better understood than synthesised speech with bad, or wrong prosody. Speech

without prosody, however, sounds extremely monotonous and unnatural, and no

doubt that the inclusion of aspects of the temporal patterning of speech contributes to

the naturalness of the computerised speech. The work reported in this thesis is

intended to be a contribution to precisely this area, and as such it also aims to make

possible the further development of temporal modules for speech synthesisers and

speech recognisers.





Chapter 2

The Word-onset

2-1: Introduction

The research addressed in this thesis deals with the temporal properties of
consonants and consonant clusters in Dutch. In Chapter I it was pointed out that

such clusters will be considered in the following order: word-onset, word-coda, and

intervocalic position. This chapter is the first in this series; it deals with consonant

clusters at the word-onset and describes an experimental approach which was

designed to find out what the durations of consonants in the Dutch word-onset are.

The first aim of this chapter is to report on the findings of this experiment. The

second aim is to find an 'explanation' for these results. That is, with respect to this

second aim, the question is asked whether our findings can be related to familiar

properties of consonants and the structure of the word-onset, in other words whether

and to which extent the MSDH is confirmed by our results.

The onset of a word or syllable is constituted by the consonants to the left of
the vowel. In Dutch, this word-onset is an optional constituent, i.e., a word can start

with a consonantal onset, paard 'horse', jas 'coat', or without one, aard 'character',

as 'ashes'. Nearly all consonants can function as mono-consonantal onsets, only the

velar nasal /q/ is not allowed to occur in this position. Table I gives examples of all

consonants that are allowed to occur as a single-consonant onset.

Table 1 Examples of onset consonants

C VC. C VC. C VC.
p

t
k
f
S

ch lxl

aard
ak
ist
iets
aai

aos

horse'
branch'
case'
bicycle'
dull'
chaos'

b
d

v
z

ot
al

ee

ee

bone'
valley'

cattle'
sea'

m

n

I

r
j
w
h

ool
at
euk
at

AS

ei
ek

'beautiful'
'wet'
'nice'
'rat'
'coat'
'meadow'
'fence'

. 
This chapter is a considerably rewritten and expanded version of Waals (1996)
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Word-onsets may consists of more than one consonant, with a maximum of three.

Such consonant combinations are constrained both by universal and language-

specific restrictions.

An important universal principle is the 'Sonority Sequencing Principle'
(SSP), which dictates that sonority drops towards the margins of a syllable (Zec

1988, Clements 1990). It will be assumed that the relative degree of sonority is a
mechanism that organises sequences of segments. A generally accepted sonority

hierarchy considers obstruents to be the least sonorous segments, and vowels the

most sonorous ones (Selkirk 1984, Van der Hulst 1984, 7-ec 1988, Clements 1990),

with nasals, liquids and glides occupying an intermediate position:

(l) Obstruents Nasals Liquids Glides

-

Table 2 Examples of biconsonantal onset clusters

Thus, the Dutch onset clusters in the left and middlemost columns of Table 2 above

conform to the SSP.t Those in the right column consist of two obstruents. In a broad

sense these are therefore of equal sonority, but in fact, obstruents are usually

' Table 2 does not present a complete picture of Dutch word-onsets, since also word-onset clusters of an

Obstruent + Glide are found, as in:. Pjotr'personal name', fiord'f1ord', twaalf 'twelve' and zwaard
'*sword'. [n intervocalic positiou these clusters are rare, hence they are left out of consideration here.

a. CC VC- b. CC VC. c. CC VC.
pl
pr
bl
br
tr
dr
kl
kr
fl
fr
xl
XI
vl
vr

aats

aat
auw
ief
aan

af
aat
AS

ES

is
oor
oom
ag

aas.

'place'
'talk'
'blue'
'letter'
'tear'
'trot'
'ready'
'scratch'
'bottle'
'chilly'
'chlorine'
'chromium'
'flog'
'question'

sl

SIn

SN

aap

aak

eeuw

sleep'
taste'
snow'

sp

st

sk

sf
sx

oor
of
i
inx
at

track'
dust'
ski'
sphinx'
treasure'
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subdivided into the less sonorous plosives and the comparatively more sonorous

fricatives. Clearly, all the clusters in the right column begin with /s/.

The SSP can be maintained under the assumption that /s/ is a so-called

extrasyllabic consonant, not truly part of the onset, but obviously, part of the word-

beginning (Trommelen 1983). Notice that obstruent clusters are also uniformly

voiceless. This can be explained by the exclusive availability of /s/ as the

extrasyllabic consonant, and the generalisation that Dutch obstruent clusters always

agree in the value of the feature [voice] (Zonneveld 1983).

Phonologists point out that there is independent evidence for the assumption

of /s/'s extrasyllabicity by observing that, word-internally, the clusters in the first

column of Table 2 function as onsets, but those in the righthand column of Table 2

do not: they are typically split up (Trommelen 1983: 108-9, Kager & Zonneveld

1986). Notice that /sU patterns with the lsl + Obstruent and /s/ + Nasal clusters,

confirming /s/' s systematic extrasyllabicity.

13

(2)a. du-plo

co-bra

me-trum

ma-kro

moe-flon

(brand name)

'cobra'

'metre'

'macro'

'mufflon'

b. hos-pes

pas-ta

fos-for

kos-mos

mos-lim

'landlord'

'pasta'

'phosphor'

'cosmos'

'Muslim'

Some consonant combinations are disallowed by language-specific restrictions. For

instance, /tV, and /tn/ do not occur as word-onsets (presumably due to a ban on two

identical consonantal place specifications within a constituent (Rice 1992)), and

neither does /tm/. Word-internally, these clusters are all split up as follows: at-las

'atlas', Et-na 'Etna', at-mosfeer 'atmosphere'. The attested, but rather marginal,

word-onset clusters lpnl, lk,ri, lgnl, are also split up in intervocalic position:

pneumatisch 'pneumatic' versus hyp-nose 'hypnosis', knie 'knee' versus ac-ne

'acne', and gnoe'wildebeest' versus mng-neet'magnet'.

Triconsonantal clusters always begin with an lsl, and are followed by a

legitimate cluster which begins with a voiceless obstruent and displays a rise in
sonority. Thus, the cluster /stU is illegal, since the cluster /tU is already impossible as

a word-onset.2

2 Although, the clusters lsx/, lxll and /sf/, lfl! are legitimate clusters of Dutch, the triconsonantal clusters

/sxU and lsfU arc not attested.
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Table 3 Examples of triconsonantal onset clusters

CCC VC"

SPI

spr
str
s?r

its
aak
aat
ik

divide'
speech'
street'
frisht'

Thus, the structure of a Dutch word-onset is the right-branching one in (3a) below.

(3)a. Word b. Syllable

Rhymef -.-
Nucleus Coda

Syllable

I
Onset

Onset

[-sonJ [+son]

Evidence for the (word-)onset as a separate constituent in a hierarchical structure

such as that given in (3b), is provided by the phenomenon of sfess assignment. It
seems to be almost universally true that the nature of consonants that occur to the left

of the vowel in a syllable is immaterial to stress assignment, whereas the nature of
vowel-consonant combinations ('rhyme') is of crucial importance. This is the case,

for instance, in quantity-sensitive languages, such as English and Dutch, in which the

stress assignment is related to the weight of a syllable (Kager 1989, Trommelen &
Zonneveld 1989). In Dutch, closed syllables (in which the rhyme ends in a

consonant) are heavy, and open syllables (in which the rhyme ends in a vowel) are

light. Just as English, Dutch has a so-called three-syllable window for word-stress:

Pdnama, 'Panama', pyjdma, 'pyjamas', chocold, 'chocolate'. But if the pre-final

syllable has a -VC rhyme, stress can never be antepenultimate. Thus, we find data

such as those in Tables 4a and 4b.

Table 4a Examples of words with pre-final -VC rhymes

correct lncorTect

Gi-br6l-tar
a-g6n-da
a-6r-ta

*Gf-bral-tar
*6-gen-da
*6-or-ta

Gibraltar'
diary'
aorta'
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Examples of words with complex onsets in the final syllable

ore-pre-final pre-final final

k6-li-brie
Cle-6-pa-tra

Su-m6-tra
Si-n6-tra
Ca-li-bra

pa-ra-phi

The examples in Table 4a illustrate that if a consonant cluster is not an onset, but

split over two syllables (Gibral-tar), the pre-final syllable becomes heavy, and

stressed. Moreover, the absence or presence of an onset in the pre-final syllable is

immaterial to this pattern. Thus, these examples illustrate that the onset does not

contribute to the phonological weight of the syllable.3 The examples in Table 4b

show that if the cluster is an onset the three-syllable window becomes fully
applicable.

Evidence for the onset as a constituent of the syllable can also be derived

from the phenomenon of poetic rhyme. Two words function as a perfect rhyming

pair when the stressed vowels and the consonants that follow them are identical, as in

weep: sleep. In other words, dissimilarity of the onsets of the words that form a

rhyming pair is an important characteristic (Holtman 1996). Finally, psycholinguistic

experiments using word-games argue in favour of the onset as a constituent of the

syllable (Treiman & Kessler 1995).

As pointed out in Chapter 1, research on the duration of consonants and

clusters has shown that the duration of a consonant cluster is not simply the sum of
the durations of the individual consonants. It has been observed that in general there

is a significant reduction in the durations of consonants in a cluster relative to their

durations as singletons (Crystal & House l988ab, Haggard L973, Klatt 1973, 1976,

Nooteboom & Cohen 1988, Walsh & Parker 1982, and others). In one of these last-

mentioned studies, Nooteboom & Cohen found that for Dutch, the total cluster

duration is more or less stable irrespective of the number of consonants in the

cluster. However, research by Goedemans (1993) does not confirm such a constant

duration, irrespective of the number of consonants, for onsets in Dutch.

Klatt (1973), in a study focusing on word-initial clusters in English, found

that there was a larger decrease of consonant durations as the number of consonants

in the cluster increased. This effect was found to be anticipatory; a single /s/ was 152

ms, /s/ in /st/ was 110 ms, and /s/ in /str/ was reduced to 102 ms. Furthermore, Klatt

found that consonants close to the vowel shortened more than more distant ones. For

3 Consult Goedemans (1998) for a phonetic and phonological investigation of the weightlessness of the

syllable onset.
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Italian, Farnetani & Kori (1986) also found that the duration of a consonant in a

cluster is affected by its position within the onset and by the onset size.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 2.? we will deal with

the method of the experiment. In this section we will describe the material and the

procedure of the word-onset study. In section 2.3 the results of this study are given.

Section 2.4 discusses the results, and finally section 2.5 contains a summary of our

findings.

2.2 Method

2.2.1 Materials

A set of monosyllabic Dutch words was used for this study, and the focus was on the

temporal properties of word-onset consonants and clusters. The set was constructed

in such a way that the most frequent and familiar Dutch word-initial consonant

clusters were present. A further criterion for selection to be borne in mind was that

the experiment was part of a larger set-up in which these clusters should be able to

occur in intervocalic position, in view of the aim of our overall research. Only

legitimate consonant combinations of Dutch were chosen. This led to the selection of
22 different biconsonantal clusters, and 3 fticonsonantal clusters. The list also

included 13 words with 'mono-consonantal' onsets. These were chosen in such a

way that all segments that appear in a biconsonantal or a triconsonantal cluster also

appear as mono-consonantal onsets. The Tables 5-8 below display the selected

consonants and consonant clusters.
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Table 5 Mono-consonantal clusters for word-onset study

labial dental velar

Table 6 Biconsonantal clusters for word-onset study, type C + L

labial dental velar

Table 7 Biconsonantal clusters for word-onset study, type lsl + C

labial dental velar

sp st sk

SX

sm sn

Table I Triconsonantal clusters for word*onset study, type /s/ + C + L

labial dental velar

spl
spr str

1,7

k

x

pt
bd
fs
v
mn

I

r

kl
tr kr

dr
sl xl

xr

pl
pr
bl
br
fl
fr
vl
vr
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The gaps in the selection of the singleton consonants are either language-specific to

Dutch, or a deliberate choice; the voiced plosive lgl does not exist in Dutch, the use

of the voiced fricative lVl is dialectically constrained, and, idiosyncratically, /z/ does

not occur in any clusters of the above types.

The gaps in the selection of the biconsonantal clusters are mainly due to the

aforementioned co-occurrence restrictions. The cluster /sf/ is a relatively frequent

cluster in Dutch loans, e.g., sfeer 'sphere' and sfinx'sphinx', but was left out of the

selection in order to reduce the size of the corpus. Clusters such as /skr/ and /skV

were not selected because these are highly infrequent.

For each of the consonants and consonant clusters, four existing words were

selected. In each block of four, two words contained a long (tense) vowel, and two a

short (lax) vowel. In this way, the influence of the following vowel on the word-

onset can be investigated. Uniformity was aimed at in the selection of the words, but

it was not always possible to find monosyllabic words with similar vowels and coda

consonants for all of the selected onsets. The total number of words is 151 (38 x 4 -
1). The odd number is due to an accidental gap for the triconsonantal cluster /spU for
which we found only one word containing a short vowel and a single coda

consonant.

For the experiment, the target words were embedded in a carrier phrase in

pre-final, post-focal position. The pre-final position of the target in the phrase

excludes effects of phrase-final lengthening that have been recorded in the literature.

It has been found for English that vowels and consonants immediately before a
phrase-boundary are longer than segments that do not precede such a boundary

(Klatt 1976). For Dutch, Cambier-Langeveld (1997) found that this effect is gradual:

the effect is most salient in the final consonant(s) of a word, but it may even spread

to a preceding syllable depending on the segmental composition of the word.

In addition, the target was placed out of focus in order to avoid lengthening

effects due to focal accent. These have been found to exist in literature such as Klatt
(1976) and Eefting (1991). A post-focal position of the target provides a better

chance of excluding such effects, since Rump & Collier (1996) found for pitch that a

pre-focal target shows some pitch movement, while post-focally no such effect was

observed. It may be expected that just as for pitch, no durational effects will be

found in post-focal position.

The target word was preceded by a word ending in a vowel for ease of post-

experimental segmentation. In (a) the word with focal accent is underlined and the

syllable carrying the accent is capitalised. The position of the target in the phrase is

indicated by the dotted space. In (5) some representative examples of clusters with
one, two, or three consonants are given.
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carrier phrase

Maar ik wil PEtra ... laten zeggen.

'But I want PEtra ... let say' (But I want to let Petra say ...).

(5)a. Maar ik wil Petra poot laten zeggen.

'But I want Petra paw let say'.

b. Maar ik wil Petra fles laten zegger..

'But I want Pefra bottle let say'.

c. Maar ik wil Petra straat laten zeggen.

'But I want Petra street let say'.

2.2.2 Procedure

Since this was the first experiment of our series, a relatively quick look at results was

preferred over acquiring large quantities of data. Therefore, only one (male) native

speaker of Dutch read the material twice. This speaker had no known speech or

hearing defects. The material was recorded in a sound attenuated studio on DAT-
tape using a Neumann TLM 170 microphone and a Sony DAT recorder type DTC

1000 ES in stereo with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz. The data were later digitised

at 16 kllz.
Post-segmentation was done by the author using auditory and visual criteria.

Measurements included: (a) total cluster duration, (b) duration of individual

consonants.

Segmentation was carried out on a Silicon Graphics Indy work station using

GIPOS speech analysis software (E. Gigi - IPO, Eindhoven). Information present in

the speech waveform and the spectrogram was used for segmentation. All
segmentation was checked by auditory monitoring. Boundaries were set at zero-

crossings in the waveform. The criteria used to mark the speech signal were as

follows:

Voiceless stops (/p, t, k/): a closure phase including the silent interval plus a

release phase including the burst of friction,

Voiced stops (/b, d4: a closure phase including the silent interval

(quasi-periodic signal) plus a release phase,

Voiceless fricatives (/s, f, 1/): measured from the beginning to the end of the

a-periodic signal (noise),

19
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(i)

(i i)

(iii)
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(iv)

(v)

(vi)
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Voiced fricatives (lz, vl): measured from the beginning to the end of the a-

periodic signal (quasi-periodic noise),

Nasals (/m, n/): the boundaries for nasals were set atzero crossings in the

signal where a change in the periodic signal took place,

Liquids (ll, rl): boundaries for liquids were set at zero crossings in the signal

where a change in the periodic signal took place (quite vowel-like, periodic

signal).

One set of data, the first repetition, was measured a second time with a month

intervening between measurements, so as to check the author's consistency of
measurement. An error of measurement of 10 to 15 ms is generally considered

reasonable, as the Fsof a male voice is approximately 100-150 Hz. A deviation of
10-15 ms between measurements is approximately one pitch period. The two

measurements of the set differed maximally 13 ms for individual words, and showed

a high correlation (r - .97; df = 50; p<.01), it may therefore be assumed that

segmentation was consistent.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Mono-consonantal onsets

All consonants that appear in the clusters under investigation were measured as

singleton consonants. Table 9 below gives the mean durations of the mono-

consonantal onsets calculated for four targets per consonant over two repetitions.

Table 9 Mean durations of mono-consonantal onsets in ms

labial dur dental dur velar dur

p
b
f
v
m

154
116

r55
t2t
Lt7

t
d
s

155

ll6
159

103

97

94

148

160

n

I

r

An analysis of variance was run on the duration data in order to evaluate the effects

of the length of the following vowel and the repetitions. The dependent variable in
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this three-factor analysis of variance was the duration of the segment, and the factors

were the repetition (first or second), length of the following vowel (long versus

short), and the consonants (/p/, ltJ, lW, hl, ldl, lfl, lsl, lxl, lvl, hnl, lnl, lU, and lrl).

Only one main effect was found: consonant F(rz,sz) = 57.123, p < .001. No

significant effects were found for the length of the following vowel, or for the factor

'repetition'.

Absence of an effect of the length of the following vowel seems to indicate

that the duration of the word-onset is not affected by the following vowel. Similar

results are reported by Crystal & House (1990) for English, and Farnetani & Kori
(1986). The latter note for Italian that their data: "...suggest that vowels in word-

initial syllables tend to be rather constant in duration: they are not affected by the

presence of an onset consonant and very little affected by the complexity of the

syllable onset".

Absence of an effect for the 'repetition' factor implies that there are no

systematic differences between the repetitions.

The analysis of variance did give a significant effect for the factor

consonant type. Three main observations seem obvious here. First, obstruents are

longer than nasals, which in turn are longer than liquids. Second, within the class of
obstruents, there is a distinction between voiceless and voiced sounds: voiceless

obstruents are (much) longer than voiced ones. Third, taking the effect of 'voice'

into account, fricatives are longer than plosives. In general, Table 9 shows that as the

'sonority' of a segment increases, its duration decreases. Observe, however, that

fricatives are slightly longer than plosives. Table 9 also shows that there is hardly

any effect due to the places of articulation of the consonants. The largest difference

within a consonantal sonority class is found for the nasals; a labial nasal is 14 ms

Ionger than a dental one.

2. 3.2 Biconsonantal onsets

Basically, the 22 binary clusters selected for this study can be divided into two

groups: Obstruent + Sonorant clusters, and clusters with /s/ as their first element.

As was mentioned in section 2.1, it has previously been observed by other

researchers that the duration of a cluster is not simply the sum of the durations of the

individual consonants. It has been found that a consonant in a cluster is generally

shorter than its mono-consonantal counterpart.

Therefore, in order to detect trends in the data of the biconsonantal (and

triconsonantal) clusters, 'compression rates' were calculated. The duration of the

2t
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segment in a cluster was divided by the duration of the segment as a single consonant

onset and multiplied by 100.

(6) Compression = (Dur"1u, / Durr6, )* IOOVo

The result is a percentage of duration of the consonant in a cluster, relative to its
duration as a singleton. Tables 10, l1 and 12 gre the mean durations for all

biconsonantal clusters and the segments in them, together with their compression

rates.

Table l0 Mean durations and compression ratios of binary C + lU
clusters in ms and in percentages

dur

pl
kl
fl
sl

xl
bl
vl

171

Table I I Mean durations and compression ratios of binary C + lrl
clusters in ms and in percentages

160
155

156

151

r44
t24
r02
110
111

43
44
41

54
46
55
53

94
93
96
96
86
92

92

102 48 51

100 45 47
106 48 5I
97 53 56
91 68 72

77 48 st
87 70 74

94 70 74

93 60 63

pr 2OB

tr 200
k 204
fr 2M
s(x)r 212
xr 112
br 169
dr 180

vr L7l

188

178
189

204
184

161

160

147

136

r50
t52
144
r08
109

41
42
39
52
44
53
51

93

dur

191
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Mean durations and compression ratios of binary lsl + C
clusters in ms and in percentages

dursVoCVo

23

Table 12

sp 210
St

sk
191

200 101 64

64 109 69
71 78 50

99 67

101

113

sm 208 135 85 73 62
sn 205 137 86 68 67-(.)f - - - [6- - - l+i - - - s-t- - - og - - - z7- - 

-

sl 204 152 96 52 54

2M

Two types of observations can be made with respect to these clusters: (i) overall

observations, and (ii) ones taking into account the clusters' consonantal make-up.

With respect to the former type of observation, the tables suggest that biconsonantal

clusters virtually obey a 200 ms maximum. Biconsonantal clusters that contain a

voiced obstruent are shortest: they obey a 160 ms minimum. A similar effect of
'voice' was also found for mono-consonantal onsets.

With respect to observations on cluster make-up, consider the following.

Tables 10-12 show that the two cluster classes behave differently in the sense that

those with a liquid in second position compress differently from clusters with an /s/

as their first member. In the first type of cluster, the obstruent in first position is

hardly affected (lt = 93194 7o), whereas the liquid is only half as long as it would be

as a singleton onset (p = 48 Vo for lU, lt = 66 7o for hl). In the second type of cluster,

both consonants are shorter than their individual counterparts.

It may be deduced from Table l2 that the (relative) duration of /s/ in an isl +

C cluster depends on the sonority of the second consonant in the cluster. It is highly

interesting to observe that there is an approximate equilibrium, though, between the

duration of /s/ and that of the second consonant: if the latter is longer, /s/ is shorter,

and vice versa, the overall duration lying in the L9L-212 ms range. Moreover, the

sonority hierarchy is again involved in this phenomenon: as was observed above for

n Duriog segmentation, it appeared that targets with the intended triconsonantal onset cluster /sxr/,

spelled schr- as in schreeuw'yell', could not be segmented as having lsl,lxl aad lrl. There was simply no

acoustic evidence in the signal for the fricative lxl. Thercfore, in this study the cluster /sxr/ will be dealt

with as if it is the binary cluster /sr/, a pronunciation which seems to be common for many speakers of
Dutch.

6279
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mono-consonantal onsets, the duration of a consonant decreases as its sonority

increases.

Finally, note that differences in the places of articulation of the consonants

again have little effect on the durations of the consonants in the clusters. For

instance, the difference in duration of the first consonant in /pr/ versus /trl is only 5

ms, and in tprt versus tkrl it is only 4 ms.5

2.3.3 Triconsonantalonsets

Recall that triconsonantal clusters in Dutch form a restricted set. All word-initial

clusters of three consonants have an lsl in the first position. The /s/ combines with

legitimate onsets, i.e., Obstruent + Sonorant clusters, into a triconsonantal cluster.

The most frequent clusters in this set are: lsprl, /spU and /str/. In footnote 4, it was

observed that the triconsonantal cluster lswl was realised as the biconsonantal cluster

/sr/. Hence, this cluster will be ignored here.

Table 13 gives the mean durations and the compression ratios for the

triconsonantal clusters. Tables 14-16 give the mean durations and compression ratios

of the segments and biconsonantal composite clusters within the triconsonantal

clusters. Each of these tables contains the durations of the triconsonantal cluster, its

biconsonantal daughters (from Tables 10-12), and the mono-consonantal onsets

contained by these clusters (from Table 9).

Table 13 Mean durations and compression ratios of triconsonantal
clusters in ms and in percentages

Total dur Vo7oCVo

spr
spl
str

265
237
253

r03
100

t17

6s
63
74

100

95

75

64
61
46

62 65
42 44
64 67

252

s In utterance-initial position /r/ is alveloar. However, a uvular place of articulation is also regularly

found in Dutch. The realisation of alveolar /r/ or uvular lvl is a matter of regional and individual

variation (see Blancquaert 1969: 713-4, Booij 1995: 8, and others). Our speaker produced the alveolar

variant.

67 57 59
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rabte t4 
ffii,tH:H:ilx1;:T,Hi:'on 

ratios of triconsonantar cruster

Total dur s ?o p Vo r Vo

spr 265 103 65 100 64 62 65
sp 210 101 64 109 69

25

pr 208 160 102 48 51

s 159 159
p r54 154
r9594

Table I5 Mean durations and compression ratios of triconsonantal cluster
/spU in ms and in percentages

Total dur s Vo p Vo I Vo

spl 237 100 63 95 61 42 44
sp 2lA 101 64 109 69
pl 188 147 94 4t 43
s 159 159
p 154 154
t9697

Table 16 Mean durations and compression ratios of triconsonantal cluster
/str/ in ms and in percentages

Total dur s Vo t Vo r Vo

str 253 ll7 74 72 46 64 67
st 191 1 13 71 78 50
tr 200 155 100 45 47
s 159 159

t 155 155

r9494

These tables show that the liquid in a triconsonantal cluster does not shorten with

respect to its duration in a biconsonantal cluster. This becomes clear from comparing

the pre-final columns of the first and third lines of Tables L4-16. Among these

liquids, however, the lrldisplays an unexpected effect: in a triconsonantal cluster the

/r/ is even longer than it is in a biconsonantal cluster. Two explanations for this

unexpected lengthening effect can be put forward: it may be an artefact of the carrier
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phrase specific to this case; note especially that there is a /trl-cluster in the carrier

phrase immediately before the target word, or it may be the result of the variable

characteristics of /r/ alluded to in footnote 5. It seems that the behaviour of the /U is

representative of liquids.

In addition, notice that the durational organisation of biconsonantal /s/ +
obstruent clusters is maintained in the triconsonantal clusters. In general, the same

observations hold both for biconsonantal clusters and for triconsonantal ones.

However, triconsonantal clusters are slightly more variable in their total cluster

duration, which ranges from ?37 to 265 ms.

2.4 Discussion

In section 2.1, two issues were raised for discussion here. The first issue concerned

the total duration of (various types of) onsets. The second concerned the internal

temporal organisation of biconsonantal and fficonsonantal onsets. In this section, we

discuss these two issues in the light of the data presented above.

The duration of onsets consisting of a single segment varies between 94 and

160 ms. In onsets consisting of a single segment, a decrease in duration that closely

matches the sonority hierarchy can be observed. That is, liquids are shorter than

nasals, which in turn are shorter than obstruents (Table 9). Within the class of
obstruents, we find an effect of voicing, in that voiced obstruents are shorter than

their voiceless counterparts.

It was also found that stops are shorter than fricatives. However, the

difference is very small, and not significant. Consequently, although there seems to

be an effect of sonority, the effect only applies to the major class dimension, as

indicated in (7), for which the data of Table t have been used.

(7) Sonority hierarchy:

duration sonority

155

118

110

96
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The effect of voicing also appears in clusters of an Obstruent + Liquid, such as /bU

versus /pV, the latter cluster being longer. The duration of voiced obstruents and the

total duration of obstruent + liquid clusters, as compared to their voiceless

counterparts, hovers around 80Vo, as shown in Table 17.

Table 17 Calculation of the effect of voicing (i.e., ratio) based on the
duration in ms of voiced and voiceless obstruents (singleton and
within cluster)

voiced voiceless ratio

singleton obstruent
cluster of obstruent + liquid

118 155

168 195

118/155*100 =76?o
168/195*l 00 = 867o

It therefore turns out that we are dealing with two effects: a sonority effect for

singleton onsets, which is limited to the major class dimension, and an additional

effect of voicing, which also applies to clusters.

The data do not support a fixed duration for onsets in general, a result that

confirms earlier findings by Goedemans (1993). Clearly, the duration of a cluster

increases with the number of segments it contains. A cluster of three averages 250

ms. A cluster of two averages 200 ms if the first member is voiceless, 160 ms if it is
voiced. The longest cluster of two consonants is shorter in duration than the shortest

cluster of three consonants, e.g., lspl - 210 ms and /spU -237 ms. And the longest

mono-consonantal onset is shorter in duration than the shortest cluster of two

consonants, e.9., /x/ = 160 and /kU = 178 ms.

We will now turn to the internal temporal structure of biconsonantal, and

triconsonantal onsets. On the one hand, the duration of a cluster increases as the

number of consonants in it increases. On the other hand, the duration of a cluster is

not simply a summation of the durations of the individual consonants: these

durations are considerably modified, as is illustrated in (8). A straightforward

summation of the durations of lpl and lU leads to a much longer duration than is

actually found for biconsonantal /pU. The realisation of triconsonantal /spr/ confirms

this.

(8)a. p + I

pl

b. s+p+r
spr

154 + 97

159+ 154+94

251 ms

188 ms

407 ms

265 ms
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The results for biconsonantal and triconsonantal clusters show that the number of
consonants in a cluster does not matter to the durations of the individual consonants.

That is, Tables 14-16 show that, in general, individual consonants in a cluster of
three are not shorter than consonants in a cluster of two (as indicated in (9) by the

underlines). This applies to both absolute and relative durations.

(e)a. pl

L47 4l ms

94 43 Vo

c. gp

101 1.09 ms

64 69 7o

(10)a. pl

b. sp

The hypothesis that

strengthened by the

147 (94Vo), 4l (43To)

IOI (64Vo), 109 (69Vo)

MS

Vo

b.

d.

spl

t0095 42

636tM
spl
too95 42

63 61 44

InS

Vo

In fact, consonants in a triconsonantal cluster can even be slightly longer than in a

biconsonantal one. Reasons why this should be so were touched upon in section

2.3.3.

In (9), clearly, the duration of the underlined consonant is not affected by

the greater number of consonants in the cluster. Also, it does not matter whether the

additional consonant precedes the biconsonantal cluster, as in (9a, b), or follows it,
as in (9c, d). Thus, the general cluster shortening effect is only applicable to

immediately neighbouring consonants. In other words, it seems as though the

shortening effect is local, i.e., only a directly neighbouring consonant can influence

the duration of another consonant. These findings contradict Klatt's results for

English (Klatt 1973). He found that individual consonants are shortened more as

their number in the cluster grows. Klatt also found that the consonant closest to the

vowel shortens most. Our data of the C + L clusters seem to support this result. The

results for this type of cluster suggests that only the second consonant in a cluster of
two is affected, while the duration of the first consonant remains virtually unaffected.

This is shown for lpU in (10a). However, in clusters of the lsl + C type both

consonants are modified, as can be seen for /sp/ in (10b). Thus, unlike what Klatt

found, it is not just the position of the consonant in the cluster which plays a role in

cluster shortening. Rather, it seems that consonant or cluster type is relevant.

both consonants

results for the /s/

in a cluster determine shortening is further

+ C clusters, as can be seen from Table 12.
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Although the total cluster duration for this type of cluster is fairly constant, the

duration of the /s/ varies quite substantially. In the event of a following liquid, the

internal temporal pattern follows that for other C + L clusters, i.e., the liquid shortens

considerably while the preceding /s/ is hardly affected. In /sU, 96Vo of the duration of

/s/ as a mono-consonantal onset is retained. In (10b) we saw that for /s/ + Obstruent

clusters, such as /sp/, both consonants shorten. Only 64Vo of the original duration of

/s/ is retained in an /sp/ cluster. For /s/ + N, we find a result that falls nicely in

between. Here, approximately 85Vo of the original duration of /s/ remains in the

cluster. Thus, /s/ seems to adjust to the 'sonority' of the following consonant (see

(1 1a, b, c)).

( I 1)a.

b.

c.

sl=
Sm=
sp=

152 (96Vo), 52 (547o)

135 (85Vo), 73 (62To)

l0I (64Vo),lW (69Vo)

Recall that it was found above that the duration of a mono-consonantal onset

decreased as its sonority increased. In clusters of the type lsl + C, there is a similar

sonority effect which applies to the second consonant in the cluster. This effect is

compensated for in a mirror-image way by the duration of /s/.

Summarising these latter results we find that:

(i) Clusters of lsl+ liquid have (a) the same overall duration as /s/ + Obstruent

clusters, and (b) the same internal temporal structure as Obstruent + Liquid

clusters. (But /s/ + liquid clusters and /s/ + Obstruent clusters have

different internal temporal structures).

The overall duration and internal temporal structure of /s/ + Obstruent is the

same regardless of whether a liquid follows. That is, the addition of a liquid

to a cluster of /s/ + Obstruent does not result in further compression of the

segments in that cluster.

The duration of a liquid in a triconsonantal onset is the same in Obstruent +

Liquid clusters and /s/ + Obstruent + Liquid clusters.

(i ii)

Converting this discussion into a visual overview, it will be useful to begin by

observing that the behaviour of biconsonantal clusters can be schematically

represented as follows:

(ii)
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(t?)a.

Csepren 2

b.

obstruent sonorant

(13)a. b. 200 * voicingeffec(A)

liquid

50 ms6

obstruent:Iovoi] cons

The structures in (12) allow us to model the independent behaviour of liquids and

obstruent clusters with the duration templates of (13). Template (13b) assigns a

duration to the cluster as a whole: 200 ms if the cluster is voiceless (factor 1.0 for
voicing), 160 ms if the cluster is voiced (factor 0.8). The effect of voicing applies to

the total duration of the cluster. A voiced cluster results in an SOVo rcalisation

compared to a voiceless cluster. Template (13a) assigns a duration to the right-hand

node of the cluster. The duration of the left-hand node follows from filling out what

is left of the total duration of the cluster.

Given this, our findings indicate that the duration of triconsonantal clusters

is completely compositional. Schematically, our results can be represented as below:

( 14)

obstruent

n
lsl obstruent

n

,4*.
bstruent liquid

J
liquid o

L=
obstruent

6 The duration of the tiquid in this template is based on the mean duration of llt and lrl in clusrers.
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The first finding, the fact that /s/ + Liquid clusters pattern with other Obstruent +

Liquid clusters, is modelled by applying both (13a) and (13b). Here, the duration of
the liquid is given by (13a), the duration of the cluster by (13b), and the duration of
the obstruent is derived by 'template filling' (i.e., the obstruent fills whatever space

is left). This idea also accounts for the temporal realisation of /s/ + N clusters as

discussed above.

In clusters of two consonants, it is always the first which is subject to

template filling. That is, the duration of the whole cluster is determined by (13b), the

duration of the second, more sonorant, consonant is determined by templates of the

form of (13a). Finally, the duration of the frst consonant in a cluster is derived by

template filling.
Interestingly, we again find a sonority effect. A liquid is shorter than a nasal

in such a cluster, a nasal shorter than an obstruent. Again, stops and fricatives are not

very different, so in lsl+ obstruent clusters it is difficult to say which of the two fills
the template. Also, lsl + ltl deviates slightly in that /t/ is shorter than other stops in

this position. Perhaps, this finding is related to similarities in the places of
articulation of both consonants in this cluster.

On the basis of the findings presented above, a set of duration rules can be

constructed, as shown in (15). These rules model the duration of single consonant

onsets and binary clusters. The duration of consonants in triconsonantal clusters

follows from recursive application of the binary onset template.

(15) Duration rules (in ms):

mono-consonantal ons et:

[+son, -nas] + 95

[+nasJ -+ I l0
[-son, ovoi] -+ 150 * voicing_effec(A)

biconsonantal onset:

(i) template (13b):

3r

200 * voicing_effect(A)

obstruent:[ovoi]
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(i i)

CuepreR 2

[+son, -nas] + 50

[+nas] -+ 65

Itl + 75

[-son] + 95

(iii) voicingeffect(A) -+ 0,8; otherwise 1.0

The durations produced by our male speaker can be compared to the durations

derived by these rules. The 'human' and the 'rule' data correlate quite well (r - .94).

This accounts for 88Vo of the variance in the data.

Table l8 shows the results of the comparison between the human and the

rule data for mono-consonantal onsets, and Tables lg-ZL give the results for the

biconsonantal clusters. Finally, Table 22 presents the results for the triconsonantal

clusters.

Table 18 Human and rule data for mono-consonantal onsets in ms

p

t
k
b
d
f
S

x
v
m
n
I

r

template filling in binary onset:n

human rule diff.
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Human and rule data for lsl + C clusters in ms

JJ

Table 19

sp

st

sk

SX

SM

SN

sl

s(x)r

human

101 109

113 78
lot 99
tt4 89
135 73
137 68
152 52
tM 68

rule

105 95

t25 75
105 95

105 95

135 65
135 65

r50 50
150 50

+4 -14
-12 +3
+4 -4
-9 +6
0-8

-2 -3
_') _)

+6 -18

Table 20 Human and rule data for C + lV clusters in ms

pl
kl
fl
sl

xl
bt
vl

+3 +9
+14 +8

0 +ll
-2 -2
+6 +6
+2 -3
+1 -l

Table 2l Human and rule data for C + hlclusters in ms

human rule

pr
tr
kr
fr
s(x)r
xr
br
dr

160 48
155 45
156 48
151 53
L4 68
t24 48
tu 70
ll0 70

150 50
150 50
150 50
150 50
150 50
150 50
110 50
110 50

-10
-5
-6
-1

+6
+26

+8
0

-1

+2
+5
+2
-J

-18
+2
-20
-20

-10

human rule

t47 4t
136 42
150 39

152 52
144 M
108 53
109 5r

150 50
150 50
150 50
150 50
150 50
r10 50
lr0 50
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Table 22

CHeprr,n 2

Human and rule data for triconsonantal clusters in ms

human rule

spr
spl
str

103 100

100 95

tr7 72

62
42
64

105

105

125

i *'-

ti;
-5
0

+3

-12
+8

-14

95 50
95 50
75 50

Of course, the duration rules could be further refined. For instance, notice that the

duration of mono-consonantal fricatives is simply too short in our model. In contrast

to observations made in section 2.3, a distinction within the class of obstruents

between plosives and fricatives seems to be a useful refinement after all.

Notice also, that a distinction could be made between the durations of /V
and hl in biconsonantal clusters. The duration of lrl in a biconsonantal cluster seems

to depend on the voicing characteristics of the preceding obstruent. The /r/ is much

longer when it is combined into a 'voiced' cluster in comparison to its duration in a

'voiceless' cluster.

Moreover, the 200 ms template for biconsonantal clusters is too long for
clusters of an obstruent + /V. So, although we have found some evidence in favour of
a fixed duration for biconsonantal clusters, this seems to apply only to sub-classes of
clusters.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the results of an experiment that investigated the temporal structure

of Dutch word-onsets consisting of one, two, or three consonants were described and

discussed. Basically, the results can be summarised by four factors, viz., sonority,

v oic ing, locality, and c omp o s it ional ity.

First, we found that the duration of mono-consonantal onsets increases as

theft sonority decreases. That is, liquids are shorter than nasals, and nasals are

shorter than obstruents. Within the class of obstruents no distinction based on

sonority could be made.

The sonority effect also applies to clusters. In the word-onset, the most

sonorous segment shortens most. Since the word-onset shows a rise in sonority, this

is realised in the second consonant. Clusters with /s/ in first position further support

the sonority issue. The duration of the /s/ appears to be sensitive to the sonority of
the second consonant. As the sonority of this consonant increases, and its duration
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decreases, the duration of the /s/ gets longer. Thus, /s/ in /sU is longer than /s/ in /sp/,

both relatively and absolutely.

Another effect that applies to both single consonants and clusters is an

effect of voicing. Voiced single consonants and biconsonantal clusters are realised at

SAVo of the duration of their voiceless counterparts.

Next, we found that the duration of the onsets grows as the number of
consonants in it gets larger. With respect to the internal temporal structure of the

onset, we found that it would be incorrect to say that consonants in a cluster of three

are shorter than consonants in a cluster of two. The observed shortening in duration

is local. Iacality ensures that a consonant is shortened only by its direct neighbour.

Furthermore, it was found that the duration of an obstruent cluster is the

same when realised as a biconsonantal onset, or when it is part of a triconsonantal

onset. We proposed that the internal temporal structure of these complex word-

onsets can be modelled by a simple onset template and by template-filling. We have

demonstrated that the right-hand node of a biconsonantal onset is assigned a fixed

duration, while the duration of the segment occupying the left-hand node is derived

by filling out the template assigned to the whole cluster. The durations of segments

in a triconsonantal cluster are the result of structural compositionality as described

above.

With regard to the Metrical Segment Duration Hypothesis, the principal

findings of this chapter are these. First, a hierarchical structure of the word-onset

must be assumed, as in (14) of the previous section. Second, this structure

contradicts the one usually posited by phonologists on the basis of distributional

arguments, (3a) of section 2.1. That is: the right-branching phonological structure

(3a) appears to be based on avoiding clusters of equal sonority, whereas the left-

branching structure of (14) allows a grouping of equally sonorous, i.e., obstruent,

consonants.

These findings provide an interesting starting point for the research reported

on in Chapter 3, which will focus on the temporal aspects of word-codas. It will be

challenging to see whether our major findings are relevant to these different contexts,

too.
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Chapter 3

The Word-coda

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the second experiment in our series in which the temporal

properties of the word-coda are considered. The background of the experiment is

described below. Subsequently, this chapter aims to discuss the results of the

experimental approach which was designed to gain insight into the temporal

organisation of Dutch word-codas, in the light of the main aim of this thesis, i.e., to

discuss the validity Metrical Segment Duration Hypothesis.

The coda is the post-vocalic consonantal part at the end of a word or

syllable. Together with the vowel (or nucleus) it constitutes the syllabic constituent

'rhyme'. As pointed out in section 2.1, the rhyme is involved in the assignment of
word-stress, and rhyme weight is involved in stress assignment in quantity-sensitive

languages such as Dutch and English (recall section 2.1 of the previous Chapter).

Universally, the rhyme always contains a vocalic nucleus:

Word/Syllable

(Onset)

tch.2l
Rhyme

In metrical analyses of Dutch syllable structure (Kager & Zonneveld 1986,

Trommelen 1983), the rhyme is assumed to consist of two 'positions', which are

occupied either by a long vowel, or diphthong (see 2a), or by a short vowel plus a

single coda consonant (see 2b).

(1)

(c)
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(2)a. zee

knie

btu

b. tak

stem

pril

tseat

'knee'

'happy'

'branch'

'voice'

'immature'

CHeprnR 3

c.

d.

e.

f.

('
b'

h.

raam

lamp

maand

barst

koorts

herfst

'window'

'light'
'month'

'crack'

'fever'
'autumn'

Thus, the coda is an optional constituent of the syllable which can remain empty, as

long as the vowel is long. The reason why in a phonological analysis the rhyme is

assumed to consist of two obligatory positions (the so-called VX condition) will be

addressed in section 4.1.

At the right word-edge, a consonant or a consonant cluster may be added to

the rhyme of the final syllable, in a so-called (extrasyllabic) appendix (see 2c-h). In

this way, clusters of up to four word-final consonants may be found even in

underived words. This is illustrated in (3) below.

(3) Word

Among the 'very heavy' rhymes, those containing three sound segments are most

frequent: rhymes of a long vowel or diphthong plus a single consonant, as in raar,
'strange', and uil, 'owl', or a short vowel plus two consonants, as in lamp'light'. I

Expectations about the four key notions of the onset analysis, now applied

to codas, may be formulated as follows. Just as consonant clusters in the onset,

clusters in the coda are subject to the 'Sonority Sequencing Principle', which was

I Curiously, the same restrictions hold for derived words. Morphological operations are not unable to

produce extremely complex final clustersi prompt-st'most prompt', ge-balts-t-.s, past participle of 'show

courtship behaviour'. But, these virtually unmanageable clusters are reduced by cluster reduction

ptocesses to, e.g., pro[mstl, even in formal speech.

Appendix

Co

Word

Syllable
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introduced in the previous chapter (section 2.1). Again, this principle ensures that the

sonority of consonants decreases towards the edges of a syllable.

Given the fact that sonority is relevant to the coda, some findings of the

word-onset experiment may be expected to hold for the durations of consonants in

the word-coda, too. These findings were as follows. Consonantal duration in the

word-onset decreases as sonority increases. This seems to be a durational effect

which is inherent to the consonants. It may therefore be expected that consonants in

the word-coda display a similar effect. Furthermore, we found that the most sonorous

segment in an onset cluster, which generally displays a rise in sonority, is shortened

relatively most in comparison to its duration as a singleton. In the word-coda,

however, the sonority of the cluster consonants drops towards the margin. Based on

the onset findings, sonority claims can be made with respect to the coda. It may then

be expected that cluster shortening applies inside-out, ytz. the most sonorous

segment takes the shortest time. Alternatively, sequential claims may be made in the

sense that cluster shortening applies outside-in, as it were, viz. the second consonant

in the cluster is relatively shorter. Finally, considering the results for the onset

clusters with /s/ as their first element, it was found that both consonants in a

biconsonantal cluster play a role in determining the temporal structure of the cluster;

it may be interesting to see whether a similar result (in mirror-image) can be found

for codas.

Locality and compositionality may be relevant in the following way. Even

though it was found that the duration of a consonant in a cluster is significantly

shortened, this was found independently of the total duration of the cluster, which

increases as the number of segments in the cluster increases. It was found that the

duration of a biconsonantal cluster is larger than the duration of a singleton

consonant, and that the duration of a triconsonantal cluster is larger than that of a

biconsonantal one. It can be expected that codas show behaviour of a similar sort.

Furthermore, it was found that the duration of a cluster consonant was not sensitive

to the number of consonants in the cluster, but that a consonant in a cluster is only

affected by its direct neighbour. There seems to be no a priori reasons why such a

local effect cannot be expected to apply to word-codas, too.

With respect to voicing, the results for the word-onset indicated that voiced

segments are significantly shorter than voiceless ones. The effect also applied to

clusters. However, in Dutch, a rule of syllable-final devoicing applies to voiced

consonants at the syllable edge, which results in the phonetic realisations given in

(a). As a consequence of this rule, underlying voiced consonants are realised as

voiceless in the word-coda.

39
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(4)a. hoed

hoeden

b. krab

krabben

c. huis

huizen

d. erf
erven

CHepren 3

[hut]

Ihudan]

lkropl

Ikroben]

[heys]
IhmyzenJ

lerfl
Iervan]

'hat'

'hats'

'crab'

'crabsn

'house'

'houses'

'yard'

'yards'

The effect of voicing, therefore, appears to be irrelevant to our discussion of word-

codas. However, in some literature it is claimed that the effect of syllable-final

devoicing of plosive consonants is not completely neutralising. Dinnsen (1983)

mentions research on German by Port, Mitleb & O'Dell (1981) and O'Dell & Port

(1983), who report a difference in the duration of aspiration between underlyingly
voiceless consonants and devoiced consonants. This issue will be raised again in

section 3.3.1.

A second process that affects the structure of Dutch word-codas is schwa-

insertion. A schwa may be inserted between the consonants of non-homorganic

Liquid + Consonant clusters that belong to the same syllable, as is illustrated in (5a)

and (5d), but the process does not apply to the clusters in (5b, c) and (5e, 0.

(5)a. help

b. helpen

c. halt

d. hark

e. harken

f. hars

[help] or [helep]

[helpan]

lhqltl
lhsrkl or [horak]

lhorkenl

lhorsl

'help!'

'to help' inf.
'stop!'

'rake'

'to rake'

'resin'

This process is optional, speaker-specific, and style-specific. Moreover, the

familiarity of words contributes to the application of the rule. Since, the coda-

experiment to be described below uses nonsense words rather than existing ones, the

expectation is that the effect of the rule will be minimal (cf. footnote 5 below).

In addition to the above-mentioned durational effects found for the word-

onset, which we also expect to apply to word-codas, the relation between the nucleus

and the coda as adjacent constituents of the rhyme is also worth investigating. In this

respect we are especially interested in finding an answer to the following two
questions: (i) Does the number of coda consonants affect the duration of the
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preceding vowel? (ii) Does the phonological length of the preceding vowel affect the

duration of the coda constituent?

This chapter is organised as follows. In section 3.2 the methodology of the

experiment is discussed. Section 3.3 gives the results of the experiment, and these

are discussed in section 3.4. Finally, section 3.5 summarises this chapter and

provides some conclusions, especially in the light of the main aim of this thesis,

which covers the relevance of our findings to the Metrical Segment Duration

Hypothesis.

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Materials

The second experiment was designed in order to investigate the temporal structure of
the word-coda in Dutch. The complete constituent 'rhyme' will be studied in this

experiment, too. A number of matters had to be borne in mind in the design of the

targets for this study.

First, and most importantly, the main selection criterion for the consonants

and consonant clusters was that they were phonotactically legitimate codas of Dutch.

As a result, the principles of sonority have to be obeyed. In the coda, the sonority of
consonants drops towards the edge. Thus, our data-set contains clusters of Liquid +

Obstruent and Liquid + Nasal. In addition, sonority plateaux such as Obstruent +

obstruent clusters may be found in the coda, and they were included in our set.

Clusters which display a rise in sonority, such as Obstruent + Sonorant clusters

(which occur word-initially and word-internally, see Chapters 2 and 4), were

exempted from our set for reasons of sonority sequencing explained above.

Second, coda clusters were selected that occur rather frequently in Dutch.

The construction of a data-set that includes frequent clusters of Dutch seemed a good

strategy to get a broad picture of the temporal structure of Dutch. These data should

provide a fair basis for generalisation to other, Iess frequently used clusters.

Third, the selected consonants and clusters should be able to function as

building-blocks for larger clusters. Thus, the presence of the triconsonantal cluster

lkstl, as rn tekst'text', implies that the consonants lW, /s/ and /t/ must be included in

the set, as well as the clusters /ks/ and /st/. This criterion should allow us to gain

insight into the internal temporal structure of polyconsonantal clusters.

Of course, the latter criterion is responsible for a very large set of data,

since all composite clusters of polyconsonantal clusters must be included. Therefore,

4L
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in order to limit the set somewhat (bearing in mind the task required of our subjects),

consonants and clusters were selected on the basis of major class differences and

manner of articulation, rather than place of articulation characteristics. This implied

the inclusion of /p/ versus lfl , burt not lpl versus ltl and fl</. Restricting the set in this

way seemed justified considering the results of the word-onset study, which

indicated that differences in place of articulation only lead to minor differences in

duration. Also, plosives were selected rather than fricatives in some cases. This

choice seerns defensible, since the word-onset study showed few differences within

the class of obstruents, too.

Moreover, the selection should contain data which provides an appropriate

basis for comparison with data of the other experiments of this thesis. Therefore, the

selected word-codas should also be able to occur in intervocalic position. We have

chosen to restrict ourselves to mono-morphemic words, since we are uncertain about

possible effects of morpheme boundaries in Dutch (note that Lehiste (1971) found

that "the morphemic structure of a word does not have any influence on its temporal

organisation in English"). Also, longer clusters are relatively infrequent, and often

unfamiliar in Dutch.

These criteria led to the selection of the consonants and clusters presented

in the tables below. Table 1 gives the mono-consonantal codas of this study.

Table 1 Mono-consonantal clusters for word-coda study

labial dental velar

t
S

n

I

r

The gaps in the selection of the mono-consonantal codas are either language-specific

or deliberate; phonotactically underlying voiced consonants are devoiced in the

coda, hence we do not have to include them, and in order to constrain our set we

have limited the number of velar consonants (and clusters).

Tables 2-4 show the biconsonantal clusters. These are of three types, viz.

Obstruent + Obstruent, Sonorant + Obstruent, and Sonorant + Sonorant.

p
f
m
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Table 2 Biconsonantal clusters for word-coda study, type O + O

labial dental velar

pt
ps ts ks
sp st

ft

Table 3 Biconsonantal clusters for word-coda study, type S + O

labial dental velar

mp nt
lp lt
rp rt

NS

lf ls

Table 4 Biconsonantal clusters for word-coda study, type S + S

labial dental velar

Most of the gaps in these tables are explained by our preference for non-velar

clusters. Also, phonotactically perfectly acceptable clusters of low frequency, such as

/rn/, were omitted.

Tables 5 and 6 show which triconsonantal clusters were selected. These

represent two types of clusters, Obstruent + Obstruent + Obstruent, and Sonorant +

Obstruent + Obstruent.

Table 5 Triconsonantal clusters for word-coda study, type O + O + O

labial dental velar

43

lm
rln

kst
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Table 6 Triconsonantal clusters for word-coda study, type S + O + O

labial dental velar

mpt nst

lst
rst
lft
rts

The criterion of monomorphemicity greatly reduced the number of triconsonantal

clusters. For this reason, the class of O + O + O clusters is only represented by /kst/.

The place of articulation restriction applies to the S + O + O type of clusters again.

Material was constructed consisting of both nonsense words and existing

words. Especially clusters that are prone to undergo schwa-insertion (llpl, llmt) were

expected to enhance unnatural pronunciations when nonsense words are used. On the

other hand, nonsense words have the advantage that they can be controlled better,

which results in a nicely balanced set of words. It proved very difficult to find
existing words with similar vowels preceding the cluster. Even the retrograde

dictionary did not provide any suitable candidates. A further asset of nonsense words

is that factors such as word-frequency or (un)familiarity with the word do not

interfere. The nonsense words constructed were of the form: ta(a)C(CXC). The

vowel pair short /o/, long lal was used because it is known to be the relatively purest

Dutch long-short pair.

The target words were presented embedded in a carrier phrase similar to
that used for the word-onset study, again in pre-final, non-focus position, for reasons

mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.2.1. Based on experiences with the first

experiment, remodelling the carrier phrase was considered in two separate ways.

First, the personal name preceding the target ('Petra') in the onset study was replaced

by the personal name 'Mimi' (6). This was done because in the onset study the tr-

cluster in the word before the target proved difficult to pronounce in phrases in

which the target contained a similar cluster. In (7) some representative examples are

given of the phrases used in this study.

(6) carrier phrase

Maar ik wil Mimi ... laten zeggen.

'But I want Mimi ... let say' (But I want to let Mimi say ...).
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(7)a. Maar ik wil Mimi taap laten zeggen.

b. Maar ik wil Mimi tals laten zeggen.

c. Maar ik wil Mimi tanst laten zeggen.

A second possible modification of the carrier phrase was based on the observation

that the word following the target starts with a liquid, which might cause

resyllabicification of the coda target. However, we agree with the literature that the

test here probably runs a very small risk: "In languages where rrV is a legitimate

onset, aYt#rY sequence does not (usually) resyllabify to V.trV" (Kenstowicz 1994:

281). In other words: resyllabification is expected to apply only before vowels.

Hence, the carrier phrase was not changed any further.

The material was presented five times in different random orders on index

cards and asked to be produced at a casual speaking rate. The total set contained

L?75 real words (85 targets * 5 repetitions * 3 speakers) and 810 nonsense words (54

targets + 5 repetitions * 3 speakers). The total number of targets of the real word set

was larger than that of the nonsense word set because it was hard to find equivalent

existing words. Therefore, since some biconsonantal and triconsonantal clusters only

combine with certain vowels, these consonants and clusters are represented more

than once.

3.2.2 Procedure

Three native speakers of Dutch (two males: AD, JD, one female: SR) produced the

material for this study. They had no known speech or hearing defects and they were

not paid for their assistance. One of the male speakers was the subject in the word-

onset study.

All words were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth at the Phonetics

Department of Utrecht University on a DAT-recorder (Grundig, DAT-9009) using a

Sennheiser MD 421 studio microphone at 48 kHz. The words were digitised at 16

kllz using GIPOS speech processing software run on a Silicon Graphics workstation.

Segment durations were measured by the author on a graphics display work

station, offering synchronised waveforms and spectrograms, using the same criteria

as for the word-onset study (see section 2.2.2). Measurements were taken of the

vowel preceding the coda consonant(s), and of the coda consonant(s) themselves.

45
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3.3 Results

In this section the results of the word-coda experiment will be discussed. Since it was

observed while taking measurements that the results of the existing words and their

nonsense word counterparts were virtually equivalent, the data of the nonsense words

will only be dealt with here since they are better balanced in that they all have the

same onsets and the same vowels, which should lead to cleaner results.

Fifty-four target clusters will be discussed in this section. This set consists

of 9 mono-consonantal codas, which can either be preceded by a phonologically

short vowel, or a by long one. Twenty-nine biconsonantal clusters were selected.

Twelve Obstruent + Obstruent clusters, including 5 which are produced at 2 vowel

lengths, 15 Sonorant + Obstruent clusters, also including 5 clusters at two vowel

lengths, and 2 Sonorant + Sonorant clusters. Finally, 7 triconsonantal clusters will be

discussed. One Obstruent + Obstruent + Obstruent cluster, and 6 Sonorant +

Obstruent + Obstruent clusters. The mono-consonantal, biconsonantal and

triconsonantal clusters will be dealt with in separate paragraphs. The duration of the

vowel preceding the coda will be discussed in a separate subsection.

3.3.1 Mono-consonantal codas

The durations of 9 target consonants were measured both after a short vowel and

after a long one.2 The targets were presented 5 times to 3 subjects. There was a short

break between the repetitions. The total number of mono-consonantal targets was

270 (9 * 2* 5 * 3 = 27O). Approximately 5Vo (= 14 targets) of these targets had to be

discarded because of the uninterpretability of the ouput. These items were left out of
further consideration.

Table 7 presents the mean durations of the various consonants separated out

by the length of the preceding vowel calculated over 3 subjects and 5 repetitions.

2 In addition to these consonatrts, we measured the durations of the voiced counterparts of the plosives in

the data-set, which were at first included in the data-set. These voiced consonants are subject to the final

devoicing rule discussed in section I of this chapter. No significant differences were found between the

underlyingly voiceless plosives and their devoiced coutrterparts.
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Table 7 Mean durations in ms for mono-consonantal codas by length of
preceding vowel

47

v vv diff.
p9087 -3

t 84 7l -13

_L__28___ 12_____1___
f94 87 -7
s7372-1
m79 76 -3
n8278-4-rr--6r --E---l---
r58 47 -l I

In general, variation in duration is much larger in running speech than in controlled

speech, such as nonsense words. Crystal & House (1988a, b) found a mean

consonant duration of 75 ms (sd - 37) and a mean vowel duration of 108 ms (sd =
65) for their data-set consisting of running speech. The mean consonant duration of
our nonsense words was also 75 ms, but the standard deviation was much smaller (sd

=23). The mean vowel duration was 114 ms, with a standard deviation of 30. So,

there secms to be only a relatively small amount of variation in the present data-set.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out on the raw data, with as

dependent variable the duration of the consonants. The factors under investigation

were: repetition (1-5), length of preceding vowel (short-long), consonant type (/p, t,

k, f, s, m, n, I, r/), and subject (AD, JD, SR).

The factor repetition did not give a significant result. Absence of an effect

for the factor repetition indicates that there are no systematic durational differences

between repetitions. The only difference between the five repetitions is the order of
presentation of the targets. Figure I graphically displays the result for subject SR on

this factor.

3 The sequence word-coda llt and,following /U initial word posed a problem for segmentation, since these

consonants merge. This problem was solved by taking the crude and arbitrary decision of putting a

boundary for the word-coda lU exactly in the middle of the (merged) tiquid. However, it can be observed

from Table 7 that the position occupied by /U is precisely the position that may be expected on the basis

of previous findings.
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Figure I

Figure 2

CHnprsn 3

Graphic display of result for factor repetition for subject SR
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The three other factors in the design all gave a significant result. First, the factor

length of the preceding vowel was found to be significant, F1r, r70) = L2.73 (p < .01).

In section 3.1, it was outlined that coda consonants and the immediately preceding

vowel together combine into the rhyme. It may be expected that the realisation of
consonants that follow a short vowel is longer than that of consonants that follow a

long vowel. The significant result on this factor seems to indicate that this is the case.

However, as Table 7 indicates, and Figure 2 illustrates, this effect only seems to

apply to a small subset of the consonants under investigation. As Figure 2 shows,

only /U, lfl, lV, and lrl (a relatively artificial group) differ significantly depending on

the length of the preceding vowel. The difference in duration seems to be marginal

for the other consonants.

Second, the analysis of variance gave a significant result for the factor

consonant type, F<a, l7o) - 30.76 (p < .01). Results of earlier experiments (Klatt 1973,

Crystal & House 1988a) and of our word-onset study have indicated that the various

consonants have very different durations. It was observed that the duration of
consonants tends to decrease as the sonority increases. As can be seen from Table 7

above, this generally also applies to the durations of the word-coda consonants.

However, it is noteworthy that the differences in duration between the major

categories are much smaller for the word-coda than for the word-onset as was shown

in Chapter2.ln Table 8, the mono-consonantal codas are ranked by their duration,

from longest to shortest.

Table 8 Mean durations in ms for mono-consonantal codas ranked by duration

VVV
f94f87

-P---?9--p- --V---t84k79
n82n78
m79m76
k78s72
_s__l_ r-__u___
r61 t52
r58r47

Table 8 illustrates that the mono-consonantal codas can basically be divided

three groups with labial obstruents, which are the longest, at one extreme,

liquids, which are the shortest, at the other extreme. Notice that these groupings are

quite pronounced: the differences in duration at either side of the dotted lines are the

into

and
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largest in each column. The finding that labial obstruents are somewhat longer than

other obstruents can be attributed to slowness of the articulators (the lips). In this

respect, it is interesting to mention that Klatt (1973), who observed that in pre-

vocalic consonants and clusters labials cannot be shortened as much as nonlabials,

suggested that: "the lips are somewhat more sluggish when subjected to time

pressure than are other articulators".

Third, a significant result was found for the factor subject, F(2, rz0) = 155.91

(p < .01). This implies that there is some variation between speakers, as can be

expected. Even though we find that there is variation between subjects, we feel

justified to calculate means over 3 subjects and 5 repetitions, and thus generalising

across speakers, since our 3 subjects display similar trends.a

In sum, we have found that the factors subject and repetition do not have a

significant influence on the durations of mono-consonantal codas. The length of the

preceding vowel does have an effect on the duration of the coda consonants, but this

effect is relatively inconsistent across consonants. Furtherrnore, we have found that

the most important factor that regulates the duration of consonants is their inherent

consonantal type expressed as their sonority. Finally, Tables 7 and I indicate that

there are some durational differences which may be attributed to differences in the

place of articulation of consonants: apart from labiality among the obstruents, these

are minor.

3.3.2 Biconsonantal codas

The biconsonantal data-set contained 19 clusters. AII of these clusters were produced

after short vowels, 10 were also produced after a long vowel. In this section, three

cluster types will be discussed, viz. Obstruent + Obstruent, Sonorant + Obstruent,

and Sonorant + Sonorant. Tables 8-10 give the mean durations in milliseconds for

the consonants in the various clusters calculated over 3 subjects and 5 repetitions.

We have also calculated compression ratios for the consonants in the clusters by

means of (9).

(9) compression - (Dur.1o,/ Durrirg) * l00Vo

n In this respect it is interesting to mention that Lrhiste (19?l) observed a similar trend: "Considering the

great differences between the speakers with regard to the spacings between words, it was quite surprising

that the results of the temporal compensation study turned out as similar for the two speakers as they

did".
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The result of this procedure is a percentage of 'left-over' duration of a consonant in a

cluster, relative to its duration as a mono-consonantal coda. In Tables 9-11, these

compression ratios are given in italics.

Table 9 Mean durations in ms for consonants in Obstruent - Obstruent
clusters by length of preceding vowel

tot. VV Vo

74 47 103 66

60 57 69 80
57 62 66 86
s2 64 73 89
61 60 77 83

Table I0 Mean durations in ms for consonants in Sonorant - Obstruent
clusters by length of preceding vowel

tot. VV

5l

st

sp

pt
ft
ps

ts

ks

mp
nt
NS

lp
It
lf
ls

rp
rt
rs

t2l

tL7
119

116
121.

132

t25

135

115
118

52

48

56

46
48

Vo

80 67 111

77 92 i,08

79 108 110

69 98 97
70 t02 97

Table I I

Let us first

cluster. As

Mean durations in ms for consonants in Sonorant - Sonorant
clusters

address the effect of vowel

can be seen from Tables 9

length on the duration of the biconsonantal

and 10, the differences in duration for the

124 81 43 ltl 5I
150 73 77 100 86
128 85 43 94 51

tt7 66 5t 70 61

129 64 65 7t 89
130 54 76 64 104
127 62 65 79 89

rzt 57 64 72 71

130 66 64 80 76
t42 66 76 80 104
131 41 90 67 100

126 46 80 75 95
r37 47 90 77 96
rt7 M 73 72 r00
l4l 52 89 90 99
ll9 39 80 67 95
116 41 75 71 103

tot. V 7o

100 84
75 92
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cluster consonants after a short or a long vowel are very small. In general,

consonants in a cluster after a long vowel are slightly shorter than after a short

vowel. If we consider the durational range of the clusters after a short vowel, we find
this is t42 - 116 ms. For the clusters after a long vowel we find 135 - I 15 ms. Thus,

the range is slightly smaller after a long vowel than it is after a short vowel, but the

lower limit to these ranges is stable. This observation seems to suggest that there is a

limit to the shortening of consonants in clusters.

In Table 12 the total durations are given depending on the length of the

preceding vowel, ranked by the difference between the two renditions.

Table 12 Total cluster durations and differences in ms for clusters after
short/long vowel ranked by difference

diff.
ts

NS

ps

_tr_
rt
st
1t

_t- _
rS

ls

-14
-10
-10

-6
-4
a-J

-1

0
2

18

The table clearly shows that three groups can be distinguished in our data-set. First,

combinations of a [-cont] C + lsl display the largest difference due to the length of
the preceding vowel. Second, coda clusters ending in ltl, only differ marginally due

to vowel length. Third, clusters of a liquid + /s/ even are (slightly) longer after a long

vowel. Although the differences are not very large, within the first two classes, the

differences are the largest for the clusters with a dental in first position, next are the

clusters with a labial, and finally those which contain a velar.

In Tables 9-11, 18 of the total of 29 biconsonantal clusters show the

relatively largest shortening in the first consonant. Especially the Sonorant +
Obstruent clusters display this pattern. Eight clusters are undecided, i.e., both

consonants in the clusters are shortened to the same relative extent, and the

difference between them falls well within lAVo.s Only 4 clusters (147o) show the

s Klatt (19?6) claims that "only changes of about 20vo or more may serve as primary perceptual cues"

i.e., as significant.

130 116
142 132
t29 119

127 121

119 115

124 t21
t26 125

)L_J!7__
116 118
tt7 135
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reverse effect, and shorten the second consonant in the cluster by the largest relative

amount. Notice that this latter effect is found for 5 Obstruent + Obstruent clusters

(after V: /sU, lsp/,lptJ, lftl, after VV: /st/). The effect is ambiguous for /fU, depending

on the length of the preceding vowel. The clearest generalisation in these data

emerges from considering these clusters as a group: we are then able to say that final

/s/ contributes to a short-long relation among the consonants of the clusters,

otherwise the relation is long-short.

Observe also that the duration of the second consonant in a cluster depends

on the sonority of the first one, an effect much like that found for the word-onset.

Consider in (10) below the compression ratios for the Sonorant + Obstruent clusters

summarised in a variant of Table 10.

(10)a.

53

mp

lp

rp

lf

72Vo TlVo

67Vo 1007o

9OVo 99Vo

77Vo 96Vo

nt

It

rt

NS

ls

rS

b.

d.

SOVo 76%o

75Vo 95Vo

677o 95Vo

8O7o lO4Vo

72Vo l00Vo

TlVo lOSVo

These clusters display the basic pattern in which the first consonant in the cluster is

shortened relatively the most. This effect is strongest after short vowels. As the

compression ratios indicate, the duration of the second consonant is relatively longer

after a liquid than it is after a nasal. Notice that the Nasal + /s/ cluster is the only one

that deviates from this basic pattern. Unfortunately, this unexpected result is left

unexplained here.

In sum, the relative duration of the second consonant depends on the

sonority of the preceding consonant.6

3.3.3 Triconsonantal codas

Seven triconsonantal clusters were included in this experiment. Only 1 Obstruent +

Obstruent + Obstruent cluster was tested, and 6 Sonorant + Obstruent + Obstruent

6 tooking at Table 10, the clusters tlpt,lrpt and llf/ jump out as comparatively long ones. These are

exactly the clusters of this table that are potentially subject to schwa-insertion (recall (5)). However,

notice that the long total duration of these clusters is not caused by its sonorant part but rather by its

obstruent part. This makes schwa-insertion unlikely.
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clusters, all of them after short vowels. The results are presented in Tables 13 and

14.

Table 13 Mean durations in ms for consonants in Obstruent - Obstruent -

Obstruent clusters

Table 14 Mean durations in ms for consonants in Sonorant - Obstruent -
Obstruent clusters

tot. VoV

lst
mpt
nst
rts
lft
rst

169
r70
184
161

t7l
158

40 78 5r
65 58 47
60 82 42
30 51 80
4t 60 70
37 75 46

66 107 6t
82 64 56
73 112 s0
52 61 tI0
67 64 83
64 103 55

A comparison of the mean durations and compression ratios for the triconsonantal

clusters with their composite biconsonantal parts indicates that consonants in a

cluster of three are not realised shorter than in a cluster of two. This is shown in

Tables 15 and 16 below for two representative clusters.

Table 15 Comparison of mean durations in ms and compression ratios of
triconsonantal and biconsonantal clusters, /kst/, lks/, and /sU

duration Vo

kst
ks

St

63 68 46
62 65

8l 43

81 93

79 89
111

55

5l
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Comparison of mean durations in ms and compression ratios of
triconsonantal and biconsonantal clusters, /rts/, lrtl, and ltsl

s2 6t ilO
67 9s

64 104

55

Table 16

duration Vo

rts
rt

tS

30 51 80
39 80

54 76

3.3.4 Vowels

The coda and the preceding vowel (nucleus) together are combined into the

constituent 'rhyme'. So far, we have only looked at the effect of the phonological

length of the preceding vowel on the coda consonants and clusters. However, it is

interesting to see what the effect is of this relation between the vowel and the

following coda on the phonetic duration of the vowel. The duration of the vowel that

precedes the coda has therefore also been measured. In Table 17 the mean duration

of the vowel preceding mono- consonantal codas is given.

As may be observed from Table 17, the duration of a vowel preceding a

mono-consonantal coda is not independent of the sonority of the following coda. A
short vowel which precedes a liquid is clearly longer than a vowel preceding any of
the other consonantal classes. Also, within the class of obstruents, vowels preceding

fricatives are slightly longer than vowels preceding plosives. Finally, it can be

observed that the durations of vowels preceding a plosive or a nasal are quite similar.
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Table 17

CHaprsn 3

Mean vowel duration in ms, vowel preceding a mono-consonantal
coda

coda vowel
duration

lft
lst
rts
rst
nst
mpt
kst

79

coda VC WC
p 80 130

r 84 139

_F_ __ __ !1___1_31
m 84 128

_L-___90___p9
f 92 r41

i_____91 __r:?___
I 102 139

r 100 139

Furthermore, we found that the duration of a vowel preceding a mono-consonantal

coda was longer than that of a vowel preceding a biconsonantal coda, which in turn

was longer than that of a vowel which precedes a triconsonantal coda. This is shown

in Tables 18a and 18b for the relevant triconsonantal, biconsonantal, and single

codas.

Table l&a Mean vowel duration in ms, short vowel preceding mono', bi-, or
triconsonantal coda

coda vowel
duration

102
t02
100
100

90
84
81

I

I

r
r
n

m
k

9l
97
66
67

85

74
72

94

lf 100

ls 96
rt 73
rs 77
ns 85

mp 82
ks 76
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Mean vowel duration in ms, long vowel preceding mono-, and

biconsonantal coda

coda vowel
duration

5l

Table l*b

coda

I

I

r
r
n
t
k
p

S

f

vowel
duration

139

139
139
139
139
t39
131

130

t52
141

It
ls
rt
rs

NS

ts

ks
ps

st

ft

104
110
106

114

L2t
t26
130
125
142
132

139

In addition, Table l8a shows that the vowel preceding a coda cluster differentiates

between a following lU or /r/. This distinction is made for biconsonantal and

triconsonantal clusters. The effect is absent for vowels preceding mono-consonantal

coda /l/ or lrl. Allen, Hunnicutt & Klatt (1987) assume for English that in a post-

vocalic Sonorant + Obstruent cluster, the obstruent determines the effect on the

vowel. However, our data seem to point to a distinction made within the class of
sonorants.

Discussion

In section 3.1 some issues were raised concerning the temporal aspects of the word-

coda. First, it was assumed that the main results of the word-onset would also apply

to the word-coda. These results included the finding that the 'durational structure' of
the onset contradicts the phonological structure. Second, it was expected to find

durational effects which can be attributed to the relation between the vowel and the

coda in the rhyme.

In this section, the focus of our discussion will be on the results of the

consonant durations, but at the appropriate points results which concern the relation

between the vowel and the coda consonants will be included in the discussion. First,

the duration results for the single consonants will be dealt with. Second, the results

concerning the total clusters duration and its relation to the number of consonants in

121

3.4
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the cluster will be discussed. Finally, the internal temporal properties of the clusters

will be considered.

One of the most salient effects that was found for the word-onset was an

effect of sonority by which the duration of single consonants decreased as their

sonority increased. In Table 8 the consonants were ranked from longest to shortest,

and this table illustrated that the result found for the word-onset to a large extent also

applies to the word-coda. It was found that the durations of consonants in the word-

coda range from 94 ms for lfl to 58 ms for hl after a short vowel. Three groups were

distinguished in table 8, (i) labial obstruents, which are longest, (ii) liquids, which

are shortest and (iii) the large group of other consonants that fall between these two

extremes. This result is displayed graphically in (l l).

(11) lab. obstruents liquids

Sonority

* Duration

Two analyses of variance indicated that the results for the mono-consonantal codas

are quite robust across repetitions and between subjects.

The mono-consonantal codas were preceded either by a short or a long

vowel in the rhyme. Table 7 presented the mean durations for both these conditions.

It was found that the phonological length of the preceding vowel had a significant

effect on the duration of the mono-consonantal codas. However, the effect only

applies to a small subset of the consonants under investigation, viz. ltJ, lfl, lU, /r/.

These consonants do not belong to some kind of natural class. It may therefore be

assumed that the effect does not play a crucial role for the description of the

temporal aspects of the word-coda. On the other hand, the effect might very well

become more consistent if we increase the number of cases.

In Chapter 2 it was found for the word-onset that the total duration of the

cluster increases as the number of consonants increases. At the same time the

individual durations of the consonants in the cluster were significantly shortened.

The durations of the individual consonants, however, were not sensitive to the sheer

number of consonants in the cluster. It seemed that only a direct neighbour could

affect another consonant. This is what we called locality. The present results for the

word-coda support these findings of Chapter 2. In (12) this is illustrated by means of
the triconsonantal cluster lkstl.
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lW = 78ms

lksl = I27 ms

/kst/ = 177 ms

lW + lsl + ltl -78 +73 + 84 = 235 ms

65

68

81

59

(tz)a.

b.

ksl
/ksU

lstl

MS

46 ms

43 ms

=62
=63

In (12a) it is shown that the total duration of a cluster increases as the number of
consonants in the word-coda increases. (l2b) illustrates that there is a huge mismatch

between the actual realisation of a triconsonantal cluster and a simple summation of
the individual durations of the consonants in the cluster. Clearly, the consonants in

the cluster are significantly shorter than their mono-consonantal counterparts.

However, the shortening applies only once, as (12c) illustrates. The /k/ in the

triconsonantal cluster /kst/ is approximately as long as in the biconsonantal cluster

lks/. The same applies to ltl in/kst/ and /sU.

This effect of locality runs against results reported by Allen, Hunnicutt &
Klatt (1987) for English. They assume that consonants in a biconsonantal cluster are

shortened to an equal degree. In their model, these are both realised at TOVo of their

original duration. In a triconsonantal cluster they assume extra shortening for the

medial consonant. This consonant is realised at only 5OVo of its original duration.

The first and third consonant in such clusters are realised at7$Vo again.

Contrary to the effect of locality for consonants, the duration of vowels is

sensitive to the sheer number of following consonants. Tables 18a and 18b indicate

that the duration of the vowel decreases as the number of consonants in the coda

increases. As the averages at the bottom of these tables indicate, the effect weakens

as the cluster gets longer. This seems to point at some kind of limit to the shortening.

In (13) this result is repeated for the short vowels of Table l8a.

(13) vC
95

VCC

85

VCCC

80

It is well-known that consonants in a cluster are significantly shorter than their

mono-consonantal counterparts. For consonants in the word-onset, it was found in

general that the second consonant in the cluster, i.e., the one closest to the vowel,

was shortened most, relative to its duration as a singleton. However, as was

illustrated in Chapter 2 by the clusters with /s/ in first position, it is not simply the

position of a consonant in the cluster that determined the shortening. It was found
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that the duration of the lsl in frst position was inversely related to the sonority -and

thus the duration- of the following consonant in the cluster. So, we found that the /s/

was longest when it preceded a liquid, it was somewhat shorter when followed by a

nasal and shortest when it formed a cluster with an obstruent.

In the word-coda, consonants are also significantly modified in clusters. The

effect, though, is a complete reversal of what was found for the word-onset. In the

coda, it is generally the first consonant in the cluster that is shortened to a higher

degree. This was found in 86Vo of the cases.' This result is modelled in (14). The

underlined consonants a.re those that generally shonen the most.8

(14)a. word-onset

b. word-coda

CrQV
vcrc2

Even though these results for the onset and the coda seem to indicate that cluster

shortening is different in these two conditions, they also provide us with some

common ground. Restrictions on clusters require a rise in sonority in the onset, and a

fall in the coda. This implies that the most sonorant consonants stand closest to the

vowel. So, cluster shortening applies from the inside to the outside, exactly in
accordance with the order of the consonants. Just as the word-coda is the mirror-

image of the word-onset with respect to sonority resfictions on clusters, it is also its

mirror-image with respect to cluster shortening.

Moreover, recall that it was found for the word-onset that both consonants

in the cluster play a role in determining the shortening. This effect is repeated for the

word-coda as well. This is best illustrated by the clusters in (10), repeated here in
(1s).

(15)a. mp

lp

rp

lf

72Vo TlVo

67Vo lO0Vo

90Vo 99Vo

77Vo 96Vo

b.

d.

nt

It

rt
ns

ls

rS

SOVo 76Vo

75Vo 95Vo

677o 95Vo

80Vo lA4Vo

72Vo l00Vo

TlVo lL37o

7 Such a distinction between onset and coda clusters was not made by Allen et al. (1987).
8 lt is interesting to note that the consonants that shorten the least are the ones that are realised by

children, i.e., in the onset: plak'glue' [pok], and in the coda: geld'mortey' [xet].
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In (15a) the relative duration of the second consonant in the coda cluster, in this

example the /p/, depends on the sonority class of the preceding consonant. After a

liquid, lU or hl, the /p/ is not reduced at all. After a nasal, lml in this example, the /p/

is reduced to TlVo of its original duration as a mono-consonantal coda. A similar

effect was found for the word-onset, again in a mirror-image fashion.

In (16) we repeat some representative results of the triconsonantal word-

coda clusters. These results show that the duration of the consonants within

triconsonantal clusters are not shorter than the durations of their biconsonantal

components. In fact, as these data show, the triconsonantal clusters are entirely

compositional, which is indicated by the boxes. However, a distinction can be made

between OOO and SOO clusters.

6l

(16)a. kst

ks

st

If we convert

left-branching

in (l7b).

(17)a.

i6i 68' i46l

i62 6s i i.,----.--.--t :

81 l1l I

b. rts

rt
ts

i30:51 80:

igs:so i

| 54 76.

these results into a visual picture, the following structures emerge. A
structure for OOO as in (17a), and a right-branching tree for SOO, as

b.

The single system behind these hierarchical structures appears to be following:

( l8) In the coda, group consonants observing sonority properties, elsewhere

follow metrical structure.

Thus, the two major findings with respect to the Metrical Segment Duration

Hypothesis made at the end of Chapter 2 are confirmed in (17) and (18): first,

duration observations lead to the assumption of hierarchically structured codas, and

second, this hierarchy differs from the one usually assumed in phonological analyses,

cf. section 3.1; the guiding principle for this hierarchy is the notion of sonority.

On the basis of the findings reported in this Chapter, a set of duration rules

can be constructed in the same fashion as in Chapter Z, section 2.4. The rules in ( 19)
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model the duration of single word-coda consonants and biconsonantal word-coda

clusters.

(19) Duration rules (in ms):

mo no - c on s o nant al c o da:

[+son, -nas] + 60

[+nas] + 80

lsl ) 7O

[-son] ) 85

biconsonantal coda:

(i)a. 120n
130b.

.o* Aob,

c. 150

,Ao
(ii) template filling in binary coda:

[+son, -nas] + 40

[-nas] ) 60

b.

lsl ) 70

/p/ ) 80

knl ) 70
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In clusters, first the whole cluster gets assigned a duration (the templates in (i)). The

duration of the individual consonants of the cluster is arrived at by 'template filling'.
For S + O clusters, it is the second consonant that 'fills' the template, for clusters of

equal sonority ( S + S and O + O), the duration of the first consonant in the cluster is

calculated by filling out the template. The duration of consonants in triconsonantal

clusters follows from recursive application of the binary coda template, bearing in

mind the sonority properties within the clusters as given by the structures in (17a, b).

The durations produced by our speakers can be compared to the durations

derived by these rules. The 'human' and the 'rule' data again correlate quite well (r =
.87). This accounts far 76Vo of the variance in the data.

Tables 19-23 show the results of the comparison between the human and the

rule data for mono-consonantal codas, biconsonantal and triconsonantal clusters.

Table 19 Human and rule data for mono-consonantal codas in ms

63

human
V
90
84

78
94
73

79
82

61

58

human
v

81 43
73 77
85 43
66 51
64 65

54 76
62 65

VV
rule
V
85

85

85
85

70
80
80
60
60

45
80
45
45
70
70
70

VV
85
85

85

85

70
80
80
60
60

85 45

85 45
60 70
60 70
60 70

; diff.!v VV
p
t
k
f
S

m
n

I

r

87

7t
79
87

72
76
78
52
47

-5
+1

+7
-9
-J

+1
_')

-1

+2

-2
+14

+6
-2
_7

+4
+2
+8

+13

a

Table 20 Human and rule data for O + O clusters in ms

diff.
VV

74 47 85

70
85

60 57 85

57 62 60
52 64 60
61 60 60

VV V
rule
V-

st

sp

pt
ft
ps

tS

ks

+4+2 +ll -z
-3 +3
0+2

+19 -6 +25 -12
-4 +5 +3 +8
+6 -6 +8 +6
-2 +5 -l +10
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Table 2l
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Human and rule data for S + O clusters in ms

human
V

diff.
V

+3 +6
-6 +6
-6-6 +8-10
-1 0
-6 +10 -8 +13
-70
-4 +17 -16 +l I

-L2 +1
+1 +10 -6 +2I
-1 +15 -8 +20

Table 22 Human and rule data for S + S clusters in ms

Table 23 Human and rule data, O + O + O and S + O + O clusters in ms

rule
VVVVV

mp
nt
NS

lp
It
lf
ls

rp
ft
rs

57 64 60 70
66 64 60 70
66 76 52 80 60 70 60 70
41 90 40 90
46 80 48 77 40 90 40 90
47 90 40 90
44 73 56 79 40 90 40 90
52 89 40 90
39 80 46 69 40 90 40 90
4t 75 48 70 40 90 40 90

human
V

rule
V

diff.
V

60 70
40 85

60 85

60 8s
40 60
40 85
40 85

63 68 46
40 78 5l
65 58 41
60 82 42
30 51 80
4t 60 70
37 75 46

kst
lst
mpt
nst

rts
lft
rst

45
45
45
45
70
45
45

-3 +2 -1

0 +7-6
-5 +27 -2

0 +3+3
+10 +9 -10

-1 +25 -25
+3 +10 -1

As some of the differences indicate, these duration rules could be further refined. For

instance, the duration of fricatives in clusters as derived by rule is too long in most

cases.
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3.5 Conclusions

This chapter discussed the results of an experiment that investigated the temporal

structure of Dutch word-codas consisting of maximally three consonants. The main

effects that were found for the word-onset are also applicable to the word-coda.

Sonority restrictions on consonant clusters in the word-onset and the word-

coda have been found to translate directly into the durations of the consonants. Just

as the clusters are mirrored with respect to sonority in the onset versus the coda, the

relative durations are mirrored as well. The effect of locality, by which consonants

shorten only under the influence of their direct neighbours, was found to apply to

word-coda clusters, too. However, the effect does not apply to the duration of the

vowel preceding the coda cluster. Also, the duration of consonants in triconsonantal

clusters was shown to follow from compositionality. In conclusion, the results

reported in this chapter confirm earlier results for the word-onset.

No general effects were found for the way a consonant or consonant cluster

may, or may not suffer from vowel length. Conversely, vowel duration does suffer

from the sheer number of consonants in a coda.

Finally, consider the Metrical Segment Duration Hypothesis. Just as in a

phonological analysis, duration observations lead to the assumption of hierarchically

structured codas (see section 3.4), but this hierarchy differs from the one usually

assumed in phonological analyses.

The present results point to a direct relation between phonological form, the

cluster templates, and phonetic interpretation, the consonant durations. This relation

will be explored further in the next chapter on intervocalic consonant clusters. In

intervocalic position, typical onset, and typical coda clusters can both be realised. A

closer look at the durational realisation of these clusters in intervocalic position

might provide additional confirmation of the results that have been found up till now.

Since the focus of the next chapter is on intervocalic consonants and clusters, i.e.,

consonants surrounded by vowels, it can be argued that these consonants and clusters

belong more strongly to the preceding, or the following vowel. If chapter 2 and this

chapter were concerned with the internal structure of the syllabic constituents onset

and coda, the main theme of the next chapter is rather that of syllable breaks.
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Chapter 4

Intervocalic clusters

4.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the third experiment in this thesis's series. It looks into the

temporal properties of intervocalic consonants and consonant clusters. The aim of

this chapter is to describe the background and results of the experimental approach

which was designed to gain insight into these properties in the light of the MSDH.

The contents of this chapter is important in the sense that, whereas the previous two

chapters provided insight into the internal structure of syllable constituents (i.e.,

word-onsets and word-coda), the present one essentially discusses syllable breaks,

that is, the point where onsets and codas meet. In this introduction two things will be

done. First, a necessarily brief summary will be given of the phonological view of

intervocalic consonants and consonant clusters. Second, a brief indication will be

given of the predictions made by the MSDH with respect to intervocalic clusters.

Focusing on intervocalic consonants and clusters automatically implies the

presence of (at least) two syllables in the material. In an example such as atlas, the

cluster in question can be found at the break between these two syllables.

Phonologists say that the first ends in a rhyme (which itself can optionally end in a

coda), and the second begins with an onset.

Syllable Syllable(1)

AA
VCCVC VC"oa, + oor.rCVC

at las

At the syllable break, both single obstruents and single sonorants are found, e.g.,foto

'photo', hobby, 'hobby', kano 'canoe'. With respect to clusters, the previous

chapters demonstrated that in the word-onset maximally contains 3 consonants, as in

straal 'ray', while the word-coda was shown to consist of maximally 4 consonants,
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as in herfsl 'autumn'. Thus, clusters of maximally 7 consonants might be expected to

occur in intervocalic position. However, clusters of 7 consonants are never found in

intervocalic position in monomorphemic Dutch words. The possibilities are much

more restricted. There are two reasons for this, which were first put forward by

Trommelen (1983) and Kager & Zonneveld (1986), one having to do with onsets,

the other having to do with rhymes. First, as pointed out in section 2.1, the lsl of a

word-initial onset cluster is assumed to be extrasyllabic, implying that it can only

occur at the beginning of word-initial onset clusters and never at the beginning of
word-internal ones. Second, there is a restriction applying to rhymes that are non-

final in the word. Such a rhyme minimally and maximally contains 2 'positions', -

VV or -VC. This is the so-called VX condition on rhymes, alluded to earlier in

section 3.1. Motivation for this condition is found in the Dutch stress system. As

pointed out in section 2.1, stress in Dutch obeys a three-syllable window and is
quantity-sensitive. Closed syllables, i.e., those which contain a coda consonant,

count as heavy, and cannot be skipped: consider aginda [a-yen-da] 'agenda', and

Cdnada [ka-na-da] 'Canada'. Now consider Mardkko [marcko] 'Morocco', in which

stress falls on the penult, but which contains just a short vowel (i.e., 1 position).

Quite a considerable number of examples like Mardkko indicate that stress ends up

on the antepenultimate syllable, even though the pre-final syllable seems just to have

a short vowel. This suggests that in these cases the penult is closed: [ma-rck-o]. The

literature mentioned suggests that the only way to enforce this syllabification is by

the VX condition.

The upshot of these considerations is that intervocalic clusters in Dutch

maximally consist of 3 consonants (see (2)).

(2) Maximal intervocalic consonant cluster (in monomorphemic words):

VC + OSV ) VCOSV

Since consonants can be either sonorants or obstruents, there are two sorts of
triconsonantal clusters which can result from (2), viz. SOS and OOS.

(3)a VSOSV: mandril 'mandrill'

b. VOOSV: octrooi lktrl 'patent'

In intervocalic biconsonantal clusters, each of the 4 possible cluster types occur, viz.

Obstruent + Obstruent, Obstruent + Sonorant, Sonorant + Obstruent, and Sonorant +

Sonorant.
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(4)a. VOOV: rosri

b. VOSV: atlas

c. VSOV: tempo

d. VSSV: karma

'toast'

'atlas'

'tempo'

'karma'

These observations are based on the regular cases found among monomorphemic

words. The possibilities concerning internal clusters become larger and more

complex, however, when additional data are taken into consideration (Trommelen

1983, Kager & Zonneveld 1986). These involve the following classes: (i) a small

number of exceptions to the above generalisations in monomorphemic words; (ii) the

surface effects of phonological rules; (iii) word-internal clusters before schwa; (iv)

morphological structures involving affixes; (v) morphological structures involving

compounding.

Briefly, these classes lead to the following more complex situations. First,

there are some monomorphemic words which contain syllable combinations that

exceed the regular Dutch possibilities, but these are rare. Some examples are: (a)

those with internal COS clusters preceded by a long vowel: toendra'tundra', which

do not lead to more complex consonant clusters (recall (2)), and (b) those with

excessively complex internal consonant clusters : Sanskriet'Sanskrit' .

Second, the application of phonological rules can lead to higher complexity

as in plg11ool [pistol] 'pistol', whose underscored segment sequence is excessively

complex due to rule-governed lengthening of the pre-cluster /i/-vowel. Notice,

however, that this does not lead to more complex intervocalic clusters.

Third, in monomolphemic words of the type klooster omonaster)', ekster

'magpie' and venster 'window', in which the intervocalic clusters precede lel, the

restriction on two positions in the pre-final syllable is violated. According to Kager

& Zonneveld (1986), in these types of words, the endings -e, -el, -er, -{, etc. behave

as if they have been added as a phonological appendix to the end of the, word,

outside the consonants which themselves are extrasyllabic. Thus, phonologically the

intervocalic cluster may actually be considered word-final, and is therefore allowed

to be more complex (see Chapter 3). In such cases, intervocalic clusters such as /kst/

and /nst/ do not lead to more complexity as far as syllabification is concerned.

Fourth, prefixed words may result in more complex intervocalic consonant

clusters, as is illustrated by con-trac, 'contract' versus ex-tract [ekstrokt] 'extract',

and the same may be found in suffixed words: loop-ster 'female runner/athlete',

werk-ster'cleaning lady'.

Finally, as far as compounded words are concerned, clusters of 4

consonants regularly occur, as in: wijn-streeft 'wine region', and rust-plaafs 'resting
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place'. Less frequent are cases containing clusters of 5, 6 and even up to 7

consonants, as in: kunst-planr 'artificial plant', angst-schreeuw [oqstsxrew] 'cry of
fear', herfst-straal 'autumn ray (of sunshine)'.

Thus, intervocalic clusters in monomorphemic Dutch words form a

restricted set. Data involving complex internal syllables, including cases which do

not lead to more complex clusters since the complexity is due to the length of the

preceding vowel, illustrate that the set of actually occurring intervocalic clusters

contains a broader range of cluster types, i.e., OOO and SOO clusters, and quadri-

consonantal clusters.

After this brief phonological overview, the remainder of this chapter is
organised as follows. In section 4.2 the materials and procedure of the experiment

investigating the temporal properties of intervocalic consonants and clusters are

discussed. Section 4.3 presents the results of this experiment, which are discussed

and interpreted in section 4.4. lt is here that conclusions are drawn with respect to

our experimental evidence for syllable breaks. The following expectations may be

formulated provisionally with respect to the phenomena that will be encountered in
this section. Phonological analysis gives a good idea, as will be shown, of the

positions in which syllable breaks may be expected to occur. Intervocalic consonant

clusters can be either grouped to the left or to the right of that break, or have an

internal break. Groups of consonants on a single side will be expected to behave

differently from a subdivided group. More specifically, groups of the former type

will be expected to exhibit constituent behaviour which most frequently expresses

itself in the form of 'compression'. Finally, section 4.5 gives a summary of the main

results of this chapter.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Materials

The focus of the third experiment is on intervocalic consonants and clusters.

Consequently, the material for this study consists of polysyllabic words. The

following selection criteria have been taken into consideration. First, since we are

dealing with intervocalic clusters and we want to be able to compare this experiment

to the other two experiments (namely in Chapter 5), the selected clusters should have

occurred earlier in the data for the word-onset or word-coda. Thus, the present set

mainly consists of possible word-onsets and word-codas which as clusters can also

occur in intervocalic position.
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Second, the clusters had to be phonotactically legitimate clusters which

occur in monomorphemic words in Dutch. The reason for this is that our interest is in

phonologically motivated syllable structure: as soon as morphology comes into play,

that criterion itself will determine the position of syllable breaks. Not only does

werk-ster have an excessively complex internal consonant cluster, but morphology

tells us that a syllable break is at the morphological juncture; similarly in wijn-streek

the morphological break determines the syllable break. However, as was discussed in

section 4.1, this criterion of monomorphemicity restricts the data-set in such a way

that it does not offer a sufficient basis for an adequate comparison of the intervocalic

triconsonantal clusters with the word-onsets and word-codas. Therefore, the data-set

also includes some triconsonantal and quadri-consonantal clusters which occur in

exceptionally complex monomorphemic words, and in derived words. All clusters

that were selected can in principle be surrounded by two full vowels.

Finally, the selected consonants and clusters should be able to function as

building-blocks for larger clusters. Thus, the presence of a cluster /kstr/ in the set

implies that the consonants lW,lsl,ltJ and lrl must belong to the set, as well as the

biconsonantal clusters /ks/, lstl, ltrl and trisyllabic /kst/, and /str/. These building-

blocks should enable us to get some insight into the temporal structure of poly-

consonantal clusters.

Since the criterion of building-blocks results in a very large data-set, this set

was limited by the choice of consonants and clusters based on a classification into

major class differences instead of place of articulation characteristics. As a result,

there are more labials than dentals and velars in the set, and more plosives than

fricatives.

From a phonological point of view the set was completed with some odd

clusters that fill a pattern. Thus, for instance, the cluster /tU was included in the set,

even though this cluster forms an illegitimate onset. This cluster is legitimate in

intervocalic position, though (e.g., atlas,'atlas'). The cluster /tU then contrasts with

other clusters of a similar form such as /pU and /sU which are legitimate in the word-

onset.

These criteria have led to the selection of the consonants and clusters

presented in the tables below. The gaps in the tables below are mostly language-

specific, or a deliberate choice. For instance, lgl is not included in the segment

inventory of Dutch, and /4/ was not included in the word-coda study.
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Table 1 Mono-consonantal clusters for intervocalic study

labial dental velar

The voiced obstruents /b/, /d/, and especially the voiced fricative lzl, are preferably

realised after a long vowel and are rather infrequent after a short vowel (e.g., Van

der Hulst 1985: 63). However, there are some exceptions to this rule, such as the

loans rabbi'rabbi', teddy'teddy', and dizzy'dizzy'. Even though the sequence short

vowel + voiced obstruent is rather unnatural in Dutch, it has been included into the

data-set so as to fill the paradigm of single intervocalic consonants occurring after a

short and a long vowel.

The intervocalic clusters which have been selected are given below in
Tables 2-ll.

Table 2 Biconsonantal clusters for intervocalic study, type O + O

labial dental velar

In Table 2, the voiced clusters /bd/ and lzdl represent a marginal set. These clusters

have been included in order to provide a contrast with their voiceless counterparts.

They either occur in words of a foreign origin, or in derived or compound words;

examples are: labda'labda', mazda (brand name), and abdij 'abbey'.

The (a)-clusters of Table 3 below (see also Kager 1989) cover the set of
what may be called 'true onsets'. True onsets do not split up in intervocalic position,

but are realised as an onset cluster. These clusters are generally found following a

bipositional rhyme; after a long vowel as in lepra flepra] 'leprosy', metro [metro]

pt
bd
ps ts ks
sp st

zd
ft
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as in'subway', zebra [zebra] 'zebra', and Pedro [pedro] 'Pedro', or after VC

mandril [mondrrl] 'mandrill' , octrooi, [cktroj] 'patent'.

Table -? Biconsonantal clusters for intervocalic study, type O + S

labial dental velar

-br---Ept -- kr --
bt
fl
fr

tl
tm
sl

sm

The (b)-clusters of Table 3 are ambiguous. They are found following a long vowel as

in Duplo [dyplo] (brand name), makro [makro] 'macro', publiek [pyblik] 'audience',

moeflon [muflcn] 'muflon' and Afro [afro] 'Afro', in which case they act as true

onsets. But they also occur following a short vowel as in: Popla [pcpla] (brand

name), Accra [okra] 'Accra', teJlon [teflcn] (brand name) and saffraan [sofran]
'saffron', in which case they are phonologically split in the middle in order to obey

the bipositional rhyme constraint.

The (c)-clusters have been included into the data-set, since they are

interesting from a phonological point of view. The clusters /tV, and /tm/ are illegal in

word-onset position (recall Chapter 2).In intervocalic position, they are always split

down the middle, and generally they occur after a short vowel: atlas [otlos] 'atlas',

atmosfeer [otmcsfer] 'atmosphere'. The clusters /sU and /sm/ are possible word-

onsets, since (extrasyllabic) /s/ can combine into an onset with almost any consonant.

However, in intervocalic position, these clusters pattern with illegal onsets such as

ItU and ltmJ, as in moslim lmcshm] 'Muslim' and kosmos [kcsmcs] 'cosmos'. In this

experiment, the (c)-clusters contrast with the true onsets of (a) in Table 3.

In monomorphemic words, intervocalic Nasal + Obstruent clusters are

homorganic. Liquids combine with any second obstruent. The clusters in Table 4 are

generally realised after a short vowel for reasons of syllable structure; they occur

after long vowels in exceptional cases such as courtage [kurta3a] 'brokerage'.

pr
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Table 4 Biconsonantal clusters for intervocalic study, type S + O

labial dental velar

The clusters in Table 5 below are generally also realised after a

after a long vowel, clusters consisting of two sonorants can

marginal cases, e.g., oorlog 'war' and Mierlo (place name).

Table 5 Biconsonantal clusters for intervocalic study, type S + S

mp nt
mb nd
lp lt
rp rt
lb ld

NS

lf ls
rS

short vowel. Again

occur in relatively

labial dental velar

lm
rln
ml

Table 6 Triconsonantal clusters for intervocalic study, type O + O + O

labial dental velar

pst kst
ksp

Table 7 Triconsonantal clusters for intervocalic study,type O + O + S

labial dental velar

stl
str
stm

ptr
spl
spr
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Table 8 Triconsonantal clusters for intervocalic study, type S + O + O

labial dental velar

mpt
lpt
mps nts

rps
nsp nst

rsp lst

Table 9 Triconsonantal clusters for intervocalic study, type S + O + S

labial dental velar

mpl
mpr ntr
mbl
mbr ndr
rpl ltr
rpr rtr
tbl
lbr
lfr

Table I0 Quadri-consonantal clusters for intervocalic study,
typeO+O+O+S

labial dental velar

pstr kstr
kspl
ksor

r-

Table I I Quadri-consonantal clusters for intervocalic study,
typeS+O+O+S

labial dental velar

nstr nskr

If it is assumed, as was discussed in section 4.1, that syllable rhymes maximally

consist of 2 positions, and the onset maximally consists of an Obstruent + Liquid,

75
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then it follows that there will be no intervocalic quadri-consonantal clusters that are

part of a monomorphemic word. The set of intervocalic clusters that can occur in

monomorphemic words then contains all mono-consonantal and biconsonantal

clusters, and the triconsonantal SOS and OOS clusters.

However, the triconsonantal OOO and SOO clusters and some quadri-

consonantal clusters found in exceptional and derived words of Dutch have been

included in the data-set to provide better opportunities of comparison. These

intervocalic clusters are found in special circumstances such as when the intervocalic

cluster precedes lel as in ekster 'magpie', or the cluster arises because of a latinate

prefix such as ex-, as in extract 'extract'.

One hundred and twenty-two phonotactically legitimate nonsense words

were created. The advantages of the use of nonsense words were already mentioned

in Chapter 3. These words contained a single intervocalic consonant or a cluster of
two, three or four consonants. The consonants or cluster were preceded by a short

vowel, lol, or a long vowel, /a/. Word-stress was located on the first syllable of these

words. Thus, the words were of the following form: td(a)C(C)(C)(C)aa.

The phonotactics of Dutch virtually prohibit Dutch native speakers from

interpreting words of this type as derived. The first syllable is an unlikely prefix, the

second syllable an unlikely suffix, and since vowel-final stems are infrequent (an

observation about Dutch going back to Kruisinga 1939) an analysis as a compound

word is unlikely, too.

These words were embedded in the familiar carrier phrase 'Maar ik wil
Mimi ... laten zeggen' (But I want to Iet Mimi say ...) with the target word in post-

focal, non-final position.

The words were presented on cards which could easily be randomised

between repetitions so as to prevent interference from the order of presentation. The

length of the vowel preceding the intervocalic consonant or cluster was marked on

the cards by a '-' above the vowel to indicate a long vowel, and a 'v' to indicate a

short vowel. In (5) some representative examples are given.

(5)a. 'Maar ik wil Mimi takaa laten zeggeri.

b. 'Maar ik wil Mimi taplaa laten zeggen'.

c. 'Maar ik wil Mimi thnstaa laten zeggen'.

d. 'Maar ik wil Mimi tlkstraa laten zeggen'.
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A short training-session preceded the actual recording so that the speakers could

familiarise themselves with the notation on the cards and the recording setting. To

this end, some 10 monosyllabic words were used.

The actual material was read five times at a casual speaking rate, which

resulted in a total of 830 targets (l22targets * 5 repetitions * 3 speakers = 1830).

4.2.2 Procedure

The three speakers (two males, one female) who had participated in the word-coda

study of Chapter 3 also produced the material for this experiment. They were not

rewarded for their participation.

All words were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth at Utrecht University

on a DAT-recorder (Grundig, DAT-9009) using a Sennheiser MD 421 studio

microphone at 48 kHz. The words were digitised at 16 kHz using GIPOS speech

processing software run on a Silicon Graphics workstation.

Segment durations were measured by the author on a Silicon Graphics Indy

work station using GIPOS speech analysis software, displaying synchronised

waveforms and spectrograms. Segment durations were measured using the criteria of
section 2.2.2. Measurements were taken of the vowel preceding the intervocalic

consonanUcluster and the intervocalic consonant(s).

4,3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Singleconsonants

The durations of 12 target consonants were measured both after a short vowel and

after a long one. The total number of mono-consonantal targets was 360 (12 * 2 * 5 *

3 = 360). Eighteen results were discarded, because these had been produced with

word-stress on the second instead of the first syllable, or with a focal accent, whereas

they were meant to be produced without a focal accent. Table 12 presents the mean

durations calculated over 3 subjects and 5 repetitions for the various consonants,

separated out by the length of the preceding vowel. The differences in duration

between the consonants after a short vowel, and a long one are also indicated.
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Table 12
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Mean durations in ms for single consonants by length of
preceding vowel

diff.
-8
-9

-t I
-16

2r___
-1

-3
-5
-J

-3
-5
-4

p

t
k
f

_L_
b
d
Z

m
n
I

r

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out on the raw data with the duration

of the intervocalic consonants as the dependent variable. The factors under

investigation were: subject (AD, ID, SR), repetition (1-5), phonological length of the

preceding vowel (short-long), and consonantal type (/p, t, k, f, s, b, d, z, m, 11, I and

rl).

The factor repetition was not significant at the l7o level. fust as for the

previous experiments, no systematic durational differences were found between the

five repetitions.

A significant result was found for the factor vowel length, Frr,70) = 52.58 (p

< .01). Table l3 below illustrates that the effect found for the factor vowel length is

not consistent across all consonants in the data-set. As can be seen from this table,

the differences in consonantal duration due to the length of the preceding vowel is

most striking for the voiceless obstruents. The differences are extremely small for the

other, comparatively short, consonants in the set. Since these are virtually constant

after V and VV, it may be assumed that there is an absolute minimum to the duration

of an intervocalic consonant.

A significant effect was found for the factor consonantal type, F(rr, zo) =
119.81 (p <.01). As maybeobserved fromTables 12 and 13, fricatives are longer

than stops. This applies to voiceless fricatives and stops, but also to the voiced ones.

l0l 90
116 100

t22 101

64 63

83 78

66 61

59 s5
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Mean durations in ms for single consonants, rearranged
according to the difference due to the preceding vowel

diff.
-2t
-16
-11

-9
-8

-5
-5
-4
-3
-3
-3
-1
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Table 13

s

f
k
t

_p__
z
I

r
d
m
n
b

It has also been found that labials are slightly longer than dentals (e.g., /p/ vs. ltl,lbl
vs. /d/, and lml vs. /n/). But, it has not been found that dentals are longer than velars.

Notice, however, that the differences due to the place of articulation are very small.

Clearly, the greatest differences in duration are due to major class, voice and

sonority.

Finally, a significant effect for the factor subject has been found, F(2, zo) =
150.99 (p < .01). This result is illustrated in Figure l, which displays the mean

durations for the mono-consonants over 5 repetitions for the subjects AD, JD, and

SR. As can be observed in Figure 1, the data of our 3 subjects basically display

trends that are very similar. Slight differences can be observed for ltl for speaker

AD, for ldt for speaker JD and for lrtfor speaker SR.l

' It is known that there is some variation between speakers with respect to the realisation of /r/ in Dutch.

The result for speaker SR seems to be an example of this. If the results for /r/ for speaker SR are

discarded, the results for /r/ in Table 13 would be: 68 ms after short V, and 64 rns after long VV. The

conclusion may be drawn that the overall picture is not influenced by differences in the realisation of /r/.

122 101

116 100
101 90
94 85

96 88

83 78
66 6t
59 55

60 57
72 69
69 66
64 63
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Figure I
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Graphic display of result for factor subject by mean duration
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=40o
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Consonant

With respect to the duration of single consonants, the experiment concerning the

intervocalic consonants corroborates earlier findings of the word-onset and the word-

coda. Again the duration of a consonant decreases as its sonority increases. A similar
result was found for the word'onset, and the word-coda. Notice that only the duration

of the voiceless obstruents shows a significant effect of the length of the preceding

vowel. Observe that the voiceless obstruents are longest in duration anyway. As a
result, more variation may be expected to occur in the durations of these consonants.

In (7) the results for the single intervocalic consonants have been modelled.
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Single consonants:

Duration Sonority

8l

(7)

voiceless

voiced

t20

100

80

100

90

60

70

60

Vowel

length

I

voiced

Nasals

Liquids

The differences in duration for intervocalic consonants after short or long vowels

seem to be predictable. Nooteboom (1972) reports such a difference for Dutch in

consonant durations for plosives depending on vowel length, as did Van Heuven

(1992). However, the effect has not been universally confirmed. Jongman & Sereno

(1991) did not find such a durational diffrerence for intervocalic plosive consonants,

nor did Kuijpers (1993), or Gillis, De Schutter & Verhoeven (1995) and Verhoeven,

Gillis & De Schutter (1995). Moreover, recall that in Chapter 3 of this thesis the

effect was much less clear for the word-coda consonants, and only applied to ltJ,lfl,
lU and lrl.

The results given above in (7) represent mean durations calculated over 5

repetitions for 3 subjects. Each of these 3 subjects individually displayed an effect of
vowel length on consonant duration. Nooteboom (1972) found the difference for 2 of
his 3 subjects. If the results by Jongman & Sereno (1991), Kuijpers (1993), Gillis et

al. (1995) and Verhoeven et al. (1995) are borne in mind, it seems likely that the

result is speaker-specific. However, if a vowel-conditioned effect is found, it appears

as can be expected. The effect is exclusively found for the class of consonants that

can be realised voiceless, i.e., the obstruents. It seems likely that contrasts such as

those described above may be attributed to the relative slowness of the vocal cords
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as articulators. Absence of a durational difference after a short or a long vowel for
the class of voiced consonants could be accounted for by this slowness of the vocal

cords.

In sum, it has been shown that the factors subject and repetition do not

contribute significantly to the differences in duration for the mono-consonantal

intervocalic clusters. However, the length of the vowel that precedes this consonant

does play a role. A significant difference was found on this factor for the voiceless

obstruents. Also, it was observed again that the (lack of; sonority of the consonants

to a large extent determines their duration. Finally, there are some minor durational

differences which may be attributed to differences in the manner of articulation

between fricatives and stops and to differences in places of articulation.

4.3.2 Biconsonantalclusters

In this section, 56 biconsonantal clusters will be discussed;21 of these targets were

also produced after a long vowel. The clusters can be divided into 4 basic types, viz.

19 Obstruent + Sonorant, 13 Obstruent + Obstruent, 18 Sonorant + Obstruent, and 6

Sonorant + Sonorant clusters.

Table 14 gives the mean total durations of the Obstruent + Sonorant

clusters, and the durations of the consonants in the cluster calculated over 3 subjects

and 5 repetitions. A quick glance at the results in this table shows that the durations

of the individual consonants in the clusters are shorter than those of their singleton

intervocalic counterparts. It may therefore be concluded that compression takes

place. In Tables 14 and following, compression ratios for the consonants in the

clusters are given in italics. Compression ratios for the consonants in the clusters

were calculated by means of the formula in (8).

(8) Compression = (Dur.l,,rlDurrioe)* l00%o

The result is a percentage of 'left-over' duration of a consonant in an intervocalic

cluster, relative to its duration as single intervocalic consonant.
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Mean durations in ms for consonants in Obstruent -

Sonorant clusters by length of preceding vowel

VV Vo

129 89 40 101 66

83

Table 14

tot.

pl
rl
fl
sl

bl
pr
tr
kr
fr
br
dr
tm
SM

135 90
136 100

102 61

132 84
t28 80
138 85
140 89
110 62
105 53

90 74

99 s9
97 67
95 87
94 87
94 96
89 93
98 87
93 95

91 77

45
36
4t
48
48
53

51

48
52

r45 92 53

Tables 15-17 give the mean total duration, the mean durations of individual

consonants and the compression ratios for the biconsonantal intervocalic Obstruent +

Obstruent, Sonorant + Obstruent and Sonorant + Sonorant clusters.

Table 15 Mean durations in ms for consonants in Obstruent -

Obstruent clusters by length of preceding vowel

VV Votot.

sp

st
ft
pt
ps

ts

ks

zd
bd

136

t47
123
142

79 57

65 82
44 79
56 86

78 67

74 81
52 78

62 85

t37 95 42 99 64
111 76 35 81 53
140 99 4t 85 62
133 94 39 77 59

137 84 53 83 90
147 93 54 80 92

r27 78 49
143 91 52

155 77 78 63 8t
r47 85 62 70 66
146 79 67 68 94
t37 95 42 99 45
t52 66 86 69 70
t47 60 87 64 7t
155 64 9t 63 75
118 68 50 82 83
ll8 74 44 116 73
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Table 16

Table 17

lm
rln
rl
ml

CHnpren 4

Mean durations in ms for consonants in Sonorant -

Obstruent clusters by length of preceding vowel

VV Vo

57 66 83 75
54 59 82 69

74 34 r12 60

tot.

mp
nt
NS

mb
nd
lp
It
lf
ls
lb
ld
rp
rt
rs

r23
1r3

108

t32 52 80 9s 94

Mean durations in ms for consonants in Sonorant - Sonorant
clusters by length of preceding vowel

tot. VV Vo

r22 62 60 1t3 98
lt6 74 42 107 69

The data in these tables lead to the following interesting observations.

First, with respect to the total durations of all clusters, it may be observed

that these range between 162 - 101 ms after a short vowel, and 147 - 102 ms after a

long vowel. So, biconsonantal clusters are generally shorter after a long vowel, but in

addition we find that the range in total durations for these clusters is also smaller

after a long vowel. Notice that the lower limit of the ranges is stable. This finding

corroborates the findings for the single intervocalic consonants and also the results

of Chapter 3 with respect to biconsonantal word-codas (see section 3.3.2), where it
was suggested that there is a limit to the shortening of consonants in clusters.

Second, with respect to the internal temporal properties of the clusters the

following can be observed. Table 14 shows that the mean duration of lU in an

Obstruent + Sonorant cluster is approximately 40 ms. The lrl is slightly longer (50

133 66 67 92 70
129 63 66 91 70
149 59 90 86 74

107 8l 26 113 4r
113 79 34 1r4 57
t43 49 94 74 98
r44 51 93 77 99
160 53 r07 80 92
t62 56 106 85 B7
115 52 63 79 98
101 52 49 79 82
147 50 97 85 101

131 40 91 68 97
155 49 106 83 87

tt4 47 67 7t 93
t20 47 73 B0 I0I
ll5 53 62 90 94
132 81 5l il3 77
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ms) and the lml also has a duration of approximately 50 ms. The duration of the

sonorant in all OS clusters is virtually constant irrespective of the preceding

obstruent; recall that a similar result was reported for the word-onset in Chapter 2.

As the table indicates, differences in place of articulation of the obstruent in

an Obstruent + Sonorant cluster do not lead to large durational differences. There is

not much difference in the duration of an /s/ in /sU versus that of an lfl in /fV, nor

between lpl,ltl, and /k/ in /pr/,ltrl, and /kr/. Furtherrnore, notice that the distinction

between fricatives and plosives is not represented by a difference in duration, e.g.,

lfll and /sU versus /pU, and /frl versus /pr/. The differences in total cluster duration

are marginal.

The compression ratios for the Obstruent + Sonorant clusters in Table 14

show that it is generally the sonorant which is relatively shortest in the cluster. This

is especially clear for the clusters with /U and lml in second position. The clusters

with /r/ are separate in this respect. The percentages in Table 14 show that the lrl in
an Obstruent + /r/ cluster is hardly shorter than a singleton intervocalic lrl.

Table 15 presents the results for the Obstruent + Obstruent clusters. Again

we find that differences in place of articulation are of minor relevance for duration,

as the results for /ps/, /ts/, and /ks/ illustrate. Notice that the distinction between

fricatives and plosives does contribute to differences in duration. The ltl in lstl or lftl
is longer than the ltl in lp{, andthe lpl in lptl is also longer than the lpl in /ps/. It
seems that the trend in these data is that the first consonant in an Obstruent +

Obstruent cluster is relatively shortest. However , lst/ , lptl, and /bd/ do not conform to

this pattern. Notice that the relative durations do not show such a large contrast

between first and second consonant as for the Obstruent + Sonorant clusters.

The third cluster type under discussion are the Sonorant + Obstruent

clusters in Table 16. Once again we find that the role of the place of articulation of
the consonants is minimal. This is illustrated by the duration of /U in llpl, lltl , llf I , and

/ls/, which is fairly constant. But also the durations of the obstruents in these clusters

hardly differ, see /lp/, lLtJ and llfl, llsl.

Furthermore, Table 16 shows that there is a difference in the duration of an

obstruent after a nasal versus a liquid. For example, the lpl in /mpi is only 67 ms,

whereas it is 94 ms in flpl. In general, it is the first consonant, the sonorant, that is

comparatively shortest in the cluster.

Table 17 presents the data for the Sonorant + Sonorant clusters. Basically,

the first consonant in the cluster is shortest, as /lm/ and /rm/ illustrate. However, the

cluster /mU does not pattern in this way, and displays a trend that has been found for
clusters of the type Obstruent + Sonorant: namely the lV in second position is
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shortest. It seems as though this cluster patterns in line with clusters of rising

sonority.

Finally, in Chapter 3, section 3.3.2, it was observed that the differences in

the total duration of clusters after a short or a long vowel depended on the

composition of the cluster, in more subtle terms than just Sonorant and Obstruent.

Recall that consonants and clusters after a short vowel are longer in duration than

consonants after a long vowel. Clusters with a [-cont] consonant + an /s/ displayed

the most substantial differences. Clusters that contained a liquid in the first position

showed the smallest of such differences. Table 18 illustrates that for intervocalic

clusters the difference in total duration between a cluster after a short or a long

vowel also depends on the composition of the cluster. In Table 19, the clusters have

been ranked according to the differences between the realisations after a short and

long vowel.

Table 18 Difference in total cluster duration in ms for biconsonantal
clusters after short and long vowel

os diff. oo diff. so diff. ss diff.
pl -8
fl-5

ts -24
ks -13
st -11
p! -5

nt -16
mp -10
nd -5

ml -16

kr +1
sm +2
sl +3

rt +l rl +7

Some minor generalisations hold in this table, too. For the Consonant + Sonorant

clusters, the clusters containing a labial show the most substantial difference. The

difference in realisation of a cluster after a short versus a long vowel is largest for the

dental + Obstruent clusters, rather than those containing a labial or velar consonant.

4.3.3 Triconsonantalclusters

In this section, 35 triconsonantal clusters will be discussed. Only 4 of these clusters

were produced both after a short and a long vowel. The clusters can be divided into

the following four basic types: 3 Obstruent + Obstruent + Obstruent clusters, 7

Obstruent + Obstruent + Sonorant clusters, 9 Sonorant + Obstruent + Obstruent

clusters and 16 Sonorant + Obstruent + Sonorant clusters.
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Note, that the final type can only occur intervocalically, because neither the

word-onset, nor the word-coda allow sonorant consonants at their edges. Tables 19-

22 give the total cluster duration, the mean durations of the consonants in the cluster,

and the compression ratios.

Table 19 Mean durations in ms for consonants in Obstruent -

Obstruent - Obstruent clusters

V

60
54
64

50 63
76 53
48 63

53
79

51

92 51 46
7s 32 70
77 27 69
78 57 B0

86 66 6t
67 100 5t
71 66 ss
80 69 69
68 57 83

Table 20

ptr
spl
spr
stl
str
stm

Table 2l

mpt
mps
nts

nsp

nst
lpt
lst
rps

66 49 43
54 31 86
53 25 84
54 69 77
59 81 57
44 96 48
47 8t 52
47 66 84
40 69 80

Mean durations in ms for consonants in Obstruent -

Obstruent - Sonorant clusters by length of preceding vowel

VV

74 50 45 73 59 82

Mean durations in ms for consonants in Sonorant
Obstruent - Obstruent clusters

V

tot. Vo

Vo

158

t7t
r62
200
t97
188

180

197
189

tot. Vo

183 89 46 48 93 49 81

186 74 73 39 61 76 59
191 72 75 44 59 78 75
t67 73 52 42 60 55 64
186 88 52 46 72 55 78
167 69 52 46 57 s5 64
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Table 22
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Mean durations in ms for consonants in Sonorant -
Obstruent - Sonorant clusters by length of preceding vowel

tot. VV

145 66 35 44 96 58 75

201 48 106 47 8r u0 80
181 47 92 42 80 96 64

Vo

ntr
mpr
mpl
ndr
mbl
mbr
Itr
lfr
tbt
lbr
rpr
rpl
rtr

These data lead to the following two observations, one about the total durations of
the clusters and a second one about their internal properties.

First, with respect to the total durations of the triconsonantal clusters it may

be observed that hardly any of the differences are caused by the length

characteristics of the preceding vowel. That is, the triconsonantal clusters after a
short vowel range between 209 and 148 ms, whereas the clusters that follow a long

vowel range between 201 and 145 ms. It should be noted, though, that there are only
4 targets that follow a long vowel. These results are in agreement with the finding for
biconsonantal clusters that there seems to be a limit to the shortening of consonants

in clusters. Biconsonantal clusters showed some variation for clusters that were

longer in absolute duration, but this variation can no longer be found for
triconsonantal clusters.

Second, with respect to the internal properties of the clusters, for O + O + S
and S + O + S clusters, the consonants in the triconsonantal clusters are not shorter

when compared to their counterparts in biconsonantal clusters. In O + O + O and S +

O + O clusters, we do find shorter consonants in the cluster. These observations are

illustrated below in Tables 23-26 for a representative sample of the 4 cluster types.

184 64 63 57 93 67 97
t7s 64 58 53 89 60 90
179 63 7r 45 88 74 68
t64 14 40 50 107 67 85
148 t4 33 4t j,03 52 62
Ls4 79 36 39 ilo s6 66
185 48 82 55 73 87 93
186 50 89 47 76 77 80
159 46 64 49 70 100 74
t63 47 63 53 71 98 90
t93 42 101 50 71 105 85
184 46 94 44 78 98 67
209 49 97 63 83 103 107
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Comparison of mean durations in ms and compression ratios of
triconsonantal and biconsonantal clusters: OOS, lspU, lsp/, lpV

Comparison of mean durations in ms and compression ratios of
triconsonantal and biconsonantal clusters: SOS, lltil, lLt/, ltrl

Comparison of mean durations in ms and compression ratios of
triconsonantal and biconsonantal clusters: OOO, lpstl,lpsl, lstl

Comparison of mean durations in ms and compression ratios of
triconsonantal and biconsonantal clusters: SOO, llstl, llsl, lstl

89

Table 23

59

64

93

87
Ir
tr

Table 24

I

Table 25

Table 26

62

These results will be discussed extensively in section 4.4,

to present an argument for the relevance of the notion of
results (and hence confirming evidence for the MSDH).

pst

ps

st

52lst
Is

st

55

8l

where they will be shown

syllable break to our test

2 The 'reverse' effect for /r/ found here, i.e., /r/ is longer in a triconsonantal cluster, resembles the effect
found for /r/ in Chapter 2, section 2.3.3.

dur.

74 73 39

7t 78

95 42

Vo

61 76
63 81

99

dur.

48 82 5s
51 93

80 48

7o

dur.

60 63 s0
66 86

85 62

Vo

63 52 s3
69 70

70 66

dur.

47 81

56 106

85

Vo
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4.3.4 Quadri-consonantal clusters

This section discusses 7 quadri-consonantal clusters, which can only occur in
intervocalic position. One of these clusters has been produced both after a short and

long vowel. The clusters can be separated into two types, viz. 4 Obstruent +

Obstruent + Obstruent + Sonorant (OOOS), and 3 Sonorant + Obstruent + Obstruent

+ Sonorant (SOOS).

Tables 27 and 28 present the total cluster duration, the mean durations of
the consonants in the quadri-consonantal clusters, and their compression ratios.

Table 27 Mean durations in ms for consonants in Obstruent -
Obstruent - Obstruent - Sonorant clusters

61

53

55
62

65

56
56
66

39
46
45
4L

64 53
52 46
54 46
61 54

Table 28 Mean durations in ms for consonants in Sonorant -

Obstruent - Obstruent - Sonorant clusters by length of
preceding vowel

The durational range of these clusters is 241 - 2O7 ms. The single cluster produced

after a long vowel falls within this range, i.e.,217 ms.

A comparison of the results for the quadri-consonantal clusters with those of
the triconsonantal clusters again illustrates that there seems to be hardly any

additional shortening of the consonants in the cluster. This is shown in Table 29 for
/kspr/, which may be considered representative of all quadri-consonantal clusters.

tot. V Vo

45 66
71 70
70 76
47 69

228 61 80 43 44 88 66 46 75
24t 57 7 t 69 44 8-' 58 68 75

53 78 43 43
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Table 29 Comparison of mean durations in ms and compression ratios of
quadri-consonantal and triconsonantal clusters, /ksprl, /ksp/, /spr/

45 54
53

44

With respect to the total duration of the intervocalic clusters, it was found throughout

this chapter that the duration increases as the number of consonants in the cluster

increases. In intervocalic position, single consonants range between 122 and 55 ms,

biconsonantal clusters between 162 and 101 ms, triconsonantal clusters between 209

and 145 ms, and quadri-consonantal clusters between 241 and 207 ms. These results

confirm earlier findings for the word-onset and the word-coda. However, some

temporal overlap between the cluster classes is found here, whereas this was not the

case for the word-onset and the word-coda. The longest single onset or coda was

shorter than the shortest biconsonantal cluster, and the longest biconsonantal onset or

coda was shorter than the shortest triconsonantal one.

4.3.5 Vowels

The durations of the vowels preceding the intervocalic consonants and clusters have

also been measured. The results of the vowel durations for the vowels preceding a

single intervocalic consonant are given in Table 30 ranked by their durations.

9l

76

75

dur.

55 56 67

54 54 76
72 75

Vo
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Table 30

Csepren 4

Mean vowel durations in ms, vowel preceding a single
intervocalic consonant

dur. V dur. VV
r100r
21001
l93z
d93d
b87s

148

139
138

138

137

_n___8J___b___81___
s82k130
f82ft29
m78nl27
t76t124
k74ml20
p 73 p 115

t32

Three interesting findings emerge from Table 30. First, the table clearly shows that

vowels are shortest when they precede a plosive, and they are longest when they

precede a liquid.

Second, with respect to voicing, the duration of a vowel that precedes a

voiced consonant is longer than that of a vowel that precedes a voiceless consonant.

Such a finding was already reported for intervocalic consonants by Slis and Cohen

(1969) for Dutch, and by Davis & Summers (1989) and Stathopoulus & Weismer

(1983) for English, and for word-codas in Chapter 3 of this thesis. This voicing

effect roughly obeys the scale of liquids > obstruents > nasals.

Finally, notice that labiality makes a small contribution towards the short

duration of a vowel: a vowel preceding lml < a vowel preceding ln, pl< /t, k, fl < ls,

bl < ldl. Table 14 in section 4.3.L indicated that the durations of single intervocalic

consonants showed an opposite effect: labial consonants > dentals and velars. With
respect to labiality, Klatt (L973) observed for prevocalic consonants and clusters

that: "[...] labials cannot be shortened as much as nonlabials, and that this relative

incompressibility of labials is accomplished at the expense of adjacent nonlabial

consonants." The present duration results for the preceding vowel, given in Table 30,

seem to indicate that labiality also has an effect on the duration of a vowel.

Table 31 presents the mean vowel durations of short and long vowels by

cluster type of relevant clusters that follow a short and a long vowel in our test. Two
findings emerge from this table.

85
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Mean vowel durations in ms, vowel preceding bi-, tri-, or
quadri-consonantal intervocalic cluster

93

Table 3l

VVV V VV V VV
oo
OS

so
SS

73 119

77 124
75 lll
78 110

oos

SOS

81

t5

130

102 SOOS 71 tL4

76 116 p 78 116 II 7t tt4

First, the bottom row of Table 31 shows that the mean duration of a short vowel

preceding a biconsonantal or triconsonantal cluster hardly differs, while a short

vowel preceding a quadri-consonantal cluster is slightly shorter. The duration of a
long vowel is unaffected by the number of following consonants. However, a large

difference exists between the duration of a vowel preceding a single intervocalic

consonant (see Table 30) or an intervocalic cluster (V: 85 - 76,78,7L ms, VV: 132 -

116, 116, 114 ms).

Second, an observation that can be made on the basis of Table 3l is that

there is a difference in vowel duration that is attributable to the first consonant in the

cluster. This follows from a look at the duration of the long vowels. As can be seen,

the long vowels are longer in duration when the first consonant of the intervocalic

cluster is an obstruent, as in OO, OS, and OOS clusters, compared to when the first

consonant is a sonorant, as in SO, SS, and SOS clusters. On the other hand, the

consonant clusters with a sonorant in first position are not longer than clusters that

start with an obstruent, as shown by the durational ranges of the biconsonantal

clusters, which can be deduced from Tables 15-18: OO 155-137 ms, OS 147-102

ms, SO 162-101 ms, and SS 132-114 ms.

4.4 A non-linear interpretation

In this chapter, the provisional point of departure was to consider intervocalic

consonant clusters 'merely' as linear sequences of segments. However, the MSDH

forces us to consider consonants also as members of syllables, and intervocalic

consonant clusters also as containing members of syllables.

Section 4.3 contained one finding concerning triconsonantal clusters, noted

at the end of that section, that appears to make it worthwhile to view our results from

this alternative 'syllabic' angle: the durations of the individual consonants in the

clusters cannot be fully linked to a bare cluster interpretation, but suggests at least
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some internal structure. This section will first discuss the details of this

triconsonantal case; then the other data (single consonants, biconsonantal clusters,

quadri-consonantal clusters) will be reconsidered, too, in order to see whether this

result finds additional confirmation.

Tables 23-26 show a distinction between O + O + S and S + O + S clusters

on the one hand, and O + O + O and S + O + 0 on the other, i.e., a distinction

between sonorant final and obstruent final triconsonantal clusters. The phonological

syllabification properties of the former two clusters (hence the basis of the

predictions of the MSDH) are straightforward: irrespective of the phonological

length of the preceding vowel, they syllabify into a single consonantal coda plus an

onset cluster.

(9)a. man-dril

b. oc-trooi

c. toen-dra

(10)a. spl

sp

pl

[mondrrl]

[cktroj]
Itundra]

'mandrill'

'patent'

'tundra'

If syllable structure is immediately relevant, these groupings of consonants can be

expected to reoccur in our duration results. In (10) these duration results are repeated

for two characteristic clusters of this type.

74 73 39 ms

77 78

95 42

b. Itr

It

tr

48 82 55 ms

51 93

80 48

These clusters display the familiar effect of locality, by which a consonant is

shortened only once by its immediate neighbour, which was encountered in Chapters

2 and 3, more specifically in Chapter 2 for sonorant final clusters. Moreover, the

durations of the consonants within these clusters are entirely compositional, as is

illustrated below by the boxes in (11a, b), while (1lc, d) presents a visualisation of
this result.

( I l)a. spl

sP

pl

b. ltr ,is'Iiz'S5 ms:!:
It 51 P3 :

.-..-.i:
tr p0 4p

i'7+'73'39 ms

itt ts i

e5 4t.
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S

to
t

o
p

o

Son

l_

I

sl
I

ts

r

sl

The effects of localiry and compositionality can be represented graphically as in (12)

and (13).

(12) Graphic representation of shortening trends in OOS clusters

Obsi

(13) Graphic representation of shortening trends in SOS clusters

,/\
Obs

,4-.ObS Son

/\:
Obs Son i

:

=i
i

i

,A- i

:oo: 
T:i
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There are two possible interpretations of these results. First, it can be maintained that

these clusters are simply sequences of consonants. Durationally, /spV behaves like
(and seems to have the structure of) a word-onset. Since there is no basis for

comparison of /ltr/ with word-onset or word-coda behaviour, any finding can be

called compatible with an interpretation of this cluster as a bare sequence. Second,

however, the trees in (11) are perfectly compatible with the conclusion reached at the

end of Chapter 3 in (18) repeated here as (14).3

(14) Group consonants observing sonority properties, elsewhere follow metrical

structure.

The syllabification of triconsonantal O + O + O and S + O + O clusters (i.e.,

obstruent final clusters) is harder to establish. Division of these clusters into a coda

and an onset either leads to a superheavy rhyme or an illegitimate onset.

(15)a. antarc-tica

b. obs-takel

antar-ctica

ob-stakel
lontqrktikal

Icpstakel]

'Antarctica'
'obstacle'

or

or

In the case of an S + O + O cluster, two criteria contribute to the interpretation of the

psotion of the syllable break. First, the phenomenon of schwa-insertion, which was

discussed in section 3.1, helps to shed some light on the preferred syllabification. In

Chapter 3 it was shown that a schwa may be inserted between a non-homorganic

sonorant and an obstruent in the coda. 'Antarctica' has two possible realisations,

which are given in (16).

(16) antarc-tica [ontorktika] or [ontoroktika] 'Antarctica'

Thus, it seems that [rk] together are a phonological coda. Second, this analysis is

confirmed by a principle that phonologists often invoke in order to resolve issues of
syllabification. This is the universal CV rule/Ivlaximal Onset Principle (Kahn L976,

Clements & Keyser 1983).

(17) Maximal Onset Principle (MOP): consonants before a syllabic segment

always form a syllable with that syllabic segment, to the extent of the

maximally legitimate onset.

3 Recall that this procedure is applicable both to word-coda and word-onset clusters.
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Since [kt] is not a legitimate Dutch onset the coda status of [rk] in Antarqtica is

confirmed. The MOP also helps to resolve the syllabification of other S + O + O
clusters and O + O + Oclusters. Homorganic Sonorant+ Obstruent clusters in a S +

O + O cluster can now be assumed to be syllabified in an equivalent manner to (16).

( l8) symp-toom Istmptom] 'symptom'

Finally, consider triconsonantal clusters whose medial segment is /s/, as in /psV and

lnstl. Assigning the medial lsl to the coda of the first syllable results in a rhyme that

contains more than two positions, whereas assigning the /s/ to the onset of the

fotlowing syltable leads to an illegitimate word-internal onset.a The CV rule/MOP

tells us that the syllabification will be as in (19).

97

(19)a. ob-stakel

b. in-stinkt

c. e[k-s]tra

Icpstakal]

Irnstrnkt]

[ekstra]

'obstacle

'instinct'

'extra'

In (20) the duration results are repeated for two characteristic clusters of this type.

(20)a. pst

ps

st

60 63 50 ms

66 86

85 62

b. lst

ls

st

47 81 52 ms

s6 105

85 62

Notice in particular that the second consonants in the biconsonantal components of
the triconsonantal clusters /pst/ and /lst/ are substantially shorter in the triconsonantal

cluster than in the biconsonantal ones. In (20) this is indicated by underlining.

An interpretation as bare sequences of consonants appears unable to predict

the shortening displayed in (20). Conversely, grouping or 'structure' is what seems to

be found here. If the suggestion is followed, made in (19) on the basis of the CV

rule/lvlOP, that the phonological syllabification of consonants in these clusters is [p-
st] and [-st], then our familiar grouping procedure gives the following right-

branching structures.

a Recall that /s/ in onset clusters is assumed to be extrasyllabic and that /s/ + C onsets are only legitimate

at the left word-edge (see section 4.1).
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(21)a.
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Since in these structures /st/ is seen as a unit, they explain the shortening effect

observed in (20) with the following two provisos. First, medial /s/ in triconsonantal

/pst/ is excessively short in comparison to its biconsonantal composites. The reason

for this may be that, independently of structure, any obsffuent is able to affect its

immediate neighbour (a property that sonorants apparently do not have). Second, in

both cases, ltl in these triconsonantal clusters shows unexpected excessive

shortening, too (recall the word-coda data discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.4). The

source of this effect will be further pinpointed in our discussion of biconsonantal

clusters below.

The observations on the relevance of syllable structure will now be

continued with a discussion of the single intervocalic consonants and biconsonantal

intervocalic clusters. Phonologically intervocalic consonants (single, or as part of a
cluster) belong either to the preceding vowel (as part of the coda of that syllable) or

they belong to the following vowel (as the onset of that syllable). Syllabification of
intervocalic consonants generally proceeds following two principles: (i) the

language-specific requirement applicable to Dutch of minimally (and maximally)

two positions in the rhyme, also known as the 'VX condition' (Kager & Zonneveld

1986, Booij 1995, as mentioned in Chapter 3 section 3.1 and section 4.1 of this

chapter), and (ii) the universally applicable CV rule/lvlOP (see (17)).

The syllabification of a single intervocalic consonant after a long vowel is

generally undisputed. Such a consonant syllabifies as the onset of the following
vowel, obeying both the universal CV rule and the language-specific VX condition

as is shown in (21a), where '-' indicates a syllable boundary. Following a short

vowel, however, the syllabification of a single intervocalic consonant is given by the

VX condition (22b).

(22)a. VVCV )
b. VCV +

VV-CV
VC-V

In order to obey the VX condition, the intervocalic consonant has to be syllabified as

a coda, but such a syllabification then overrules the universal CV rule. This is what is

assumed in Kager & Znnneveld (1986). lt (22) is taken as a prediction about our

b. A
st

A
ps
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duration data, then the following picture should emerge: onset behaviour of a

consonant after a long vowel, coda behaviour after a short vowel.

Whatever the status of such considerations, it seems that there is no way to

fruitfully establish a relation between the outcome of our experiment and the syllable

structiues in (22). Rather, it was suggested above that differences in the duration of
the intervocalic consonant depending on the length of the preceding vowel have an

articulatory basis.

Let us now turn to the biconsonantal clusters. Depending on their contents,

these can be syllabified in two ways: (i) as a tautosyllabic onset to the following

vowel, or (ii) as a heterosyllabic cluster (see (23a vs. b)). Criteria involved are the

language-specific VX-condition, and the universal MOP. It was already indicated

that the first is phonologically stronger than the latter. Syllabification of the

biconsonantal cluster as a tautosyllabic coda to the fust vowel results in an internal

syllable of excessive weight. The rhyme of such a syllable contains more than 2

positions (as shown in (23c)), a situation which is not preferred to those given in
(23a, b).

(23)a. V-CCV

b. VC.CV
c. *VCC-V

It will be useful for our discussion to make a distinction between O + S clusters on

the one hand and the three remaining types (S + O, O + O, S + S) on the other.

Clusters of the type Obstruent + Sonorant can be divided into three groups

as was pointed out in section 4.2.1. The first group concerns the clusters of a non-

velar plosive followed by an /r/. These clusters only occur after a long vowel. Since

these clusters can also function as word-onsets, their syllabification is undisputed:

the cluster is syllabified tautosyllabically to the following vowel.

(24)a. me-tro

b. le-pra

c. ze-bra

d. Pe-dro

99

The second type of Obstruent

4.2.t, are ambiguous as far as

group contains the legitimate

Fricative + kl, plus /kr/. These

'metro'

'leprosy'

'zebra'

'Pedro'

+ Sonorant cluster, which were discussed in section

their phonological syllabification is concerned. This

word-onset clusters of an Obstruent + /U and of a

clusters can be found following both long and short

Imetro]

Iepra]

Izebra]

[pedro]
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vowels. Again, the syllabification of the clusters that occur after a long vowel is

undisputed. These are also syllabified as tautosyllabic onsets (25a-d). After a short

vowel, phonological syllabification proceeds in accordance with the requirement on

2 positions in the rhyme (VX condition). Thus, the cluster is split up and realised

heterosyllabically (25e-h).

(25)a. du-plo [dyplo]
b. ma-kro [makro]
c. moe-flon [muflcn]
d. A-fro [afro]
e. pop-la [pcpla]
f . Acc-ra [okra]
g. tef-lon [teflcn]
h. saff-raan [sofran]

(26)a. at-las [otlqs]
b. mos-lim [mcshm]
c. at -mo sfeer [otmcsfer]
d. kos-mos [kcsmcs]

The third group of Obstruent + Sonorant clusters contains the illegitimate word-onset

clusters ltU,lsV, /tm/ and /sm/. Intervocalically, these only occur after a short vowel.

The requirement on 2 positions in the rhyme of a syllable (the VX condition

mentioned above) is able to accommodate the heterosyllabic syllabification of such

clusters if the vowel is short, in contrast with the 'true' onsets of the previous group.

(brand name)

'macro'
omufflon'

'Afro'
(brand name)

'Accra'

'Teflon'

'saffron'

'atlas'

'Muslim'

'atmosphere'

'cosmos'

Clearly, the best possible confirmation for the MSDH will arise if exactly these

syllabification patterns reoccur in the data with reasons to assume 'onset' grouping

of consonants for cases of the type (25a-d) and internal syllable breaks in all other

cases.

The actual duration results for the three groups of Obstruent + Sonorant

clusters in the experiments are these: the duration results of section 4.3.2 showed that

the relative duration of the sonorant in any Obstruent + Sonorant cluster is shorter

than that of the obstruent, i.e., the sonorant is shortened much more than the

obstruent, relative to its duration as a single intervocalic consonant (recall Table 14,

and see (27) for some representative examples).
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(27)a. VVpr- 95 Vo 87 Vo (Table 4, group a)

c. Vpl- 99 Vo 64?o (Table 4, group b)

d. VVpl- 101Vo 66 Vo

e. Vfl 85 Vo 627o

g. Vtl_
h. Vsl_

i. Vtm_

8l Vo 53 7o

77 Vo 59 7o

83Vo 68Vo

(Table 4, group c)

Place of articulation plays a role in the syllabification of these clusters, but absolute

differences in duration due to differences in the place of articulation of the obstruents

in these clusters are only marginal, as can be seen from Table 14. There is hardly a

difference between lprl,ltr/ and /kr/, nor is there between the obstruents in lpU and

/fl/, which differ in the manner of articulation.

The data for the c-category in (27) show that for the fully illegitimate word-

onsets, the relative duration of the sonorant is much shorter than that of the

obstruent. This result is identical to that found for the legitimate word-onsets. It can

be observed that the phonotactically illegitimate onset clusters of rising sonority,

(ltU,lsU, and /sm/), pattern with the legitimate onsets with respect to duration. Notice

that even though the shortening trend is identical for clusters following a short vowel

or a long one, consonant cluster shortening is somewhat stronger for the clusters

following a short vowel.

Clearly, the three-way division for the Obstruent + Sonorant clusters, which

was outlined in section 4.2.1 on the basis of the phonological arguments from the

literature, is not present in the duration results. It appears as though illegitimate

word-onset clusters, such as /tU, which occur intervocalically after a short vowel are

dealt with similarly with respect to the duration of the consonants within the cluster

as legitimate word-onset clusters, such as lpU. ln terms of their sonority contours,

these clusters are identical. Thus, with respect to the aim of this thesis, the language-

specific VX condition appears to be overruled by the universal MOP.

Next in our discussion of the durational properties of biconsonantal

intervocalic clusters, the Sonorant + Obstruent, Obstruent + Obstruent, and Sonorant

+ Sonorant clusters will be dealt with. The phonological syllabification of these

clusters is straightforward: they are always split up, since syllabification as a
tautosyllabic cluster to the following vowel would lead to a violation of sonority

sequencing, and a syllabification as a tautosyllabic cluster belonging to the preceding

10r
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vowel results in a syllable of excessive weight. In general, these clusters occur after a

short vowel.

Exceptionally, these clusters can occur following a long vowel, the result of which is

a 'superheavy' internal rhyme. Since these clusters cannot function as legitimate

word-onsets, they are still syllabified heterosyllabically.

(28)a. del+a

b. fat-soen
c. al-manak

(29)a. cour-tage

b. poes-ta

c. oor-log

(31)a. pl

c. tl

ldeltal

Ifotsun]

Iolmanok]

Ikurtage]

[pusta]

Iorlcx]

'delta'

'decency'

'almanac'

'brokerage'

'pusta'

'war'

If the MSDH shines through in these cases, the following duration prediction may be

expected to hold. There will be a difference in the syllabic affiliation of the

consonants in the Obstruent + Sonorant and Sonorant + Obstruent clusters in the

following manner.

(30)a.

The expected durational effect is that the sonorant will be much shorter in (30a) than

in (30b), since it is part of a tautosyllabic cluster versus a heterosyllabic one.

The Sonorant + Obstruent clusters are the sequential mirror-image of
Obstruent + Sonorant clusters, and in the experiments they also show a mirrored

durational pattern. The sonorant in this type of cluster is much shorter than the

obstruent, relative to its duration as a single intervocalic consonant (31).

o

I
V

b.oo

1\A
VS-OV

o

/A
-OSV

99 64Vo

81 53 Vo

b.

d.

lp

It

74 98Vo

77 99 Vo

Even though at first sight these results

clusters are also mirrored phonetically,

seem to suggest that sequentially mirrored

the durational patterns of the two mirror-
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images are not completely equivalent. This lack of equivalence can be contributed to

the syllabic position of the sonorant.

In Figure 2, the duration of the liquid lU has been plotted on the x-axis, and

the duration of the obstruents on the y-axis. The squares indicate clusters of rising

sonority, Obstruent + Sonorant, and the triangles indicate clusters of falling sonority,

Sonorant + Obstruent.

Figure 2 Plot showing categorical difference between clusters of rising

and falling sonority (with /V), durations in ms

60

50

Sonority

s falling

rising

c
0)

=
a
-oo

30

Sonorant

As Figure 2 shows, there is a categorical difference in the duration of the sonorants

(the x-axis) in rising clusters versus those in falling ones. This is exemplified by the

dotted line. Thus, the shortening of sonorants in clusters is asymmetrical. If
shortening were syrnmetrical, a clear boundary between the triangles and the squares

could not have been inserted. These results for lU coincide with the well-known

asymmetry in the realisation of lU as a clear [] in onset position, and as dark [t] in
coda position, respectively.

Consider also Figure 3, which is a similar plot, showing the duration of the

liquid lrl on the x-axis and the duration of the obstruents on the y-axis. Figure 3 does
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not show an asyrnmetry in duration of the liquid. Clearly, there is much more overlap

in the duration of the lrl in a rising or a falling cluster. Recall from Chapter 2 that the

realisation of lrlin Dutch is extremely flexible and has many different realisations in
pre-vocalic and post-vocalic position.

Figure 3 plot showing absence of categorical difference between clusters

of rising and falling sonority (with /r/), durations in ms

100

Sonority

s falling

nsrng

30

Sonorant

In (32) some characteristic O + O clusters are given, which are compared to some

characteristic S + O clusters which are known to have an internal syllable break.

110

70

660
=L
6
.cto50

50 60

(32)a. sp

tS

63 8I Vo

64 7l Vo

b. lp 14 98 Vo

It 77 99 Va

Just as for the Sonorant + Obstruent clusters, the first consonant in a biconsonantal

Obstruent + Obstruent cluster generally is shortest with respect to its duration as a

single consonant. This result agrees with the phonological status of these clusters:

each consonant belongs to a separate syllable. However, the second consonant within

such a cluster is also relatively shorter, in contrast to the second consonant in a

t

l|8.
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Sonorant + Obstruent cluster. This can be attributed to the inherent sonority

properties of both consonants within each type the cluster. As was found in the

previous chapters, Sonorants cannot affect Obstruents, but Obstruents can affect both

Sonorants and Obstruents.

Finally, it seems that the Sonorant + Sonorant clusters /lm/ and /rm/ pattern

with Sonorant + Obstruent clusters, as the first consonant in these clusters is

relatively shortest (33a, b). On the other hand, the cluster /mV seems to pattern with

Obstruent + Sonorant clusters, as it is the second consonant in this cluster which is

relatively shortest (33c, d).

(33)a.

c.

7L 937o

80 IOL Vo

113 77 Vo

b.

d.

lm

rln

mI

lp

It

pl

74 98?o

77 99 Vo

99 64Vo

These results agree with the general pattern for clusters of falling and rising sonority.

Indeed, the clusters /[m/ and /rm/ display a fall in sonority within the cluster, and

sonority rises within the cluster /mU.

As far as I am aware, the results of the quadri-consonantal clusters neither

contribute to, nor take anything away from, the analyses presented in this section

based on single consonants and clusters up to three consonants.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the temporal properties of intervocalic consonants and clusters were

discussed. Probably, the major result of this discussion is that the principle effect

which was found in Chapters 2 and 3 for, respectively, the word-onset and the word-

coda also seems to apply to intervocalic consonant clusters. The following procedure

was shown to predict the durational behaviour of triconsonantal clusters clusters in

onsets and codas (these were the clusters of sufficient size to show 'groupings' or

'structure' among consonants at all):

(34) Group consonants observing sonority properties, elsewhere follow metrical

structure.

The metrical structure referred to in this principle is the syllable structure provided

independently on the basis of phonological considerations. Precisely because the

principle mentions such structure, in general, any evidence in favour of it can be
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viewed as supporting (or 'confirming') the MSDH, the central hypothesis of this

thesis, which is repeated in (35):

(35) Metrical Segment Duration Hypothesis: the relative durations of segments

are a reflection of syllable constituency.

In this chapter, the principle in (34) has been

behaviour of triconsonantal intervocallc clusters,

appeiu to group according to its guidelines, which

the four subtypes:

n
/ \ \
oos
spl

/At
/ ,/\soo

The groupings suggested by the trees follow from (34) and have been shown to form

a very useful basis for predicting consonantal durations.

One of the phonological principles underlying (34) is the so-called

(universal) CV rule/lvlOP. This principle was also invoked in this chapter to cover,

among the biconsonantal intervocalic clusters, the consistent behaviour as a unit
(with the characteristics of an onset) of any intervocalic O + S cluster, even when

that cluster is language-specifically illegitimate (e.g., ltll,ltrn/), and even for a Nasal

+ Liquid case such as /mU.

Finally, an asymmetry was found in the duration of a sonorant in

intervocalic Obstruent + Sonorant and Sonorant + Obstruent clusters. This

asymmetry agrees with a difference in phonological syllabification between these

mirrored cluster types, as was given in (26) above, and repeated here as (37).

shown to predict the durational

too. In these clusters, consonants

provide the following pictures for

(36)a. b. A
s

r
o
t

S

I

d.

oo
ps
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(37)a.

In summary, at three different points the discussion of this Chapter made a claim

with respect to the central hypothesis of this thesis, namely the MSDH. First, an

asyrnmetry was established in the duration of liquids between clusters of rising and

falling sonority, referred to immediately above. Second, the results for OS clusters

suggest an interpretation involving the universal CV rule/lVIOP overruling the

language-specific (phonologically motivated) VX condition. Third, the effects in

fficonsonantal clusters, also noted immediately above, indicate that the duration

properties of these clusters depend on sonority and phonological metrical sffucture.

These are the three areas in which it is proposed here that, for intervocalic clusters,

evidence can be found for the MSDH.

Each of the Chapters 2 and 3 was wound up with summaries and guidelines

of how actual consonant durations can be computed on the basis of the proposed

analysis. This turns out to be a much more difficult exercise for the current chapter:

these summaries and guidelines would turn out to be repetitions of relatively lengthy

chunks of this text, tables and graphs. In order to avoid repetition, the best that can

be done seems to be this. The durations for single intervocalic consonants can be

found in (7) of this chapter. For biconsonantal clusters, the comments made on, and

immediately below Tables 14-17 must be taken into account. Finally, with respect to

triconsonantal clusters, the duration rules for the word-onset and word-coda can also

be applied here, as long as the structures in (36) are borne in mind. In addition, an

effect of polysyllabic shortening, to be discussed in Chapter 5, will have to be taken

into consideration.

o

/
OV

o

t\vs-

b.o

/1
OSV

o

I
V-





Chapter 5

Syllables revisited*

5.1 Introduction

In Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this thesis, three experiments were discussed investigating

the temporal properties of consonant clusters in the word-onset, the word-coda, and

in intervocalic position. This means that all syllabic positions consonants can occupy

have been reported on, as promised. Against this background, the raison d'Ate of
this fifth chapter is twofold. In general terms, it contains another discussion of
evidence for the central hypothesis of this thesis, the MSDH. In specific terms, it
continues the exposition of the immediately preceding chapter in focusing on

intervocalic clusters, albeit from a different angle.

In fact, a slightly dangerous idea underlies the text of this chapter, namely

that it may be both useful and feasible to compare the results of our investigation into

intervocalic consonants and clusters directly with those of the onset and coda

consonants and clusters, respectively. Again it may be assumed that a difference in

syllabification of consonants (whether it be phonological or phonetic) in the

tautosyllabic word-onsets and word-codas and heterosyllabic intervocalic clusters is

realised in the duration data.

The comparison between the word-onset and the intervocalic data is

problematic on two accounts. First, the word-onset results are based on a single

speaker and on two repetitions only, whereas the intervocalic data are based on three

speakers and five repetitions. Second, the word-onset cluster is realised before a full
vowel, whereas the intervocalic cluster is realised before an unstressed vowel.

However, the results reported in Chapter 4 suggest that the CV rule/IVlOP is favoured

in syllabification of clusters of rising sonority. This gives us reason to compare the

properties of internal onsets to those of true word-onsets. The comparison between

the word-coda and the intervocalic data will be fairer than the other comparison,

since both the word-coda and the intervocalic data are based on three speakers and

five repetitions, and both the word-coda and the intervocalic clusters are realised

after a fulI vowel. Most certainly in this comparison the results of Chapter 4 must be

' Parts of this chapter have been published as Waals (1998).
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taken into account: they suggest a heterosyllabic syllabification of typical 'word-

coda' clusters in intervocalic position.

A disturbing factor which will have to be taken into account anyway is the

fact that these comparisons are based on data obtained from monosyllabic words (the

word-onset and the word-coda data) and bisyllabic sequences (the intervocalic data).

The factor to take into account is known as polysyllabic shortening: it is expected

that the duration of segments decreases as the number of segments in the word

increases (Lehiste 1972, Nooteboom 1972, Port 1981). With respect to this effect,

Nooteboom (1972:66) reports that: "[...J the major part of the effect of the number

of syllables in the word seems to stem from the portion of the word that remains to

be produced". This means that the shortening of syllables is mainly due to the

syllables that follow, rather than those which precede, although the latter also cause a

minor shortening trend. The shortening effect of the following syllables is also

known as added syllable shortening, the domain of which appears to begin with a

stressed syllable and end at a word boundary (White & Turk 1998). Furthermore, it
is worth mentioning that Nooteboom (1972l.67) observed that: "On the whole the

data show that the consonants are subject to the same effect as the vowels but to a
considerably lower degree". Thus, polysyllabic shortening is expected to apply to the

consonantal data as well.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.2 the results of the

comparisons between single word-onsets/word-codas and intervocalic consonants are

discussed. Section 5.3 deals with the results for biconsonantal word-onsets, word-

codas and intervocalic clusters. Subsequently, section 5.4 discusses the

triconsonantal clusters. Next, in section 5.5 a small-scale experiment concerning the

suspected influence of stress on the duration of biconsonantal Obstruent + Sonorant

clusters is discussed. Finally section 5.6 presents a summary and conclusions which

can be drawn from the data discussed in this chapter, as always focusing on the

MSDH.

5.2 Single consonants

In this section, the durations of single intervocalic consonants will be compared to

their word-coda and word-onset counterparts. The reasons for these comparisons and

the (dis)advantages of this approach were discussed in the previous section. Two

things should be borne in mind: (i) the discussion of the properties of single

intervocalic consonants in Chapter 4 was inconclusive, and (ii) vowels and
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consonants are expected to be shorter as the number of syllables in the word

increases, i.e., segments are expected to undergo polysyllabic shortening.

Table I presents the results of the comparison between monosyllabic

singleton word-coda consonants and bisyllabic singleton intervocalic consonants.

These data were already discussed separately in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

Table / Comparison of single consonants in word-codas vs. in intervocalic position,
consonant following short/long vowel, duration in ms, ordered by difference
and major category

VVC VVCV diff.

lll

S

f
k
t
p

I

m
n

72
87

79
7t
87

52

!
76
78

101

100

90
85

88
6t

66

55:
6sl

+29
+13
+11
+14
+l
+9

_+t__
1

-l

-t2

Table I shows that in this thesis's tests, across-the-board single consonants are

longer in intervocalic position than in the word-coda and only the nasals are shorter.

This effect is found independently of the phonological length of the preceding vowel.

This is a curious effect in that it seems to contradict the predictions of polysyllabic

shortening, by which we expected segments to shorten as the number of syllables in

the word increased.

One explanation for this unexpected result may be that the effect of
polysyllabic shortening is simply masked, as the target words are embedded in a

carrier phrase. A more likely explanation may be the following: we are making the

wrong comparison. Crystal & House (1988a, b) observe that consonants in onsets are

longer than consonants in codas which is a finding that was confirmed in the

previous three chapters.r It appears very attractive to interpret the present data as the

result of a difference in syllabic affiliation of the underlined consonant as in (1). The

I In this respect, it is interesting to mention work by Fougeron & Keating (1997) and Keating, Cho,

Fougeron & Hsu (1998), who investigate 'domain-initial strengthening', which "refers to the tendency

for speech sounds, especially consonants, to have more extreme (stronger) articulations when they are at

the beginnings of prosodic domains".

VC VCV i diff.

73 t22
94 116

78 101

84 94
90 96
61 66

+23
+10

+6
+5

_t1_
-7

-13
,^2 1? i
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consonant in intervocalic position is longer in duration than the one in coda position,

since the former is part of an onset.

(1) CVC# vs. CV.CV

Table 2 presents the results of the comparison between singleton word-onset

consonants in monosyllabic words and singleton intervocalic consonants in

bisyllabic words. The intervocalic results in this table present the mean durations for

a single speaker. This speaker was also the speaker in the word-onset study.

Table 2 Comparison of single consonants in word-onsets vs. in intervocalic position,
consonant following short/long vowel, duration in ms, ordered by
difference, for subject AD.

CV VVCV diff.
p

b
d
t
m
k
f
I

S

n

r

154

155

ll6
155

159

148

tt7
116

103

97

94

100

105

67
lll
116
109

78

78
7l
70
69

-54
-50
-49
-44
-43
-39
-39
-38
-32
-27
-25

Table 2 shows that there is a large negative difference in the duration of a single

consonant in the word-onset versus in intervocalic position, implying that consonants

in the word-onset are much longer than consonants in intervocalic position. This

effect is found independently of the phonological length of the vowel preceding the

intervocalic consonants. This effect agrees with the expectation of polysyllabic

shortening.

This discussion suggests that the initial comparison between single word-

coda and intervocalic consonants was unwise, since the syllabic position of the

consonants in the target words is different. Thus, absence of the effect of
polysyllabic shortening could be the result of this 'unfortunate' first attempt.

The phonological correlate of saying that singleton intervocalic consonants

syllabify as onsets is known as the universal CV rule/MOP, which requires that a

consonant before a syllabic segment always forms a syllable with that syllabic

CV VCV : diff.
154 104

116 68
116 66
155 109

tt7 78
148 ttz
155 r25
97 7t
159 r34
103 79
94 79

-50
-48
-50
-46
-39
-36
-30
-26
-25
-24
-15
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segment (Kahn 1976, Clements & Keyser 1983). This implies that a VCV sequence

will be syllabified as V-CV rather than VC-V. For English, psycholinguistic

experiments involving word-games in which subjects were asked to reverse syllables

of bisyllabic words support syllabification according to the CV rule (Treiman &
Danis 1988). In Chapter 4 the CV rule/]vlOP was invoked to explain the durational

properties of biconsonantal clusters. The present results indicate its usefulness for

singleton consonants, too.

5.3 Biconsonantal clusters

Chapter 4 reported an effect in biconsonantal intervocalic clusters, in which syllable

structure seemed to play a role (and which was concluded to confirm the MSDH).

This section considers the question whether, in some form, this effect can be

rediscovered when intervocalic clusters iue compared to word-coda clusters and

word-onset clusters, respectively. The effect in question is that the duration results of

Chapter 4 indicated an asymmetry in the duration of the sonorant in intervocalic

Sonorant + Obstruent clusters versus Obstruent + Sonorant cluster. This durational

asymmetry was attributed to a difference in the syllabification with respect to these

two cluster types; the former was syllabified as a heterosyllabic cluster (S]-[O), the

latter was syllabified as a tautosyllabic cluster belonging to the following vowel (-

tOSl). In the latter case, the Sonorant is shorter because it is the second member of a

biconsonantal unit. It was found that O + O clusters and S + S clusters pattern with S

+ O clusters: they also have an internal syllable break. On the basis of this finding, a

difference can be expected between biconsonantal word-codas and their intervocalic

counterparts, the former being shorter than the latter, whereas biconsonantal word-

onsets will not differ from their intervocalic counterparts.

Tables 3-5 below present the results of the comparison between the

biconsonantal word-codas and intervocalic clusters.

113
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Table 3 Comparison of word-coda and intervocalic Sonorant + Obstruent clusters in
ms, ordered by 2od consonant difference

intervocalic

C'C diff.
Vls
Vrs
vtf
Vns
Vlt
Vrt
vrp
vlp
vmp
Vnt
VVrt

Vks
vps
Vst
Vft
Vts
vsp

-YP!---VVks
VVps
VVts
VVst

56 106

49 106

53 107

59 90
51 93
40 9r
50 97
49 94
66 67

64 9I
66 86
85 62
79 67
60 87

77 78

__21_!?_
56 86
65 82
44 79
79 57

+12 +33
+8 +31
+6 +17
-7 +14
+5 +13
+1 +11
-2 +8
+8 +4
+9 +3

-,--:.,-:2--+6 +11

+2 +26
+2 +21
+4 +19

+13 +16
+6 +11
+4 +1

+8 +20
-8 +15
+5 +10

i +10 -lt------

', -s +zo

Table 4 Comparison of word-coda and intervocalic Obstruent + Obstruent clusters
in ms, ordered by 2oo consonant difference

diff.

M73
41 75
47 90
66 76
46 80
39 80
52 89

41 90
57 64
66 64

62 65

64 65
81 43
66 51

54 76
73 77

85 43

61 60
57 62
52 64
74 47
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Table 5 Comparison of word-coda and intervocalic Sonorant + Sonorant clusters in
ms, ordered by 2"d consonant difference

intervocalic

Ct Cz diff.
Vrm
Vlm

(2)a. lt# +

46 80 ms.

c. ps# +

64 65 ms.

47 73
47 67

i -11 +7
I +1 -6

This comparison of the results for word-coda and intervocalic clusters leads to the

following observation. A selection of the data in Tables 3-5 is repeated in (2) below.

VItV
51 93 ms.

VpsV

66 86 ms.

b.

d.

lf# #

47 90 ms.

st# *
8l 43 ms.

VIfV
53 107 ms.

VstV
85 62 ms.

They illustrate that generally both consonants in the biconsonantal cluster are longer

in intervocalic position when compared to their word-coda counterparts, but the

second consonant is much longer than the first.2 The effect of the Iong second

consonant may be observed for typical coda clusters of the type Sonorant +

Obstruent as in (2a, b), and Obstruent + Obstruent as in (2c, d); it is less clear for the

S + S clusters. Again, a curious effect is found that seems to contradict the

predictions of polysyllabic shortening.

As a first attempt at an explanation for this effect consider the following.

The comparison made in (2) is a comparison between a word-coda cluster embedded

in the carrier phrase of (3), and an intervocalic sequence embedded in the same

frame. The segmental sequences we compare with each other are given in (4a, b).

(3) Maar ik wil MIMI ... laten zeggen.

But I want MIMI ... let say.

'But I want to let MIMI say ...'

2 Notice in Table 3 that clusters with an /s/ in second position show the largest difference in duration of
the second consonant, and clusters with /p/ in second position plus the homorganic Nasal + Obstruent

clusters show the smallest durational difference. The former observation is confirmed by the results given

in Table 4. Klatt (1973) observed with respect to labials at the beginning of the word that they "cannot be

shortened as much as nonlabials". Furthermore, Klatt assumes that "if this rule is attributable to

productive rather than to perceptual constraints, it implies that the lips are somewhat more sluggish when

subjected to time pressure than are other articulators".

58 66
46 73
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(4)a. VCC#la:ten

CHepren 5

b. VCCV#la:ten

The difference between the segmental strings in (4a) and (4b) lies in the fact that in

the former case the target cluster is followed by a word-boundary, which in turn is

followed by the liquid lV of 'laten'. In the latter case the target cluster is followed by

a full vowel. The longer realisation of the second consonant in the intervocalic

cluster as compared to the word-coda, therefore, could be the result of this difference

in segmental composition of the target phrases. In (4a) the cluster sequence is -CCl-,

in (4b) it is -CC-. However, independent research by Hofhuis (in prep.) shows

similar results as those reported in (2). Hofhuis, too, found that the second consonant

in a biconsonantal cluster was longer in intervocalic position as compared to its
duration in coda position. This result was reached even though a different carrier

phrase, with the target in pre-focal, pre-final position, was used (see (5)). In addition,

the target was followed by a clitic which started off with a schwa.

(5) Ik wilde ... een MEP geven.

I want to ... a blow give.

'I want to give a blow to ...' (Hofhuis, in prep.)

Hofhuis's comparison is one between a coda cluster followed by a schwa and a

bisyllabic sequence of which the second syllable also contains a schwa (as in (6)).

(6)a. VCC#an b. VCCe#en

In her case, the finding that the second consonant in a cluster is longer in intervocalic

position than it is in the word-coda cannot be the result of the following vowel, since

the segmental sequence is identical in both conditions. Therefore, the result must

have a different origin.

At this point, recall the introduction to this section in which the results of
Chapter 4 were formulated as a prediction for our discussion. It seems reasonable to

assume that the longer realisation of the second consonant, as illustrated by the data

in (2), is the result of a difference in syllabification.

Taking into account the rules of Dutch syllabification, biconsonantal

intervocalic clusters of the three types discussed here, are syllabified as VC-CV. On

the one hand, in case of a biconsonantal word-coda, the whole cluster is realised

tautosyllabically, i.e., both consonants belong to the previous syllable, or go together

with the previous vowel as in aks 'axe'. On the other hand, an intervocalic

biconsonantal cluster, is assumed to be realised heterosyllabically, i.e., the first
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(7)a. VS-OV

previous vowel, the second one is

'taxi'. Thus, the cluster is divided

consonant is assigned to the onset

c. VS-SV

The predictions of this syllabification property appears to be borne out. Tables 3-5

clearly show that only the second consonant benefits from the 'resyllabification', and

is realised as a relatively longer segment, in agreement with the finding alluded to

above that onset consonants are generally longer in duration than codas. These

results confirm the conclusions drawn in Chapter 4 for these biconsonantal cluster

types.

Table 6 below presents the results of the comparison between the

biconsonantal word-onsets and intervocalic clusters. As above, these data are

compared for a single speaker only.

Table 6 Comparison of word-onsets and intervocalic Obstruent + Sonorant clusters
in ms, ordered by ltt consonant difference, for subject AD

intervocalic

C,C diff.

tt7

consonant of the cluster goes together with the

affiliated to the following vowel, as in tafk-s]i

equally over the two syllables, and the second

position of the second syllable.

b. VO-OV

(V)sl
(V)kr
(V)sm
(V)fr
(v)fi

-LVlPl--(VV)tr
(vV)pr
(VV)sl
(vv)pl
(VV)kr
(VV)fr
(VV)dr
(VV)sm
(vvxr
(vv)br
(VV)br

trr 42 :

----- - 
J-8s4e i

92 55
90 6l
91 41

100 66
96 57

59 67

87 68
105 34
7t 39
77 52

-67 +5
-60 +7
-57 +3
-45 +7
-41 -12

-l!-rt----70 +4
-68 +7
-62 +9
-56 0
-56 +18
-55 +4
-51 -3
-48 -5

-45 -5

-37 -14
-25 -18

85 57

96 55

78 76
106 60
t09 27

152 52
156 48
t35 73
15r 53
150 39

]y_!__
155 45
160 48
r52 52
t47 41

156 48
151 53
110 70
t35 73
150 39
108 53
LOz 70
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The results in Table 6 show that in general the first consonant in the biconsonantal

cluster is much shorter in intervocalic position as compared to the word-onset

position. This effect is in agreement with polysyllabic shortening. Moreover, these

results confirm the expectation that these clusters behave as internal onsets: the

length properties (compression in the cluster) of the sonorant seem to contradict the

status of that consonant as a singleton onset, which argues against an internal syllable

breakinO+Sclusters.
The results of this section indicate that there are differences in the

realisation of tautosyllabic and heterosyllabic sequences, and these differences relate

to syllable breaks. Such a syllable effect is in line with the expectations of the

MSDH, which was first introduced in Chapter 1.

5.4 Triconsonantal clusters

In Chapter 4 it was found that triconsonantal clusters in intervocalic position showed

additional shortening of consonants within the cluster, compared to triconsonantal

word-codas. This finding directed our attention to the comparison between word-

codas and intervocalic clusters, which will be discussed in this section.

In section 5.3, it was observed that the second consonant of a biconsonantal

cluster is longer in intervocalic position than in word-coda position. It was assumed

there that this result is caused by a difference in syllabic affiliation of the consonants

in the cluster to the preceding and following syllables. Thus, a biconsonantal word-

coda cluster is realised tautosyllabically, whereas in intervocalic position a similar

cluster is divided into a coda consonant and an onset. Such a syllable effect may now

also be expected to apply to triconsonantal sequences.

In Chapter 4 it was shown that generally the consonants of triconsonantal

intervocalic clusters can be affiliated to the preceding and following vowels in two

ways: VCC-CV, VC-CCV. The biconsonantal data discussed above showed that a
VCCV sequence is most likely realised as VC-CV. If we assume that a similar

syllable effect also applies to VCCCV sequences, both possibilities are still viable,

Thus, we assume that at least one consonant of a triconsonantal coda cluster is

realised as an onset in intervocalic position (8a). However, it may also be the case

that two consonants are part of the onset of the second syllable (8b).

b.(8)a. CCC + CC-C CCC + C-CC
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In (8a), in accordance with the results for biconsonantal clusters, it is expected that

the consonant which is part of the onset of the second syllable is longer in

comparison to its duration as a coda. In (8b), it is expected that both consonants that

belong to the onset are longer. However, in the latter example, the lengthening might

also be blocked, since the consonants are still part of a cluster.

Triconsonantal S + O + S and O + O + S typically fit the template in (8b).

These clusters represent regular, easily syllabifiable, triconsonantal clusters, since

these clusters can normally be syllabified into a single consonant coda and an onset

cluster. Examples were: man-dril'mandrill', and oc-trooi 'patent'. These clusters

showed the effect of locality, as well as compositionality (see Chapter 4). A
comparison of these data is not available, since S + O + S clusters only occur

intervocalically, and O + O + S clusters do not occur as codas.

On the other hand, a comparison is available for S + O + O and O + O + O

clusters. The syllabification of the former could fairly simply be resolved with the

help of schwa-insertion and the CV rule/IvIOP. It was shown that in cases such as

Antarctica a schwa could be inserted between a non-homorganic sonorant and an

obstruent in the coda. Homorganic Nasal + Obsffuent clusters were syllabified in a

similar way. The examples are repeated in (9).

119

(9)a. antarc-tica

b. symp-toom

(10)a. ob-stakel

b. in-stinkt

'Antarctica'

'symptom'

'obstacle'

'instinct'

However, it was also shown that clusters with a medial /s/ in the triconsonantal

sequence syllabify according to the CV rule/IvIOP:

Only four triconsonantal clusters occur both in the word-coda and in intervocalic

position. Three of these clusters contain a medial /s/. Table 7 presents the results of
the comparison between the realisation as a coda and the intervocalic realisation of
these triconsonantal clusters.
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Table 7 Comparison of word-coda and intervocalic triconsonantal clusters in ms

intervocalic

C,CrC diff.
kst _ _6! _6! _43_ _ _L _ J l- :3_ _!_

4781 52 i +7+3 +l
sg 8t 57 I -l -l +15

lst
nst Jl ur Jt 

I664943 I +6 -9 -4

The data in Table 7 and in (11) below, in which two characteristic intervocalic

clusters are compared with their word-coda counterparts, illustrate that there is no

significant lengthening (or shortening) of any of the consonants in triconsonantal

clusters.

(11)a. kst# = VkstV

63 68 46 ms. @ 65 48 ms.

b. lst# = VlstV
4078 51 ms. 47 8152 ms.

Therefore, it seems unlikely that only one consonant belongs to the onset of the

second syllable, as depicted in (8a). On the other hand, it may also be assumed that

two consonants are part of the onset of the second syllable, as was indicated in (8b).

The lengthening that is expected to apply to onset consonants might be blocked,

since the triconsonantal sequence is syllabified into a single coda consonant and a

biconsonantal cluster. It may be assumed that consonant cluster shortening masks

syllable onset lengthening.

A division of intervocalic triconsonantal clusters always leads to an unequal

distribution of consonants over syllables. It may be concluded from the absence of
syllable-onset lengthening that the clusters Obstruent + Obstruent + Obstruent, and

Sonorant + Obstruent + Obstruent are preferably realised heterosyllabically in

intervocalic position, with the onset of the second syllable maximised, as is shown in
(r2).

(t2)a. VO-OOV b. VS.OOV

Of particular interest are also Hofhuis's (in prep.) results of a comparison between

coda and medial Cs/ and Cts clusters. In contrast with the results reported in Table 8,

she found that the /s/ was significantly longer in intervocalic position for both cluster

_sl_-qE-1q-_
40 78 51

60 82 42
65 58 47
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types. The other consonants in these clusters were not significantly different

compared to their coda realisation. Hofhuis interprets these findings as evidence for

a syllabification according to the MOP, since every time she finds a significant

effect, this effect applies to the consonant that would be in the onset of the second

syllable, in a similar vein as for biconsonantal clusters.

The data in Table 8, however, seem to suggest that the occrrrrence of onset

lengthening is prevented by general cluster shortening (see Chapters 2, 3 and 4).

Here, onset maximisation, which ensures that consonants are assigned maximally to

onsets (the MOP), does not result in longer durations. These data suggest that the

syllable effect found for the biconsonantal clusters, is masked by general cluster

shortening, since the consonants still belong to a cluster.

Table 8 presents the results of the comparison between triconsonantal word-

onset clusters and triconsonantal intervocalic clusters.

Table I Comparison of word-onset and intervocalic triconsonantal clusters in ms,

for subject AD

intervocalic

C'CrC diff.

(V)spl
(V)spr
(V)str
VV)str

The data in Table 8 show that all consonants in a triconsonantal cluster of rising

sonority undergo polysyllabic shortening. In general, the first consonant in such a

triconsonantal 'onset' is shortened most in intervocalic position in respect to word-

onset position. This finding is in favour of syllabification according to the CV

rule/]vlOP.

In conclusion, most of these data comply with the universal Sonority

Sequencing Principle (SSP), and the CV rule/MOP (MOP); different strategies can

be used by speakers leading to similar interpretations.

5.5 OS clusters and the MOP: an experiment

It was shown above that the temporal properties of triconsonantal clusters reflect the

universal SSP, and the CV rule/I4OP. Of the biconsonantal clusters, the Obstruent +

Sonorant clusters have been discussed in section 5.3. These clusters belong to the set

12l

88 89 34 i -12 -6 -8
I

85 83 58 : -18 -17 -4
A^ ?1 E4 | , a  u -

_ lo!_sl :7 _ _ _L _ _r! :2J_ -L
8s s7 4s -l- 

42--18 tt---

100 95 42
103 100 62

_u7__t_1_6!__
rt7 75 64
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which includes the so-called 'true onsets' of Dutch (see Chapter 4, section 4.2). In
intervocalic position, true onset clusters are found to syllabify according to the MOP,

the entire cluster being syllabified as belonging to the following vowel. The

comparison discussed in section 5.3 is problematic with respect to the location of the

stressed syllable for the biconsonantal words. As was mentioned in section 5.1, the

word-onset clusters are followed by a full vowel (#'CCVC), whereas the intervocalic

clusters are followed by an unstressed vowel ('CVCCV). A difference in the location

of the main stress may be expected to have a significant effect on the temporal

properties of the consonants within the cluster, since the cluster will always be

syllabified as a whole.

In order to determine the relevance of the location of the stressed syllable

for the duration of the consonants in clusters, a small-scale experiment was designed

in which biconsonantal 'true onset' clusters in word-onset and in intervocalic

position were compared. In Chapter 4 it was shown that the length of the preceding

vowel has no effect on the duration of the biconsonantal cluster. The effect of the

location of the stressed syllable cannot be studied without additional data, since the

duration data currently available to us consist of biconsonantal word-onset clusters,

and intervocalic clusters, with main stress located on the first syllable only. In case

of the word-onsets, the cluster is located in pre-sfress position, whereas the

intervocalic cluster is in post-stress position. This is visualised in (13), where main

stress is indicated by the apostrophe.

(13) .OSV .CVOSV

The additional material needed for this new comparison consisted of bisyllabic

words with the main stress located on the second syllable, as is illustrated in (14).

( 14) .OSV CV'OSV

First, polysyllabic shortening is expected to apply to these data, since monosyllables

were to be compared with bisyllables. Furthermore, if the MOP applies to these

sequences, we expect to find no relative differences in the temporal properties of the

consonants within the cluster. This aspect can be double-checked with the existing

intervocalic data for true onsets, as shown in (15).

(15) cv'osv .CVOSV
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Thus, if the MOP applies to these clusters, a difference in the location of the main

stress is expected to have no effect on the temporal properties of the consonants

within the cluster, i.e., the cluster will always be syllabified tautosyllabically, hence

the duration relations between the consonants in the clusters will not be affected.

5.5.1 Method

5.5.1.1 Materials

The experiment was run using four bisyllabic 'nonsense' word pairs with stress

located on the first or the second syllable. The target words contained an intervocalic

Obstruent + Sonorant or an /st/ cluster. These clusters belong to the set of the so-

called true onsets of Dutch. These onset clusters can function as a word-onset, but

they can also function as tautosyllabic onset clusters in intervocalic position. Clusters

with /s/, however, are exceptional in this respect and the status of such clusters is

uncertain. The nonsense words were of the form: ta(a)CCaa(t).

Table 9 Selected 'nonsense' words

stress on lst stress on 2nd monosvllable

pl
tr
kl
St

taplaa
taatraa

taklaa
tastaa

taplaat
taatraat
taklaat
tastaat

plaat
traan
klaar
staal

In most cases the vowel preceding the cluster was the short vowel lol.The cluster /trl
was preceded by a long vowel /a/, since the combination short vowel + intervocalic

/trl cluster is not found in Dutch. The nonsense words with the closed second syllable

received stress on that syllable. Stress was indicated on the cards. Table l0 presents

corresponding real words.

Table l0 Corresponding'real' words

stress on lst stress on 2nd

pl
tr
kl
st

popla
citrus
cyclus

couplet
citroen
cycloon

'verse'
'lemon'
'cyclone'

(brand name)
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The set was completed with four monosyllabic words which had one of the target

clusters as the word-onset. This should help verifying earlier results, and should

allow for a better comparison with the stress-on-second-syllable words, which are

also expected to syllabify tautosyllabically in accordance with the MOP.

The words were embedded in a carrier phrase in post-focus, pre-final

position ('Maar ik wil Mimi ... laten zeggen'- 'But I want Mimi .. let say'). In this

way interference of focal lengthening (Eefting 1991) and phrase-final lengthening

(Cambier-Langeveld 1997 ) was avoided.

5.5.1.2 Procedure

Again three speakers (JD, OK, SR) were asked to produce the material. Two of the

speakers had also participated in the word-coda and the intervocalic clusters study.

They were not paid for their participation.

All words were recorded in a sound-attenuated studio at Utrecht University

on a DAT-recorder (Grundig, DAT-9009) using a Sennheiser MD 421 studio

microphone with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz.3 The words were digitised at 16

kHz using GIPOS speech processing software run on a Silicon Graphics workstation.

Segment durations were measured on a graphics display terminal,

displaying synchronised waveforms and spectrograms, using standard visual and

auditory criteria (see section 2.2.2). Measurements were made of the vowel

preceding the intervocalic cluster and the intervocalic consonants.

5.5.2 Results and discussion

The number of cases in this experiment was 180: (4 clusters * 2 stress locations + 4

monosyllabic words) * 5 repetitions * 3 speakers. Three of the 180 targets were

realised emphatically, or with a short vowel, and were discarded. The data-set thus

contains 177 target clusters.

Table 1l presents the mean durations for the consonants in the clusters over

3 speakers and 5 repetitions broken down by cluster type (/pl, tr, kl, st/) and stress

Iocation (stress on first or second syllable, monosyllable).

3 For one of our speakers we used a Panasonic SV-3800 DAT recorder and a Neumann TLM 170

microphone.
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The experiments reported in the previous chapters showed that speaker

differences are statistically significant, but can be normalised. Thus, we will ignore

these differences in this experiment.

Table I l Mean duration (in ms) of consonants in cluster for 'nonsense'

words

stress on lst stress on 2nd [lable

C,C C'C
vpl

VVtr
vkl
Vst

97 33

82 39
86 34
92 51

toz 34
94 4t
92 35

103 52

A series of t-tests (paired variables) was performed on the durations of the vowel

(not in the table above), consonant 1, and consonant 2 for the variable stress location

(1't sytlable or 2od). As may be expected, the duration of a stressed vowel (stress on

l"; is significantly longer than the duration of the vowel in an unstressed position

(stress on 2od). At the l%o level, the t-tests displayed a significant result in all cases.

For the first consonant, a significant result was found at the lVo level just for the

cluster ltl in a nonsense word (t = -3.78, df = 13, p = .002). The absolute difference

in the duration of the first consonant amounts to 12 ms. Also significant, but at the

SVo level, was the /s/ in /st/ (t = -2.19, df - 12, p = .049). The difference in duration

was 11 ms. The difference in duration for the second consonant in a cluster never

reaches significance at the lVolevel.

In general, three trends may be detected in the data. First of all, with respect

to the number of syllables in a word, generally the duration of an intervocalic cluster

in a bisyllabic word decreases in comparison to a monosyllabic realisation. It may

also be observed that the first consonant in the cluster shortens most. It has been

reported in the literature that the duration of a segment depends on the number of
syllables in the word to which this segment belongs. Nooteboom (1972) found that

the duration of a vowel depended not only on the number of syllables that follow, but

also on those that precede the vowel. A similar trend, though weaker, was found for

the consonant preceding the vowel. The present data illustrate that this effect of
polysyllabic shortening also applies to consonant clusters.

Second, with respect to the location of the stressed syllable in a bisyllabic

word, the tables clearly show that there is a difference in absolute durations due to

stress location. It seems that both consonants in the cluster are shorter in an

unstressed syllable than in a stressed one. This shortening is especially clear for the

ro7 33

102 40
102 39
96 58
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first consonant, the obstruent. Nooteboom (1972: 59) found that "the consonants

preceding the stressed vowels, whether long or short, have a markedly longer

duration than the consonants preceding unstressed vowels in the same position in the

word". The present data show that this also applies to consonant clusters.

Finally, the two trends mentioned above point at a third trend present in the

absolute durations, namely that it is possible to distinguish consonants in a cluster. It
is the first consonant which shortens most in a bisyllabic word in comparison to a
monosyllable. However, the first consonant is also lengthened most due to the

location of the stressed syllable.

To sum up, the effects of polysyllabic shortening (l6a), and the effect of the

location of the stress apply to the whole onset cluster (16b). Thus, it may be assumed

that the MOP is reflected in the temporal structuring of these clusters.

(16)a. 'CCV > CV'CCV b. CV'CCV > 'CVCCV

The third finding, that the effect is strongest for the obstruent, may be attributed to

the fact that obstruents generally are longer than sonorants. Hence, they are expected

to show more variability. However, this finding may also be the result of absolute

domain-initial strengthening. Fougeron (1998) reports measurements of articulatory

contact investigating the domain of initial strengthening. She investigated whether

the effect of prosodic position is a local effect restricted to the 'absolute' domain-

initial segment of a prosodic constituent, or whether it spreads over a larger domain.

Her results indicate that: "it appears that the effect of prosodic position is restricted

to the segment placed in absolute initial position in a prosodic domain, whether it is
the first consonant in a CC cluster or in a CV syllable. These results suggest that

articulatory strengthening is a local effect applying to the initial edge of a prosodic

domain".

5.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter the data of the word-onset, word-coda and intervocalic experiments

were compared. Taking into account the methodological provisos mentioned in the

introduction, the comparisons between the word-onset and word-coda data and the

intervocalic consonants and clusters provides additional empirical evidence for the

fact that the syllable is involved, and the MSDH is confirmed, in an account of the

durational behaviour of intervocalic consonants and clusters.
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ln section 5.2 it was observed that single consonants are longer in

intervocalic position than in word-coda position. This result could be attributed to a

difference in syllabic affiliation of the single consonant in the word-coda versus

intervocalically. The intervocalic consonants were assigned to the onset, since it was

observed earlier that onset consonants are longer than coda consonants. This

conclusion is in line with the universal CV rule/]{OP, by which prevocalic

consonants are assigned to that vowel.

In section 5.3, on the basis of the results of Chapter 4, the expectation was

formulated that among the biconsonantal intervocalic clusters the durational

properties would confirm a bisyllabic status for S + O, O + O and S + S clusters, and

an onset status for O + S clusters. A comparison of the results of the word-coda and

intervocalic realisations of Sonorant + Obstruent clusters indicated that the second

consonant in the cluster is much longer in intervocalic position than it is in word-

coda position" A similar result was found for Obstruent + Obstruent clusters. This

confirmed the prediction. Such a relatively long second consonant was absent from

O + S clusters, and this observation was taken as a confirmation of their internal

onset status.

Furthermore, this chapter indicated that the triconsonantal clusters

Obstruent + Obstruent + Obstruent and Sonorant + Obstruent + Obstruent, whose

syllabification is somewhat problematic phonologically, are preferably syllabified

according to the MOP. The medial consonant in these types of clusters is most often

/s/. This consonant cannot be syllabified as a coda to the first syllable, since this

would result in a rhyme of excessive weight, and it cannot be syllabified as an onset

to the second syllable either, since lsl can only be attached to an onset at the word-

edge.a The results of the comparison between word-codas and intervocalic clusters,

however, indicate that there is a preference for syllabification as an onset.

A small-scale experiment investigating the role of word stress on the

durations of the intervocalic consonants provided additional evidence for a

syllabification according to the MOP. It is well-known that segments in stressed

syllables are longer in duration than segments in unstressed syllables. Stress is

known to affect segments. A stressed syllable in Dutch either contains a long vowel,

or a short vowel plus a coda consonant. It may therefore be expected that a

backwards shift in stress, from the second syllable in the word to the first syllable,

results in a longer duration of the consonant belonging to the stressed syllable, and a

shorter duration for the consonant in the unstressed one. In section 5.5 it was found

that both consonants in a biconsonantal Obstruent + Sonorant cluster show a

a Bear in mind that there are exceptions, e.g., Sanskriet'Sanskrit'.
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difference in duration due to the location of the stressed syllable. It was found that

both consonants in the cluster are shorter in an unstessed syllable than in a stressed

one. This shortening was especially clear for the first consonant, the obstruent. Also,

both consonants in such a cluster change in duration when a comparison is made

between mono-syllabic words and bisyllabic ones. It may therefore be concluded that

the consonants still belong to a tautosyllabic cluster.

To sum up, this chapter has provided additional evidence for the findings in

Chapter 4 that consonantal durations reflect the syllabic affiliation of consonants and

clusters.



6.1

Chapter 6

Summary and conclusion

Introduction

This thesis's aim is to contribute to the discussion of the phonetics-phonology

interface by means of an investigation into the relation between segment durations

and syllable structure. Although the phonological status of the syllable seems well-

established, a direct phonetic correlate has turned out to be an elusive notion. The

question addressed in this thesis was whether a relationship can be found between

metrical syllabic structure and durations of consonants. This question was formulated

as the hypothesis in (1).

(1) Metrical Segment Duration Hypothesis: the relative durations of segments

are a reflection of syllable constituency.

An attempt was made to provide an answer to this question through an interpretation

of consonant duration data gathered by means of a series of production-experiments

focusing on the durations of consonants and consonant clusters.

In this final chapter, a surnmary and discussion of the main results of the

experiments reported in this thesis will be given in section 6.2. Some limitations of

the experimental approach applied in this thesis will be reviewed in section 6.3. This

section also includes some suggestions for further research. Finally, in section 6.4

some remarks are made concerning the relevance of the results reported in this thesis

for speech technology.

6.2 Summary of the main results

The shortest possible summary of the results of this thesis with respect to the MSDH

in (l) is the following: confirmed.

In Chapter 2, it was found that the onset of a monosyllabic word has

hierarchical structure in those cases where hierarchy is relevant, namely in
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triconsonantal clusters. Formulated in this way this result confirms the usual

phonological assumption with respect to the word-onset. Conversely, the actual

hierarchy supported by oru facts is: 'group consonants observing sonority

properties', which is different from the usually assumed phonological one.

In Chapter 3, it was found that the coda of a monosyllabic word has

hierarchical structure in those cases where hierarchy is relevant, namely in
triconsonantal clusters. Again formulated in this way this result confirms the usual

phonological assumption with respect to the word-coda. Conversely, the actual

hierarchy depends partly on the nature of the consonants involved in terms of
sonority and partly on phonological input structure ('group consonants observing

sonority properties, elsewhere follow metrical structure' ).

In Chapter 4, the results of our experiments confirmed the usefulness of the

notion of syllable break. By and large, these breaks can be found in positions where

phonological analyses usually predict them to be. One major deviation for
biconsonantal clusters is that the so-called Maximal Onset Principle systematically

overrules the language-specific VX condition (which phonologists have proposed in

order to account for the full range of properties of the quantity-sensitive stress

system) with the effect that any O + S cluster is dealt with durationally as an onset.

For triconsonantal clusters, the grouping principle mentioned above for word-codas

generally made the correct predictions.

Chapter 5 confirmed the claims of Chapter 4 from a different angle, namely

the comparison between the various experiments of this study.

Returning to the point in Chapter 1 (see (2) of that chapter), where it was

promised that this thesis can be seen as indicating the appeal of the following output-

input relation between phonology and phonetics,

(2) Phonology

I
Phonetics

mapplng

a surnmary of what has been proposed in this thesis for the contents of mapping is

the following.
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for singleton intervocalic consonants and biconsonantal

intervocalic clusters: MOP overrules VX condition.

for word-onsets, word-codas and intervocalic triconsonantal

clusters: group consonants observing sonority properties,

elsewhere follow metrical structure.
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(3) mapping:

(i)

(ii)

The details of the mapping procedure are discussed in the various discussion sections

of the preceding chapters.

6.3 Assessment limitations and suggestions

A number of experiments, for which choices concerning the materials and procedure

had to be made, underlie the findings of this thesis. These choices should be taken

into account when assessing the claims of this thesis. A review of them can also be

used as a source of suggestions for further research. In 6.3.1, limitations concerning

the cluster selection are discussed. Section 6.3.2 describes problems with respect to

the carrier phrase. Finally, section 6.3.3 discusses some shortcomings in the

experimental procedure.

6.3.1 Cluster selection

A choice had to be made from the set of possible Dutch consonants and clusters. The

selection criteria upon which the final choice was based include: (i) phonotactic

legitimacy in the relevant positions, (ii) frequency of occurrence in Dutch, (iii)
function as building-blocks for larger clusters, (iv) major class characteristics versus

place of articulation, (v) comparability between the experiments, and (vi) mono-

morphemicity. Even though these selection criteria were used with the objective to

limit the data-set, a very large set of clusters has been investigated.

Some of the above criteria are more arbitrary than others. Clearly, the

criterion concerning the phonotactic legitimacy of the clusters is theory-dependent,

but nevertheless relatively undisputed. Also the criteria of providing building-blocks

for larger clusters, and of controlling the comparability of the experiments do not

seem to need much further justification.

The three other criteria do need further discussion. The criterion concerning

the frequency of occurrence of the clusters within Dutch words seems reasonable,
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but needs to be double-checked, for instance by means of a lexical database (e.g.,

CELEX), in order to determine the familiarity of the cluster targets in real words. In

case of the word-onset study, the frequency of occrrrrence criterion led to the

exclusion of, for comparison's sake, interesting consonants and clusters such as /z/,

/ps/ and lks/, as in zaad'seed', psyche'psyche', and [ks]y/ofoon'xylophone'. These

less familiar word-onset clusters are represented in the set of word-coda, and

intervocalic clusters. The criterion which led to a bias in the set with respect to the

place of articulation within the clusters represents a truly arbitrary choice in order to

limit the data set. Instead of a bias towards labials, velars could just as well have

been chosen. On the other hand, the choice to include only monomorphemic words

and clusters in the data-set was less arbitrary, since it aimed to exclude effects of
morpheme boundaries. Lehiste (1971), however, observed that: "the morphemic

structure of a word does not have any influence on its temporal organisation in

English". The inclusion of clusters which cross word boundaries will lead to a

considerably larger set of possible clusters to choose from. For instance, besides

homorganic Nasal + Obstruent clusters, such as /-mp/, ko p 'campsite' and l-ntl,
kant 'lace', described in this thesis, also non-homorganic clusters can be

investigated, such as /-mt/, kamt'(he) combs'. This would improve the possibility to

generalise across cluster classes.

One selection criterion limiting the data-set has been disregarded until now.

In order to get a balanced set without interference of vowel quality, nonsense words

were used. The advantage of nonsense words is that these can be controlled better

than real words. It is especially difficult to find real words with similar vowels.

Disregarding this fact makes it impossible to compare the data, since it is well-

known that vowels affect the articulation of consonants. Still, it might be interesting

to replicate some of the experiments described in this thesis for a sub-set of the

clusters using existing words. The aim of such an experiment would then be to find

confirmation for the present results from existing words, satisfying criticism claiming

that it is impossible to generalise nonsense word results to real speech data.

Furthermore, a substantially smaller data set would make the experimental

task easier to perform for the subjects at different speech rates (slow, normal and

fast). Such a task would make it possible to find generalisations that apply across

speech rates. It has been noted that changes in speaking rate are largely implemented

by variation in the length of pauses. However, more local variation has also been

observed. Byrd & Tan (1996) observed that individual consonants shorten as the

speaking rate increases. Generally, this shortening was found regardless of the place

and manner of the individual consonant or its syllabic affiliation. Laeufer (1995)

investigated the effects of tempo and stress on German syllable structure, and found
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that syllabification at slow rates much resembles the phonotactics of the language,

while at faster speech rates syllabification seems to be governed by sonority

limitations, i.e., a phonetic syllabification. The subjects in the present experiments

were instructed to produce the target material at a casual speaking rate. It is the

author's impression that this speaking rate was neufral. The results in this thesis still

support a 'phonetic' syllabification (MOP > VX condition). However, an experiment

investigating the effects of speech rate on consonant duration may lead to more

subtle results than those reported in this thesis.

6.3.2 The carrier phrase

The selected word-material was embedded in a carrier phrase. The carrier phrase

used for the word-onset study reported in Chapter 2 was: 'Maar ik wil Petra ... laten

zeggen' (But I want Petra ... let say). The position of the target in this phrase is post-

focal, pre-final position. This position prevents lengthening influences from focal

accent and phrase-final lengthening (Cambier-Langeveld 1997, Eefting L99L, K1att

1976). Positioning the target in this way should lead to the most neutral data

possible. The effects of focal accent are particularly undesirable, since it is known

that focus affects the duration of the focused constituent, but it is unclear what the

exact domain of the lengthening is.

The carrier phrase used for the word-coda, intervocalic, and stress-location

studies was: 'Maar ik wil Mimi ... laten zeggen' . The modification of the pre-target

word was made because the /tr/-cluster in the word immediately preceding the target

proved difficult to pronounce in phrases in which the target contained a similar

cluster. The target was followed by a verb which begins with an lV.ln Chapter 3 it
was already discussed that this frame could enhance a resyllabification of coda

consonants of the target to the onset of the following syllable.l The following can be

said about this issue. In general, the results of this thesis may be interpreted such that

the phonetic rather than the phonological syllabification has a strong impact on

consonant duration. The question remains whether the syllabification might even be

more phonetic in the sense that there seems to be an indication in the data that (re-

)syllabification has taken place across the target word-coda and the onset of the

carrier phrase. For instance, the data given in Table 7 of Chapter 3, and Table 15 of

I Kenstowicz (1994) claims that resyllabification only takes place if the following syllable is onsetless, or

as Kenstowicz puts it: "ln languages where trV is a legitimate onset, a Vt#rV sequence does not (usually)

resyllabify to V.trv" (1994: 281).

133
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Chapter 4 show that there is only a slight difference in the duration of the first

consonant in the comparison V&ten versus V{!4#laten (coda lfl = 94 rrs,

intervocalrc lfl in /fU= 99 ms), whereas the duration of lpl in VfV#laten is much

longer (intervocalic lfl = 116 ms). Similar comparisons can be made for ltl and /s/,

but not for lpl. These data seem to indicate that the duration of a singleton word-coda

obstruent is more similar to the duration of the same obstruent in an intervocalic O +

S cluster than to a singleton intervocalic obstruent, which suggests that re-

syllabification might be at issue here. In order to determine whether re-sylabification

of the word-coda consonant to the following word has actually taken place, a three-

way comparison between word-codas (VCC#V), intervocalic clusters (VCCV), and

clusters that cross a word-boundary ryCrcU, should be carried out so as to

determine the contribution of the carrier phrase and the word-boundary.

The issue of resyllabification is also relevant to the comparison between

coda and intervocalic data reported in Chapter 5, which is based on an unequal

comparison, as was indicated in this chapter. The Coda clusters were followed by the

liquid of the next word in the carrier phrase (VCC#I...), the intervocalic clusters

were surrounded by two full vowels (VCCVV#I..). As a result, this comparison is not

nicely balanced. The comparison should be improved by a change in the carrier

phrase. However, changing the carrier phrase for the word-coda targets such that the

word following the target begins with a full vowel enhances resyllabification as

described above. On the other hand, such an experiment could resolve the question

whether it is really syllable structure that is relevant, or whether it is the word

boundary that affects duration. In this respect, Chapter 5 discusses independent

research by Hofhuis (forthcoming), which indicates that similar results are found

when the target environments are balanced better. Hoflruis compared coda data upon

which a schwa-initial word followed (VCC#o), with intervocalic clusters surrounded

by a full vowel and a schwa (VCCa#a). This comparison does not have the

disadvantage of a carrier phrase with a consonant-initial word following the target.

The similarity in Hoftruis's results and the results discussed in this thesis, suggest

that the finding reported in Chapter 5 is not caused by the following vowel.

6.3.3 The procedure

The experimental procedure chosen for the four experiments was the presentation of
the target material on index cards. An advantage of this procedure is that the material

can easily be randomised, excluding effects of the order of presentation.

Disadvantageous is the fact that subjects can select their own speech rate, and adjust
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it between successive repetitions. Automatic presentation of the targets on a

computer screen can be used to prevent this. Then, targets can be presented at a fixed

rate of appearance, giving the subjects ample time to read the material. Such a

strategy is required when an experiment is conducted in which the focus is on

generalisations across speech rate, as was suggested earlier.

In general, statistical reliability of the results could be increased if further

research was to concentrate on a smaller number of clusters, but more observations

per cluster. For instance, the number of subjects or the number of repetitions could

be increased. A problem in trying to relate the word-onset results to those of the

other experiments is that the word-onset study was carried out for a single subject

only and for just two repetitions, whereas the other experiments were performed by

three subjects, and the targets were read out five times. Clearly, this makes it hard to

make absolute claims rather than relative ones concerning the relations between

consonant durations at the word-onset versus those at the word-coda or

intervocalically.

6.4 Artificial speech production and speech recognition

It is virtually too clich6 to say that the results of an investigation of the type reported

on in this thesis have relevance for the area of artificial speech production (text-to-

speech systems), and speech recognition. Generally speaking, two aspects are crucial

in the evaluation of synthetic speech: intelligibility and naturalness. The first aspect

represents the obvious; getting the message across is the prime goal in

communication. With respect to this aspect of intelligibility, it has been noted that

speech without prosody, i.e., melody, loudness, prominence, temporal variation and

voice quality, is sometimes better understood than speech which has bad, or even

wrong prosody. In fact, the aspects of intelligibility and naturalness are intertwined,

as correctly pointed out by Eefting (1991:93), in a dissertation on tempo variation

and its role in production and perception: "An appropriate temporal structure has not

only a positive effect on the perceived naturalness, but it also facilitates the process

of speech perception. Even though listeners are willing to ignore an inappropriate

temporal structure and compensate for this deficiency as much as possible, an

optimal temporal structure has shown to be essential for fast understanding, a

necessity for successful participation in speech communication".

In a review of text-to-speech systems for English, Klatt (1987) observed

that: "[...], one of the unsolved problems in the development of rule systems for

speech timing is the size of the unit (segment, onseVrhyme, syllable, word) best
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employed to capture various timing phenomena". Campbell & Isard (1991) is an

example of an implementation of segment duration in a syllable frame for an English

text-to-speech system. The present results seem to indicate that the syllable cannot be

ignored as a unit of application for temporal rules for Dutch. The readily observable

high quality of French and Italian text-to-speech may be attributed to the observation

that there is much less variance in syllable duration in these languages, i.e., they have

a more regular rhythm than, for instance, German and Dutch. The differences

between the two language types appears to correspond to a categorisation into the so-

called syllable-timed and stress-timed languages (Ladefoged 1975: 222). Syllable-

timed languages space syllables equally, while stress-timed languages show a

tendency to space stressed syllables at regular intervals.

One of the research strategies trying to improve the performance of ASR

explores the possibilities of incorporating knowledge about speech into speech

recognisers. From a phonetic point of view, the impact of the implementation of
knowledge on segmental duration on the performance of ASR is interesting, since

most phoneticians will believe that this knowledge should improve system

performance. Wang (1997) represents an example of such a study for English. Wang

observed a lack of knowledge about the duration of segments in most speech

recognisers. He incorporated general knowledge about the duration of segments into

an HMM-based speech recogniser, and found that the system's performance

improved, albeit slightly. A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a mathematical tool,

i.e., statistical pattern recognition, used to model speech units. For French, positive

results with respect to the introduction of durational knowledge into ASR have been

reported by Bartkova, Jouvet & Moudenc (1995).

The current Dutch situation is approximately the following. The so-called

OVlS-project (Strik et al. 1996) is an example of a recent enterprise in speech

recognition in a pragmatically defined area, namely railway information. Van

Heuven & Pols (1993) is the final report of an extensive project concentrating on

prerequisites for the development of text-to-speech synthesis for Dutch. In 1991,

Pols, one of the project's supervisors, had observed that: "The present speech quality

of text-to-speech synthesis-by-rule systems is certainly good enough for specific

applications but is far from being anywhere near the quality of natural speech".

Seven years later, the situation is slightly less bleak. One of the most promising

projects of the past few years is a text-to-speech system developed by Dirksen and

Menert at Utrecht. Demonstrations of the prototype show that its range of possible

areas of application can be expected to surpass just the "specific" ones deemed

possible by Pols in his description of the early 1990's situation. The way it deals

with consonant length is this. The strategy is to give each consonant a basic value,
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and to modify this value contextually, taking into account stress, phrase-final

lengthening, number of syllables in the word, the neighbouring vocalic and

consonantal context, and speech rate. These contextual 'rules' are based on the

designers' own research, and on 'the literature', including the preliminary reports of
this thesis's research. Fine-tuning is the final stage, which, in the designers' own

words, is simply ear-enhanced "fastidious pernickety work". Thus, rather than

lipservice, there seems to be a real prospect of the applicability of this thesis's

results, in text-to-speech systems and, perhaps, in speech recognition.
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Samenvatting
(Summary in Dutch)

Een toename in het aantal publikaties met betrekking tot het vakgebied dat

aangeduid wordt met de naam Laboratorium Fonologie geeft aan dat er een

groeiende belangstelling is voor een fonetische onderbouwing van fonologische

patronen. Het doel van dit proefschrift is een bijdrage te leveren aan deze discussie

over de relatie tussen de fonetiek en de fonologie door middel van onderzoek naar de

relatie tussen segmentduren en lettergreepstructuur.

In 1924 beweerde de experimenteel foneticus Giulio Panconcelli-Calzia al

dat het vergeefse moeite zou zijn om te proberen een fonetische correlaat van de

lettergreep te vinden. In de afgelopen vijf-en zeventig jaar hebben veel onderzoekers

geprobeerd het ongelij k van Panconcelli-Cal zia te bewijzen.

Alhoewel er aan de status van de lettergreep binnen de fonologie niet

getwijfeld wordt, en er intensief aan theorievorming wordt gedaan vanuit de

gedachte dat de lettergreep bestaat, is er nog steeds geen direct fonetische correlaat

gedefinieerd. De vraag die centraal staat in dit proefschrift betreft het mogelijke

bestaan van een relatie tussen metrische lettergreepstructuur en de duren van

medeklinkers. Deze vraag is geformuleerd als de hypothese in (l).

Metrische Segment Duur Hypothese: the relatieve duren van segmenten

zijn een afspiegeling van de structuur van de lettergreep.

In dit proefschrift is er gepoogd een antwoord op deze vraag te geven door middel

van een interpretatie van akoestische duur data van medeklinkers die verkregen zijn

met behulp van een reeks van spraakproductie-experimenten, gericht op het

verzamelen van de duren van medeklinkers en medeklinker sequenties. De analyse

van deze experimenteel verkregen data staat centraal in dit proefschrift. De eerste

stap van de analyse betreft een lineaire kijk op de data, wat betekend dat

medeklinker sequenties simpelweg beschouwd worden als opeenvolgende geluiden.

Gaandewegzal het duidelijk worden dat zo'n interpretatie van de data niet het hele

verhaal vertelt. De notie 'lettergreep' zal dan zijn intrede doen. De belangrijkste

resultaten zullen hieronder per hoofdstuk van het proefschrift weergegeven worden.

(l)
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Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt het eerste experiment in de reeks, dat de temporele

aspecten van de woord-onset beschouwt. Na een korte verhandeling over de

fonologische structuur van de woord*onset, worden het materiaal en de

experimentele procedure bediscussieerd. Het doel van dit experiment was uit te

vinden of de duren van medeklinkers gerelateerd kunnen worden aan de structuur

van de woord-onset. Aspecten die inherent zijn aan de medeklinkers lijken een

cruciale rol te spelen, sonorante medeklinkers zrjn korter dan niet sonorante

medeklinkers. Een van de eenvoudigste modellen van duuraanpassing binnen

medeklinker sequenties gaat ervan uit dat alle medeklinkers procentueel gelijkelijk
verkorten. Echter, de onderzoeksresultaten van dit hoofdstuk geven aan dat niet het

geval is. In een medeklinker sequentie is de meest sonorante medeklinker het kortste

in duur. Bij sequenties van min of meer gelijke sonorantie, zoals bijvoorbeeld /sp/,

verkorten beide medeklinkers met ongeveer een gelijk percentage in verhouding tot

de duren die ze als enkelvoudige woord-onsets hebben. Verder wordt gevonden dat

verkorting van medeklinker duren binnen clusters slechts 66nmalig optreedt, wat

'lokaliteit' wordt genoemd. Hierdoor is de /l/ in de sequentie /spU net zo lang als in

de sequentie lpV. Het lijkt er op dat de duren van sequenties van drie medeklinkers
'compositioneel' zijn, dat wil zeggen, ze kunnen geheel afgeleid worden van de

duren van de tweeledige sequenties. Een strikte lineaire (niet-hierarchische)

interpretatie van medeklinker duren wordt niet ondersteund door de huidige

resultaten. De woord-onset vertoont een hi0rarchische structuur daar waar hiErarchie

relevant is, dus bij drieledige medeklinker sequenties. Dit resultaat bevestigt de

gebruikelijke assumpties met betrekking tot de woord-onset, echter de op basis van

de duur resultaten gevonden hiErarchie wijkt af van de fonologische (fonologische

rechts-vertakkend blij kt fonetisch I inks- vertakkend) .

Het tweede experiment dat de temporele aspecten van de woord-coda

beschouwt, wordt in hoofdstuk 3 behandeld. De structuur van dit hoofdstuk komt

overeen met dat van het voorgaande hoofdstuk. Eerst worden de fonologische

aspecten van de woord-coda behandeld, waarna de opzet en uitvoering van het

tweede experiment besproken wordt. De resultaten van dit tweede experiment zijn in

essentie vergelijkbaar met die van het eerste experiment. De temporele patronen

voor de woord-coda zrjn ongeveer het spiegelbeeld van die voor de woord-onset, net

zoals de medeklinker sequenties ongeveer elkaars spiegelbeeld zijn. Met betrekkirg

tot de woord-coda wordt ook gevonden dat sonore medeklinkers korter zijn dan

minder sonore medeklinkers. Ook in medeklinker sequenties is de meest sonore

medeklinker het kortst. Lokaliteit is ook van toepassing op woord-codas. Deze

resultaten bevestigen dus in grote lijnen de resultaten die gevonden waren voor de

woord-onset. Ook de woord-coda vertoont een hiErarchische structuur daar waar
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hierarchie relevant is, namelijk bij drieledige medeklinker sequenties. Deze

hiErarchie is echter aftrankelijk van de medeklinker klasse, wat een fonologisch

ongebruikelijke uitkomst is.

Het derde experiment in de reeks, dat de intervocalische medeklinker

sequenties betreft, wordt in hoofdstuk 4 besproken. Intervocalische medeklinkers

maken per definitie deel uit van meerlettergrepige woorden, daarom worden deze

medeklinkers eerst bediscussieerd met betrekking tot fonologische en morfologische

structuur van het woord waarin ze voorkomen. Wederom worden de belangrijkste

bevinden van hoofdstukken 2 en 3 in de resultaten van dit derde experiment

bevestigd. Maar er wordt ook een asymmetrie gevonden in de duur van liquidae in

tweeledige clusters van stUgende versus vallende sonoriteit. Het lijkt dat deze

asymmetrie toegeschreven kan worden aan een verschil in lettergreep-splitsing van

deze twee typen medeklinker sequenties. Sequenties waarbij de sonoriteit van

medeklinkers afneemt worden gesplitst, zoals bU VS-OS, en sequenties waarbij de

sonoriteit van medeklinkers toeneemt worden als sequentie behouden, zoals in V-
OSV. Drieledige sequenties waarin de sonoriteit toeneemt vertonen de lokaliteiren
compositionaliteits-effecten. Deze effecten worden niet gevonden voor sequenties

van het type S + O + O en O + O + O. Geheel onverwacht vertoonden deze

sequenties een verdere verkorting van de duren van de medeklinkers in vergelijking

tot hun duren in vergelijkbare tweeledige sequenties. De resultaten van dit hoofdstuk

bevestigen de bruikbaarheid van de notie lettergreepgrens. Over het algemeen

worden deze grenzen gevonden waar de fonologte ze gewoonlijk voorspelt. Een

belangrijke afwijking van dit principe is dat fonetisch gezien de taalspecifieke VX
conditie, die fonologisch gepostuleerd wordt om het prosodisch gedrag van

lettergrepen te beschrijven, systematisch genegeerd wordt ten faveure van het

universele Maximale Onset Principe.

De bevindingen van hoofdstuk 4 worden in hoofdstuk 5 vanuit een ander

oogpunt beschouwd, namelijk vanuit het perspectief van een vergelijking tussen de

resultaten van de verschillende experimenten. Zo'n vergelijking is methodologisch

niet ongevaarlijk (om verschillende redenen die worden besproken), maar er mag

worden aangenomen dat een verschil in de affiliatie van medeklinkers in

tautosyllabische woord-onsets en woord-codas en heterosyllabische intervocalische

medeklinker sequenties ook in duur gerealiseerd wordt. Aldus wordt in dit hoofdstuk

de bijdrage van de lettergreepgrens op de duren van medeklinkers verder

onderzocht. Geheel tegenstrijdig met de verwachting van duurverkorting door het

aantal lettergrepen in een woord, het zogenaamde polysyllabische verkortingseffect,

vonden we dat enkele medeklinkers langer zijn in intervocalische positie dan in de

woord-coda, dat wil zeggen in een polysyllabisch versus een monosyllabisch woord.
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Dit onverwachte resultaat kan worden toegeschreven aan een verschil in affiliatie
van de enkele medeklinker in intervocalische positie en in de woord-coda.

Intervocalische medeklinkers worden toegewezen aan de onset van de tweede

lettergreep, in contrast met de woord-coda positie. Een vergelijking van een gedeelte

van de de intervocalische data met die voor de woord-onset vertoonde wel het effect

van polysyllabische verkorting. De conclusie die uit het bovenstaande getrokken kan

worden is dat de enkele intervocalische medeklinker inderdaad bij voorkeur een

onset status geniet. Deze conclusie is in overeenstemming met de fonologische CV

regeL/Maximale Onset Principe, dat medeklinkers die aan een vocaal voorafgaan

toeschrijft aan die vocaal. Een vergelijking van intervocalische sequenties van twee

medeklinkers met vergelijkbare woord-codas leidde tot de observatie dat de tweede

medeklinker in zo'n intervocalische sequentie langer is dan in de woord-coda. Deze

vondst bevestigd dat er een verschil is tussen tautosyllabische en heterosyllabische

medeklinker sequenties, VSO# versus VS-OV. Het verschil tussen deze sequenties

wordt gemarkeerd door de langere duur van de tweede medeklinker die in
intervocalische sequenties naar de onset van de tweede lettergreep wordt geschoven.

De medeklinker sequenties die typisch als onset gezien worden vertoonden het effect

van polysyllabische verkorting.Deze vondst bevestigt dat zulke sequenties geheel als

onset gezien moeten worden. Afwezigheid van een duureffect voor sequenties van

drie medeklinkers is toegeschreven aan het Maximale Onset Principe dat onsets van

lettergrepen maximaliseert zolang dit maar legitieme onsets oplevert. Het effect van

extra lengte voor de eerste medeklinker van de lettergreep l{kt te worden

overschaduwd door de verkorting van medeklinkers in sequenties. De resultaten van

het vijfde hoofdstuk onderbouwen de eerdere bevinding dat fonetisch gezien de

taalspecifieke VX conditie systematisch overschaduwd wordt door de CV

regelAvlaximale Onset Principe.

Tot slot worden in hoofdstuk 6 de resultaten en conclusies van de

voorgaande hoofdstukken nog eens op een rijtje gezet.In dit zesde hoofdstuk wordt

bij de samenvatting van de resultaten met speciale aandacht gekeken naar het lot van

de Metrische Segment Duur Hypothese. Bovendien wordt in dit hoofdstuk een

sterkte/zwakte analyse gemaakt van de experimenten, met name komen hier aan bod

de geselecteerde medeklinker sequenties, de keuze en de invloed van de draagzin, en

de experimentele procedure. Zodoende worden de conclusies uit de experimenten

geEvalueerd en worden er enige suggesties gedaan voor verder onderzoek. Verder

worden enige implicaties besproken die dit proefschrift zou kunnen hebben voor de

spraaktechnologie, in het bijzonder de toepasbaarheid en het effect van de duurregels

voor tekst naar spraaksystemen.
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